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ABSTRACT

Focusing on the prints of Edgar Degas, Mary Cassatt and Camille Pissarro, my
dissertation explores the development of the belle épreuve, or the fine print, in relation to
the Impressionist movement. I firstly consider the commercial tactics of the
Impressionists in the face of the evolution of the modern art market and the decreasing
relevancy of the Salon and expound on previous scholarship by demonstrating how the
Impressionists’ modes of presentation proved especially conducive to showcasing works
on paper and how we might apply observations about the speculative nature of the
Impressionists’ formal innovations to their prints. Additionally I highlight
contemporaneous observations about the heterogeneity of the Impressionist exhibitions
that reveal meaningful insights into the nineteenth-century perception of the artists’
relationships to each other, thus questioning the tendency to divide the exhibitors into two
groups, the Degas-led realists and the Monet-led colorists.
Then I consider the printmaking practices of Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro
individually, elucidating how each artist’s attitudes toward work, craft and business
manifest formally in a small selection of examples from their printed oeuvres intended
for exhibition or publication. Among the core members of the Impressionist group,
Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro represented those most enamored with printmaking, even
collaborating to create prints for a never-realized journal during the winter and spring of
1879 and 1880. I posit that the artists’ shared compulsions for regular work, fascination
with artistic processes, technical flexibility and curiosity and forward-thinking disregard
for the traditional hierarchy accorded to media rendered them particularly suited for
making rarified, laborious prints.
iii

A final factor that connects Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro is that all three artists had
complicated relationships with the business of art or the need to sell. The dichotomy of
art making versus art marketing manifested itself in their prints. While printmaking as a
process implies multiple pulls of an original image for commercial reasons, by
emphasizing handicraft through idiosyncratic techniques, Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro
accentuated the artistry and labor of their prints. Because of the complicatedness of their
practices, printmaking did not turn out to be particularly lucrative for any of them, yet the
artists’ efforts correlate to a concurrent vogue for intimate exhibitions and works, in
terms of both size and technique, and Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro seemingly undertook
printmaking with the progressive clientele already established for Impressionism in mind.
I thusly connect my discussions of biography and personality to a consideration of
Impressionism’s relationship to the changing art market of the late nineteenth century, in
which facture, as a record of artistic temperament, became a sought-after commodity for
collectors of avant-garde art.
Despite superficial differences with regard to their subject matter and approaches,
an examination of Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s printmaking practices reveals the
assumed draftsmen and the colorists of the New Painting as kindred spirits, for whom the
how of art-making proved just as significant as the what and for whom marketing was
important but making was vital. The artists’ uses of combinations of etching, softground,
drypoint and aquatint demonstrates concerns for both design and tone, and each artist
accordingly strove to achieve in their prints a balance of personal sensations and
decorative artifice.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Focusing primarily on examples from the printed oeuvres of Edgar Degas (18341917), Mary Cassatt (1844-1926) and Camille Pissarro (1830-1903), this study explores
the development of the belle épreuve, or the fine print, in relation to the Impressionist
movement. Among the core members of the Impressionist group,1 Degas, Cassatt and
Pissarro represented those most enamored with printmaking, even collaborating to create
prints for a never-realized journal during the winter and spring of 1879-80. While the
scholarship on Impressionism frequently discusses Degas and Cassatt together, as a
consequence of their shared focus on figure painting, Pissarro is typically compared to
Claude Monet or Paul Cézanne, artists who devoted a significant portion of their attention
to landscape. However, Pissarro was the most prolific printmaker of all the
Impressionists, while Cézanne made few prints, and Monet never made a print. And
while the tendency is to view Cassatt as one of the draftsmen of the New Painting, rather
than one of the colorists,2 her drafting of her paintings was actually quite minimal.3
Making prints with Degas pushed both Cassatt and Pissarro to introduce more rigorous
design into their work.

1

For the sake of simplicity, I refer to the founders of the ‘Société anonyme cooperative des artistes
peintres, sculpteurs, graveurs, etc.’ as the ‘Impressionists’ and their eight exhibitions as the ‘Impressionist
exhibitions,’ with the understanding that ‘Impressionism’ was and is a somewhat contested designation.
2
Following Duranty’s division of the New Painters: Edmond Duranty, “The New Painting: Concerning the
Group of Artists Exhibiting at the Durand-Ruel Galleries” (1876), in Charles S. Moffett, et al., The New
Painting, Impressionism: 1874-1886 (Geneva, 1986), 37-49.
3
As shown by Jay E. Cantor, “Mary Cassatt: Drawing on Drawing,” in Warren Adelson, et al., Mary
Cassatt: Prints from the Artist’s Studio (Princeton, 2000), 129-30.

1

I posit that certain commonalities of Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s biographies
and temperaments fueled their attraction to printmaking. I connect these discussions of
biography and personality to a consideration of Impressionism’s relationship to the
changing art market of the late nineteenth century, in which facture, as a record of artistic
temperament, became a sought-after commodity for collectors of avant-garde art. One
finds in the biographies of each painter-printmaker a compulsion for regular work, a
fascination with artistic processes and a forward-thinking disregard for the traditional
hierarchy accorded to media. The artists’ open-mindedness and technical curiosity
manifested itself in a propensity for experimentation, or deviating from the traditional
way of doing things, in pursuit of an effect. Degas’s penchant for experimentation
exhibits itself throughout his body of work, but, in the cases of Cassatt and Pissarro, their
printed oeuvres best reveal their ingenuity. Furthermore, I suggest that the shared traits
and interests listed above drew Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro particularly to the labor of
making prints, as all insisted on their involvement in every part of the printing process,
such as the application of the aquatint or the inking, rather than just the design of their
etchings.
A final factor that connects Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro biographically is that all
three artists had complicated relationships with the business of art or the need to sell.
During the time of their collaborative printmaking efforts, each artist acutely felt the need
to make money but also had a fear of betraying their artistic principles in so doing. The
failure of his family’s bank in 1874 followed by legal troubles on the part of his brother
compelled Degas, for the first time in his life, to approach art making from a commercial

2

standpoint, a situation toward which he expressed bitterness.4 While Cassatt could rely
on her family’s money to provide her with a comfortable lifestyle, her parents stipulated
that her art must support itself.5 Yet she joined forces with an avant-garde movement
rather than becoming a society portraitist, like several of her compatriots. While Pissarro
struggled throughout his career to support his large family,6 certain of his choices
demonstrate a commitment to artistic integrity at all costs and perhaps even a fear of
becoming too acceptable.
The dichotomy of art making versus art marketing arguably manifested itself in
the artists’ prints. While printmaking as a process implies multiple pulls of an original
image for commercial reasons, by emphasizing handicraft through idiosyncratic
techniques, Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro accentuated the artistry and labor of their prints.
Because of the complicatedness of their practices, printmaking did not turn out to be
particularly lucrative for any of them, yet the artists’ efforts correlate to a concurrent
vogue for intimate exhibitions and works, in terms of both size and technique, and Degas,
Cassatt and Pissarro seemingly undertook printmaking with the progressive clientele
already established for Impressionism in mind.
Laying the foundation for the in-depth case studies of Degas, Cassatt and
Pissarro’s printmaking practices that comprise the subsequent chapters, my second
chapter “Framing the Impressionist Print” discusses prints as important components of
4

Marilyn Brown, Degas and the Business of Art: A Cotton Office in New Orleans (University Park, PA,
1994), 59-61.
5
Robert Cassatt to Alexander Cassatt; December 13, 1878, in Nancy Mowll Mathews, ed., Cassatt and Her
Circle: Selected Letters (New York, 1984), 143.
6
Pissarro’s financial troubles represent a recurring theme of biographies of the artist (namely Kathleen
Adler, Camille Pissarro, a biography (New York, 1977) and Ralph E. Shikes and Paula Harper, Camille
Pissarro, His Life and Work (Ann Arbor, 1980), as well as his correspondence: Janine Bailly-Herzberg, ed.,
Correspondance de Camille Pissarro, 5 vol. (Paris, 1980-91) and Camille Pissarro, Letters to His Son
Lucien, ed. John Rewald (New York, 1943).

3

Impressionist venture at large. I consider the commercial tactics of the Impressionists in
the face of the development of the modern art market and the decreasing relevancy of the
Salon and expound on previous scholarship by showing how the Impressionists’ modes
of presentation proved especially conducive to showcasing works on paper and how we
might apply observations about the speculative nature of the Impressionists’ formal
innovations to their prints.7 Avoiding major works and artists who did not exhibit prints,
my study draws attention to the substantial presence of works on paper and a related
concern for the applied arts within the Impressionist endeavors. Additionally,
contemporaneous observations about the heterogeneity of the Impressionist exhibitions
reveal meaningful insights into the nineteenth-century perception of the artists’
relationships to each other, thus questioning the tendency to divide the exhibitors into two
groups, the Degas-led realists and the Monet-led colorists. I suggest that we look at the
Impressionists’ printmaking efforts as the second act of the Etching Revival of the
1860s.8 While print aficionados already prized artists’ prints as emanations of
personality,9 the prints of the Impressionist printmakers arguably proved even more
eccentric and personal in keeping with Impressionism’s general association with an
“aesthetics of the sketch.”10 Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s exhibition of multiple states of

7

Particularly important to this discussion are Martha Ward, “Impressionist Installations and Private
Exhibitions,” The Art Bulletin 73 (Dec. 1991): 599-622, John House, Impressionism: Paint and Politics
(New Haven , 2004), Chapters 2 and 6 and, to a lesser extent, Brown, 2-3.
8
Spearhead by publishing efforts of Alfred Cadart, such as the Société des Aquafortistes. See Gabriel P.
Weisberg, The Etching Renaissance in France: 1850-1880 (Salt Lake City, 1971). The Color Revolution
of the 1890s thus represents the third act. See Philip Dennis Cate and Sinclair Hamilton Hitchings, The
Color Revolution: Color Lithography in France, trans. Margaret Needham (Santa Barbara, 1978).
9
See for example Théophile Gautier, “Un Mot sur l’eau-forte” (1863), in Tableaux à la plume (Paris,
1880), 231-5, Charles Baudelaire, “Painters and Etchers” (1862), in Art in Paris 1845-1862: Salons and
Other Exhibitions, ed. and trans. Jonathan Mayne (London, 1965), 217-22.
10
As termed by Albert Boime: Albert Boime, The Academy and French Painting in the Nineteenth Century
(New Haven, 1986), 80.

4

their prints further demonstrates a shared valuation of process and craft that the artists in
turn sought to impart to their clientele.
As mentioned above, prints for a never-realized journal comprise the fruit of
Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s collaborative efforts during the winter and spring of 187980. The proposed journal, titled Le Jour et la Nuit, was seemingly the brainchild of
Degas. The artist intended the publication to coincide with and publicize the
Impressionist exhibition of 1880. As verified by the amount of plates they produced,
Cassatt and Degas worked vigorously at his printing press, in preparation for Le Jour et
la Nuit, while Pissarro sent Degas examples of his etchings, to which he replied with
compliments and constructive criticism.11 All three experimented with obtaining unique
effects through the manipulation of the etched plate in novel ways. However by the time
of the 1880 exhibition, the artists abandoned the project they once approached so
enthusiastically.12 Though brief discussions of Le Jour et la Nuit appear in volumes on
the prints of the Impressionists and the revival of etching during the second half of the
nineteenth century, as well as in books addressing the printed oeuvres and biographies of
Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro individually, there has been no comprehensive study of the
project that thoroughly investigates this collaborative effort and its failure to be

11

“When Degas’s collection was catalogued after his death, it contained eighty-seven impressions plus
thirteen working proofs by Cassatt. …Some thirty impressions from about twenty plates by Pissarro were
printed with, or by, Degas and figure in the catalogue sale of his collection:” Anne Dumas, et al., The
Private Collection of Edgar Degas (New York, 1997), 240-1. See also Marcel Guerin, ed., Edgar Germain
Hilaire Degas: Letters, trans. Marguerite Kay (Oxford, 1947), 51-9.
12
Degas usually receives the blame for the Le Jour et la Nuit project falling through, based on a letter by
Cassatt’s mother, in which she described the artist as “never ready for anything:” Katherine Cassatt to
Alexander Cassatt; April 9, 1880, in Mathews, 1984, 151. I hope to show that circumstances of the
project’s abandonment were more complicated.
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produced.13 Therefore one of my objectives is to reconstruct the character of the
abandoned journal by reviewing the correspondence surrounding its genesis and failure
as well as by looking at the prints planned for it (Figures 1-3) and speculating about its
intended audience.
Le Jour et la Nuit represents an important piece of Impressionist history because
the prints intended for it are the products of Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s 1879-80
alliance. Though the publication of the journal never happened, all three artists realized
beautifully crafted prints for it that appeared in the 1880 Impressionist exhibition. I
believe that looking at these prints together, as well as the correspondence surrounding
their creation will reveal insights about Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s collaborative
relationship and their artistic and commercial goals in 1880. The journal seemingly
constituted an entrepreneurial, or at least a promotional, venture, yet perhaps the artists
involved, particularly Degas, proved ultimately unwilling to compromise their artistic
idiosyncrasy for the sake of the whole.
Previous studies of Impressionist prints include Michel Melot’s The Impressionist
Print (1996), a multifaceted exploration of the belle épreuve in France between 1850 and
1900 that considers critics, collectors and the art market in addition to artists. My
proposed study is much narrower in scope and thus allows for more in-depth discussions
of the role of prints in the Impressionist exhibitions, the Le Jour et la Nuit project, the
13

Druick and Zegers discuss the project in some detail, but they focus on the relationship of the journal to
other illustrated periodicals of the period, the resurgence of black and white media and the applied arts, and
the Impressionist commitment to modern themes rather than the specific prints intended for it: Douglas
Druick and Peter Zegers, “Degas and the Printed Image,” in Sue Welsh Reed and Barbara Stern Shapiro,
Edgar Degas: The Painter as Printmaker (Boston, 1984), xxxix-li. Michel Melot devotes a few paragraphs
to the size and stylistic consistencies of works presumably intended for Le Jour et la Nuit, observations
upon which I hope to expound: Michel Melot, The Impressionist Print, trans. Caroline Beamish (New
Haven, 1996), 154-5.
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Impressionist print and the art market, as well as analyses of individual works.
Monographic studies of Degas’s prints include Sue Welsh Reed and Barbara Stern
Shapiro’s Edgar Degas: The Painter as Printmaker (1984), with an important three-part
essay by Douglas Druick and Peter Zegers, and Eugenia Parry Janis’s comprehensive
catalogue of Degas’s monotypes (1968). Additionally Janis’s article “The Role of the
Monotype in the Working Method of Degas” (1967), in which she proposed that the
monotype process enabled Degas to overcome his devotion to drafting individual figures
at the expense of compositional unity by providing him with “a suggestive, sufficiently
generalized first sketch,”14 contributed to my understanding of the artist’s works in that
medium. Monographic studies of Cassatt and Pissarro’s prints include Mary Cassatt:
The Color Prints by Nancy Mowll Mathews and Shapiro (1989) and Shapiro’s Camille
Pissarro, The Impressionist Printmaker (1973). My dissertation contributes to the field
by elucidating how the artists’ attitudes toward work, craft and business manifest
formally in a small selection of examples from their printed oeuvres intended for
exhibition or publication. The public nature of the prints I chose to examine is important,
as I wish to suggest a consideration on the parts of Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro of
concurrent trends and that each artist accordingly strove to achieve in their prints a
balance of personal sensations and decorative artifice.
Chapter Three, “Degas and the Aesthetics of Process” demonstrates how the
labored surfaces of Degas’s prints served as records of artistic temperament, showcasing
the artist’s eventually mythic fickleness and chronic dissatisfaction as well as engaging
with notions of changeability and self-referential artifice associated with the art of
14

Eugenia Parry Janis, “The Role of the Monotype in the Working Method of Degas,” The Burlington
Magazine 109 (Jan. 1967): 25-7.
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modernity. I look to Paul Valéry’s insightful essay Degas Danse Dessin to help me
grapple with the complexities of Degas’s particular non fini. Chapter Four, “Cassatt and
the Industry of Artifice” explores how Cassatt embraced the physical and intellectual
challenges of printmaking, including rigorous design. While the artist took care to
accentuate signifiers of process and handicraft and increasingly emphasized decorative
abstraction in her prints, Cassatt’s intimate subject matter imbues her works with
sensations of immediacy associated with images of modern life. I establish Cassatt’s
place within the late nineteenth-century French avant-garde by connecting her prints to
primary texts significant to Impressionism.15 Chapter Five, “Pissarro and the Struggle for
Unity” elaborates an alternate facet of Pissarro’s efforts to realize his sensations artfully
(concurrent to his adoption and rejection of Neo-Impressionism) during 1880s and 1890s.
Showcasing the artist’s struggle to achieve ideal balances of tone and line, Pissarro’s
highly-wrought prints put his brain work and physical labor on display, alerting his
audience to their status as the rarified products of an artist-worker. I link the artist’s
notorious variability in terms of both media and style to his insistence individual freedom
as an anarchist as well as a concern for marketing to an array of collectors.
My methodology for exploring these issues firstly involves biographical
considerations of the formation of Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s work ethics and attitudes
apropos the necessity of selling their paintings and prints. In addition to consulting the
key biographies on each artist, I examine primary sources, such as correspondence and
criticism. Other sources significant to this area of my study include Odd Man Out:
Readings of the Work and Reputation of Edgar Degas (1991) by Carol Armstrong; Degas
15

Specifically Stéphane Mallarmé, “The Impressionists and Edouard Manet” (1876), in Moffett 27-35 and
various writings by Charles Baudelaire.
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and the Business of Art: A Cotton Office in New Orleans (1994) by Marilyn Brown;
“Camille Pissarro, an Anarchistic Artist in Bourgeois Society” (1979-80) by Michel
Melot; Pissarro, Neo-Impressionism, and the spaces of the avant-garde (1996) by Martha
Ward; and Pioneering Modern Painting: Cézanne and Pissarro, 1865-1885 (2005) by
Joachim Pissarro. We might link Armstrong’s identification of Degas’s “obsession with
repetition” and “his interest in the process, rather than the products” to the artist’s
compulsion to work for work’s sake and his infamous hesitancy to finish his works.16
Brown shows how the failure of Degas’s family bank in 1874 tainted the artist’s
estimation of business and yet forced him to approach his work from an entrepreneurial
standpoint. Joachim Pissarro describes Camille Pissarro’s compulsive need to work,
which he passed on to his colleague, Cézanne, by stating that for both artists “work
attained an ontological dimension in that it became a way to ‘realize’ one’s self.”17 Ward
identifies Pissarro’s apparent unease about Impressionism’s “absor[ption] into the private
domains of dealers’ galleries” as an impetus for his Neo-Impressionism.18 However my
particular focus on Pissarro’s prints reveals how despite seeming to commit career
suicide with his Neo-Impressionist phase, the variety of works created by the artist in
‘minor’ media throughout the 1880s showcases a lack of reverence for the traditional
hierarchical position accorded to oil painting and a desire to market his works to all types
of collectors without compromising his artistic values. Ward further adopts a
terminology coined by the artist himself to describe his works of the 1880s, ‘modern

16

Carol Armstrong, Odd Man Out: Readings of the Work and Reputation of Edgar Degas (Chicago, 1991),
93.
17
Joachim Pissarro, Pioneering Modern Painting: Cézanne and Pissarro 1865-1885 (New York, 2005), 32.
18
Martha Ward, Pissarro, Neo-Impressionism, and the spaces of the avant-garde (Chicago, 1996), 20-9.
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primitivism.’19 I find this terminology well-suited to describing the balance of sensations
and sophisticated decoration for which Pissarro strove in his prints. Finally Melot shows
how Pissarro’s artisanal printmaking practices accorded with both his anarchy and the
bourgeois market for original prints.20 My exploration of Degas and Pissarro’s printed
oeuvres will expound upon the conclusions drawn by these authors, and to my knowledge
there exists no scholarship, other than my own, that focuses on Cassatt’s relationship with
work and business.21 I do discuss the artist’s color prints in relation to Reinhold Heller’s
observation about Symbolist art that in the 1880s and 1890s, “an emphatic assertion of
the independent, material, and ‘manufactured’ existence of artworks—their presence as
objects separate from the objects of nature—was a widespread practice.”22 Additionally I
apply Linda Nochlin’s discussion of Berthe Morisot’s The Wet Nurse and Julie as a
‘work about work’ to Cassatt’s print The Fitting.23
I approach the prints themselves from a social, moderately Marxist perspective.
Walter Benjamin famously wrote that “that which withers in the age of mechanical

19

See Ward, 1996, 73 and 286, n. 11: “In 1886 Durand-Ruel objected to [Le vue de ma fenêtre par temps
gris], which he said could not be sold. Pissarro responded that the farm yard and red roof were precisely
what gave character to the painting, its ‘modern primitive stamp’ (‘cachet primitive moderne’).”
According to Ward Bailly-Herzberg’s edition of Pissarro’s correspondence alters the end of the sentence
from “justement ce qui donne tout le caractère à cette toile, qui a un cachet primitive moderne” to
“justement ce que j’ai tant cherché.”
20
Michel Melot, “Camille Pissarro, an Anarchistic Artist in Bourgeois Society” Marxist Perspecitves 2
(Winter 1979/80), 45.
21
One facet of Cassatt’s industry that lies outside my scope and has been discussed is her role as well as an
artistic advisor and procurer of works for friends and family. See Erica Hirshler, “Helping ‘Fine Things
Across the Atlantic’: Mary Cassatt and Art Collecting in the United States,” in Judith A. Barter, Mary
Cassatt: Modern Woman (Chicago, 1998), 177-212 and Erica E. Hirshler and Elliot Bostwick Davis, “A
Place in the World of Art: Cassatt, Degas, and American Collectors,” in Kimberly A. Jones, Degas/Cassatt
(Washington, 2014), 128-37.
22
Reinhold Heller, “Concerning Symbolism and the Structure of Surface,” Art Journal 45 (Summer 1985):
151.
23
Linda Nochlin, “Morisot’s Wet Nurse: The Construction of Work and Leisure in Impressionist Painting,”
in Perspectives on Morisot, ed. T.J. Edelstein (New York, 1990), 99-100.
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reproduction is the aura of the work of art.”24 While all printmaking involves
mechanized reproduction to a certain degree, I suggest that by emphasizing handicraft
Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro strove to ensure that their prints retained the aura of the work
of art. Several scholars argue that Impressionist painting appealed to a specifically
capitalist Third Republic audience, the progressive aesthetics of the works constituting
their market value.25 Melot traces the origins of this phenomenon to the July Monarchy,
a period which witnessed the flourishing of commercial, popular and reproductive
lithography and engraving, and the cultivation of photography, all to the detriment of
etching. As art gradually became more available, the bourgeoisie began to oppose its
democratization, and a period of doubt about the compatibility of art and reproductive
processes followed, leading the notion of art for art’s sake to gain favor among the
intelligentsia.26 Charles Rosen and Henri Zerner, in their chapter “Realism and the
Avant-garde,” identify the separation of avant-garde Realism and concurrent depictions
of contemporary life as rooted in technique rather than subject. As Realism “demanded
that the familiar remain familiar,” the aesthetic interest shifted from the objects to the
means. This tied Realism, with a capital R, to l’art pour l’art.27
The beginning of what art history designates an Etching Renaissance coincided
with the first ten years of the Second Empire and the ensuing resurgence of the French
economy. Melot views this renewed interest in etching on the part of painters and their
24

Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” in The Continental
Aesthetics Reader, ed. Clive Cazeaux (London, 2000), 324.
25
For example Brown, Stephen Eisenman, ed., Nineteenth Century Art: A Critical History (London, 1994)
and James H. Rubin, Impressionism and the Modern Landscape: Productivity, Technology, and
Urbanization from Manet to Van Gogh (Berkeley, 2008).
26
Melot, 1996, 8-21.
27
Charles Rosen and Henri Zerner, “Realism and the Avant-Garde,” in Romanticism and Realism: The
Mythology of Nineteenth-Century Art (New York, 1984), 149-50.
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public as “the consequence of a revival (by advanced circles after the July Monarchy) of
the tradition of the pre-Revolutionary upper middle classes and enlightened aristocrats.”28
Critics such as Théophile Gautier, Charles Baudelaire and Philippe Burty emphasized the
creativity and spontaneity of the belle épreuve, linking the laying down of the lines to be
etched to sketching or drawing.29 Original artists’ etchings therefore constituted primal
records of artistic temperament, a major component of the Realist program.
My study also owes a debt to Benjamin’s writings on the fetishization of
commodities during the second half of the nineteenth century. In “Paris: Capital of the
Nineteenth Century,” Benjamin wrote, “The interior was the place of refuge of Art. The
collector was the true inhabitant of the interior,” contending that while the notion of l’art
pour l’art attempted “to isolate art against the development of technology,” the result was
the fetishization of the work of art, or its divorce from any use value.30 Stephen
Eisenman further maintains that “the formal and technical innovations of the
[Impressionist] movement effectively served to represent an ideal of personal pleasure
and individualist freedom,” while representing a world “which cannot be manipulated,
grasped, or even touched, except with the eyes. It is a world where use-value has been
vanished, and exchange value—which posits the universal equality of things—enshrined
instead. For the Impressionist painter, nature and the built environment appear as
commodity forms, or fetishes.”31 Armstrong sees Degas’s works in particular as
“subscrib[ing] to a private world of interiorized viewing” and “attempt[ing] to neutralize

28

Melot, 1996, 13.
Melot, 1996, 56.
30
Walter Benjamin, “Paris: Capital of the Nineteenth Century” (1935), Perspecta 12 (1969): 169-71.
31
Eisenman, 340-42.
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and privatize the realist project.”32 The shift in attitude toward the role of the print during
the Second Empire from a means to democratize art to a unique object for private
delectation well encapsulates this phenomenon. Peter Parshall in his essay, “A Darker
Side of Light: Prints, Privacy, and Possession,” further discusses the contemplation of
prints for collectors as a “private affair,” fostering interiority and calling for “subjects that
indulged the solitary circumstances of their creation.”33
Finally I find the concept of “madeness” put forth by Joseph Leo Koerner useful
for understanding the Impressionist print. According to Koerner “what we tend to value
in a picture is not the thing duplicated but the inscription that duplicates: the artwork
itself as a made thing.”34 The Impressionist print occupies a unique position as both a
representational work of art, rooted in notions of on-the-spot observation associated with
realism and Impressionism, and as decorative object associated with limited edition
examples of the applied arts. Because of its connection to decoration, as well as its basis
in the artificial concept of line, there existed less expectation for mimesis for prints, and
the artists associated with Impressionism arguably were more willing to experiment and
more readily invoked ‘primitive’ and decorative sources in their prints than in their
paintings. Koerner further relates “madeness” to the idea of works of art as containers of
temperament: “Connoisseurship’s hunt, via attention to facture, for the real masterpiece
gains momentum, becoming the recognition of the master. Masters are the ones who
show themselves in what they do.”35 Signs of “madeness” in Degas, Cassatt and
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Armstrong, 1991, 5 and 73.
Peter Parshall, “A Darker Side of Light: Prints, Privacy, and Possession,” in The Darker Side of Light:
Arts of Privacy, 1850-1900 (Washington, 2009), dust jacket.
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Joseph Leo Koerner, “Editorial” RES: Anthropology and Aesthetics 36 (Autumn 1999), 5.
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Pissarro’s prints, including their exhibition of multiple states, invited phenomenological
experiences of both the artists’ physical and intellectual labor.36
In summary, I demonstrate that Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s shared compulsion
for regular work, fascination with artistic processes and disregard for the traditional
hierarchy accorded to media, as well as their mutual goal to find an audience for their
works without compromising their artistic principles, led them to become active
participants in the second act of the Etching Revival. Their unique prints appealed to a
new breed of dilettante, epitomized by the Goncourt brothers and represented to an
extreme degree in fiction by Joris Karl Huysmans’s Des Esseintes.37 As a reproducible
but highly controlled commodity, the belle épreuve occupied a special position within the
Impressionist enterprise and warrants further discrete examination. My study of the belle
épreuve and Impressionism offers a fresh perspective on Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s
oeuvres and commercial goals and reveals new insights about the Impressionists’
associations with each other and Impressionism’s relationship to the changing art market
of the late nineteenth century.

36

These categories derive from Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition (1958) (Chicago, 1998). By
physical labor I mean tangible traces of the artists’ mark-making; intellectual labor refers to signs of their
artistic decision-making, including but not limited to a “to-ing and fro-ing” with regard to a work’s
appearance or the imposition of sophisticated, artificial compositional devices. On the states of Pissarro’s
Sous-bois à Hermitage, Antonia Lant observes, “The sequence records the to-ing and fro-ing of tones and
textures, the addition and subtraction of marks… :” Antonia Lant, “Purpose and Practice in French AvantGarde Print-Making of the 1880s.” Oxford Art Journal 6 (1983): 26.
37
Joris Karl Huysmans’s À Rebours (1884) describes the collectomania of a wealthy recluse named Des
Esseintes.
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CHAPTER TWO
FRAMING THE IMPRESSIONIST PRINT

What is the significance of prints within the Impressionist venture as a whole?
This chapter lays the foundation for the in-depth case studies of Degas, Cassatt and
Pissarro that comprise the subsequent chapters and begins with a consideration of the
commercial tactics of the Impressionists in the face of the development of the modern art
market and the decreasing relevancy of the Salon. I expound on previous scholarship by
demonstrating how the Impressionists’ modes of presentation proved especially
conducive to showcasing works on paper and how we might appropriately apply
observations about the speculative nature of the Impressionists’ formal innovations to the
their prints. Then, focusing on artists particularly significant to Degas’s development as
a printmaker, I briefly consider figures who showed prints with the Impressionists in
1874 and 1876 and how their inclusion shaped the character of the group’s early
exhibitions. Next I examine Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s participation in the later
exhibitions (1877-86), paying particular attention to their works in ‘minor’ media and the
effect of these works on their oeuvres at large and identifying similarities with regard to
the artists’ ideas about the directions their art should take.
Avoiding major works and artists who did not exhibit prints, my study draws
attention to the substantial presence of works on paper and a related concern for the
applied arts within the Impressionists’ endeavors. Having read through Ruth Berson’s
exhaustive compilation of the criticism of all eight exhibitions with my specific interests
in mind, I adduce responses to the what, where and how of these events that support my
15

discussion of the artists’ marketing strategies. Additionally, contemporaneous
observations about the heterogeneity of the Impressionist exhibitions reveal meaningful
insights into the nineteenth-century perception of the artists’ relationships to each other,
thus questioning the tendency to divide the exhibitors into two groups, the Degas-led
realists and the Monet-led colorists.
Within my considerations of the later Impressionist exhibitions, I also lay out the
information available concerning Le Jour et la Nuit, the never-realized Impressionist
print journal. In addition to summarizing previous discussions of and conjecture about
the project, I attempt to more fully reconstruct the intended character of Le Jour et la Nuit
by reviewing the correspondence surrounding its genesis and failure, looking at the prints
planned for it and speculating apropos its intended audience. Examining the prints that
the artists produced for Le Jour et la Nuit together, as well as the correspondence
surrounding their creation, further reveals insights about Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s
collaborative relationship and their artistic and commercial goals in 1880.
In keeping with the title Le Jour et la Nuit, a sophisticated description of light and
shade characterizes the artists’ prints for the journal: Degas’s Mary Cassatt at the
Louvre: the Gallery of Antiquities (Figure 1); Cassatt’s Woman with a Fan (In the Opera
Box) (Figure 2); and Pissarro’s Wooded Undergrowth at l’Hermitage (Figure 3). As
underscored by the artists’ presentations of their prints in the 1880 exhibition, these
intricate, multilayered compositions represented the products of numerous states.
Ostensibly Degas and Cassatt’s figure dominated indoor spaces seem divergent from
Pissarro’s village-scape, in which trees and foliage overwhelm a small figure, but the
artists’ meticulous balances of etching and aquatint or line and tone and integrations of
16

figures and environment to convey the bodily experiences of their scenes links their
prints phenomenally.

The Impressionist Print and the Evolving Art Market
The scholarship on the Impressionists repeatedly stresses the pragmatism of their
endeavor. Following the Franco-Prussian War, the artists, generally disappointed by the
government-sponsored Salon throughout the 1860s, faced increasingly strict Salon juries
and an economic downturn that negatively impacted the dealer, Paul Durand-Ruel, their
main source of support from the private sector. Even John Rewald, often accused of
exaggerating the Impressionists’ intransigence, conceded that “[t]here seemed no reason
why such a venture should not be successful and should not attract public interest, for the
friends had slowly found a nucleus of collectors, and their prices were rising.”1 The
artists associated with Impressionism whose work did make it into the Salon came to
realize that the massive state exhibition hardly represented an ideal venue for the types of
works they were making, smaller paintings intended for the walls of urban apartments to
be sold by dealers. Émile Zola, writing in 1880, described the Impressionists as
consisting of two contingents, those routinely rejected by the Salon and those whose
work went unnoticed in the Salons:
MM. Claude Monet, Renoir and Pissarro, were irritated to see themselves every
year refused by the juries of the Salons, who believed they had to protest thusly
against their artistic tendency; the others, such as M. Degas, were well received
every year, but they felt themselves so little seen, that they wanted to hang
themselves in their own beautiful place and prevail all alone; at last, there were
rich boys, such as MM. Caillebotte and Rouart, who being able to pay for a
1

John Rewald, The History of Impressionism (New York, 1973), 309-10. Rewald presents as evidence the
1874 auction sale of the collection of Ernest Hoschedé, at which “works by Pissarro, Sisley, Monet, and
Degas commanded relatively high prices.”
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personal installation themselves, did not see why they should tolerate anymore the
bad procedures of the Administration toward them. Such were the material
causes of the meeting… .2
In 1870 Paris-Journal published a letter by Degas detailing the problems of the
Salon’s modes of display and his proposed solutions. Degas’s seven point list of fixes
included limiting the hanging of works to two rows and separating paintings by at least
twenty to thirty centimeters, as opposed to filling all available space floor to ceiling, and
mixing together drawings and paintings rather than separating works by medium. Citing
the example of the British fine arts section in the Universal Expositions of 1867, Degas
suggested the use of screens to display works on paper in the main galleries, rescuing
them from the “desert” of the less-trafficked areas.3 In addition to the production of
smaller oil paintings that risked going unnoticed on the walls of the Salon, making works
on speculation rather than commission inspired artists to create works on paper intended
for private viewing practices. More in keeping with Degas’s vision, visitors to the eight
Impressionist exhibitions encountered varyingly diverse groupings of paintings, prints,
pastels, watercolors and sculpture. A consideration of the artists’ exhibition of works in a
range of media and modes of presentation reveals insights about their perceptions of their
public.

2

Émile Zola, “Le naturalisme au Salon” (1880), in Écrits sur l’art. (Paris, 1991), 416-7: “Les uns, comme
MM. Claude Monet, Renoir et Pissarro, étaient irrités de se voir chaque année refusés par les jurys des
Salons, qui croyaient devoir protester ainsi contre leur tendance artistique; les autres, comme M. Degas,
étaient bien reçus chaque année, mais ils se sentaient si peu regardés, qu’ils voulaient être chez eux pour
s’accrocher eux-mêmes en belle place et triompher tout seuls; enfin, il y avait des garçons riches, comme
MM. Caillebotte et Rouart, qui pouvant se payer une installation personnelle, ne voyaient pas pourquoi ils
toléreraient davantage les mauvais procédés de l’Administration à leur égard. Telles étaient les causes
matérielles de la réunion… .”
3
Edgar Degas, “A Propos du Salon,” Paris-Journal, (12 April 1870), reprinted in Theodore Reff, “Some
Unpublished Letters of Degas,” Art Bulletin 50 (March 1968): 87-8.
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Furthermore examining the Impressionists’ exhibition strategies exposes dualities
that underscore the evolving art market and the artists’ ongoing experimentation with
how best to display their work. While the target of Salon pictures was the French State,
Impressionist tableaux, as described by John House “occupied the middle ground, as the
archetypal commodity of the commercial art dealer, marketed in the public sphere, but
presented to potential buyers in ways that evoked the intimacy of the private spaces in
which the paintings were intended to hang.”4 Despite the lack of commercial
opportunities presented to artists by the Salon, following its relocation to the Palais de
l’Industrie in 1855, the institution increasingly came under attack for its marketplace
atmosphere.5 Martha Ward details how the Impressionist enterprise represented a piece
of a larger phenomenon, as intimate, independent exhibitions proliferated in response to
the expansion of the art market during the early Third Republic. Private exhibitions were
strategically presented as aesthetically-refined alternatives to the sensational, publicallyoriented Salon.6
As opposed to the art societies and circles also discussed by Ward, instability
encumbered the Impressionist organization--the shows did not occur at regular intervals,
they all took place in different spaces, they were organized by varying figures and the
character of the works on display fluctuated as artists joined and left. While Ward
remarks that “the walls at the early Impressionist shows failed to secure convincingly the
values associated with either the public or private space but constructed instead a rather

4
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awkward site,”7 the organizers of the Impressionist exhibitions experimented with tactics
employed, perhaps more successfully, by art circles and societies. Lack of organization,
interpersonal conflicts and last minute planning understandably separated the
Impressionists’ ideals from the outcomes of their exhibitions.
The organizers of exhibitions independent of the Salon grappled with creating an
environment that appealed to the types of collectors interested in buying smaller, less
formal works. Marilyn Brown describes how the Impressionist initiative coincided with
an “increasingly speculative” art market, which sought to appeal to “an expanding and
increasingly heterogeneous middle-class, capitalist audience.” She credits Impressionism
as “having forged a new free-market system independent of the centralized state
bureaucracy.”8 Both Brown and Robert Herbert underscore the significance of the
locations of the majority of the Impressionist exhibitions on or near the grand
boulevards, the connected avenues stretching northeast from the church of the Madeleine,
“the heart of commercial Paris,” home to department stores, shops, theaters, cafés and
numerous art dealers.9 Yet during the Third Republic, purveyors of art increasingly
strove to craft intimate settings that contrasted with the public nature of the Salon,
addressing an elite audience of connoisseurs. The locations of the Impressionist
exhibitions generally depended on what the artists could procure, taking place initially in
the former studio of the photographer, Nadar, then Durand-Ruel’s gallery and thereafter,
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with the exception of 1882, in varyingly successful apartment-like spaces.10 From the
beginning the Impressionist initiatives garnered praise for their locations and the
superiority of their displays to that of the Salon. For example in 1874 E. Drumont
remarked, “Their enterprise is a beautiful locale, admirably lit, situated in the middle of
the boulevard, in the middle of the Parisian bustle, destined to be visited by everyone…,”
and E. Lepelletier found the first exhibition “at once private and public,--a galerie rather
than a salon,--where amateurs of painting [could] fully enjoy themselves.”11
Of the reviewers Philippe Burty proved most responsive to the implications of the
Impressionist exhibitions’ contexts and arrangements. In 1874 he remarked, “The chief
object of these gentlemen, whose views, temperament, and education are very dissimilar,
was to present their paintings almost under the same conditions as in a studio, that is, in a
good light, isolated from one another, in smaller numbers than in the official
exhibitions… .”12 Burty’s comparison of the exhibition environment to a studio is worth
underscoring, as independent and dealer exhibitions of the latter nineteenth century

10

The seventh Impressionist exhibition took place at 251 rue Saint-Honoré in a building constructed to
house the painted panorama of the battle of Reichshoffen, in an open, well-lit space on the floor above the
panorama: Joel Isaacson, “The Painters Called the Impressionists,” in Moffett, 378. For negative reviews
of the spaces that housed the 1880 and 1881 Impressionist exhibitions see Gustave Gœtschy, “Indépendants
et impressionnistes,” La Voltaire (6 April, 1880), 2, Jules Claretie, “La Vie à Paris: Les Artistes
indépendants,” Le Temps (5 April 1881): 3, and Henry Havard, “L’Exposition des artistes indépendants,”
Le Siècle (3 April 1881): 2, all reprinted in Ruth Berson, The New Painting, Impressionism: 1874-1886,
Documentation (San Fransisco, 1996), I , 282, 334 and 346.
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sometimes sought to evoke the semi-private realm of an atelier, thus giving their audience
the impression of exclusivity.13 In another review he elaborated,
They…reserved a locale on one of the most trafficked points in Paris…They hung
draperies as in a private gallery; they have drawn lots for the advantage of the
picture rail on every panel, after choosing in their studio what they had from most
recent, or having borrowed from amateurs the most characteristic of what they
have sold. They have, like the English, invited the public and the critic to judge.14
In 1876 Burty again praised the locale and hanging: “The rooms are very spacious and
well-lighted, both very important requisites for the kind of painting now exhibited there,
which is characterised by a kind of decorative freedom, and demands blank spaces
between the respective frames.”15
Ward perceives a shift in the Impressionists’ mode of presentation between their
first three exhibitions and their fourth, fifth and sixth, from hanging governed by artistic
autonomy to a greater interest in decorative ensemble.16 This observation highlights
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another duality with which the Impressionist exhibitions grappled, creating harmonious
installations that evoked possibilities for the private domains of collectors while
preserving the independence of the individual works of art. Degas played a major role in
the decorative installations of the Impressionist exhibitions from 1879-81, yet he also
notoriously asserted his right as an artist to control the fate of his works throughout his
career.17 Innovations of the Impressionist displays of 1879-81 include the use of colored
frames by Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro as well as tinted exhibition rooms, both of which
served on one hand to relate works to their environment, highlighting their decorative
potential.18 In 1880 Burty observed, “The location is unaccommodating and the light is
bad, but it is to their credit [.] They have made the best of their circumstances, painting
the rooms according to the tone that appears to them most favorable to the effect of their
works… .”19 On the other hand, as pointed out by Ward, the artists’ use of colored
frames and walls “cod[ed] through color relations the individual character of their
work.”20 For example in 1881, the artists set up settees and rocking chairs in the
crowded, five-room mezzanine apartment they procured, creating a homey atmosphere,
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while Degas segregated his envoi in the most private area, at the end of the suite in a
cabinet distinguished by yellow walls.21
The intimate art exhibits organized during the early Third Republic and the
uncluttered display of works within them proved particularly conducive to showcasing
works on paper--pastels, watercolors and, most important for our purposes, prints--,
touted by critics as best suited to private delectation, thus fostering interiority.22 For
example Emile Cardon described works on paper as representing “a delicate, intimate,
lovable art that one can only appreciate well in a choice, elegant, distinguished milieu; it
needs some care and installation; it needs a discreet light; the light of the street or the
public place does not suit it at all.”23 Charles Blanc recommended storing rather than
displaying prints, arguing that “[t]here are, among the treasures of art and curiosities,
riches that one must always have visible to keep the sacred fire going in one’s soul… .
But there are things that it is important not to see at every moment, from morning till
evening, because one will finish by becoming indifferent to the pleasures they give.”24
For print enthusiast Roger Marx, “A print—the spontaneous, immediate emanation of an
artist’s genius—must be welcomed, savored a little as one would a confidence, in the
intimacy of stillness and with the devotion of silence.”25 Carol Armstrong astutely
describes Degas’s oeuvre generally as “subscrib[ing] to a private world of interiorized
viewing” and “attempt[ing] to neutralize and privatize the realist project.”26 This
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characterization also well-encapsulates the late nineteenth-century attitude toward fine
prints and other works on paper as precious objects for private delectation.
1881 marked the relinquishment of the State’s control of the Salon, the formation
of an association of artists charged with its organization and the granting of every onceaccepted artist the opportunity to participate in the election of the jury.27 Yet the Salon
seemingly lost its relevance for New Painters, as the Impressionists who left the group for
financial reasons generally sought rewards elsewhere.28 In his 1881 review Joris-Karl
Huysmans commented correspondingly: “In the face of this due result of the private
initiative, the State can…recognize the fatuity of the approvals that it so far lavished to
the students of its classes. It has in vain attempted all reformations, tried all possible
procrastinations… . The examples of the Independents show victoriously the uselessness
of a budget and the void of a directive applied to the arts.”29 In 1882 Burty claimed,
“These semi-private exhibitions stimulate the vitality of a class of producers, innerved,
rendered imperious…by the weakness and the prejudices of the old establishment.”30
Home or atelier-like settings rather bolstered the less tightly finished character of the
works often on display at independent, private and dealer exhibitions. Victor Champier
explained in 1879,
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Amateurs, who reject the weariness of the Salon…, prefer these intimate
exhibitions which seem improvised… . Artists freely send here the piece that
they have at hand: a well-turned sketch, a curious daub, an indication of
landscape, as well as a painting pushed to perfection. A landscapist can show
himself with a portrait; a portraitist can exhibit a marine. It’s delightful and all
this happens unceremoniously. One adores these lovable caprices, this free
humor by which an artist shows himself as he is… .31
Though the Impressionists frequently experienced harangue for their works’ lack
of finish, there existed in France a long tradition of appreciation for sketches as
manifestations of raw personality. Over a hundred years before our period of
consideration, Denis Diderot asked, “Why does a beautiful sketch accord greater pleasure
than a beautiful painting? Because it has more life and fewer forms… . [S]ketches thrive
on enthusiasm and genius, while paintings demand work, patience, prolonged study, and
extensive technical experience.”32 This kind of valuation of sketches corresponds to
ideas touted about original artist’s etchings during the 1860s and 1870s. For Théophile
Gautier a successful etching was “crackling with life and with spontaneity… . Each
etching is an original drawing; that of charming motifs, that of exquisite intentions, that
of impulsive movements preserved.”33 Charles Baudelaire designated etching the
province of only the most astute collectors, because it was “really too personal, and
consequently too aristocratic, a genre to enchant people other than those who are
naturally artists, and thus immediately drawn to any lively personality. Not only does
etching serve to glorify the individuality of the artist; it would even be difficult for an
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artist not to describe his most intimate personality on the copper.”34 And for Burty
etching was “free and spontaneous, escaping the administrative teaching” and
characterized by “independence of conception and depiction.” Thus it “marks more
exactly than the [art] of the burin the continually moving tendencies of a school.”35 In his
famous essay, “La Belle épreuve,” Burty expounded, “The beauty of a print, owing to a
set of circumstances that we will explain, classifies separately the sentiment of the artists
who thought of it, the skill of the printer who brought it to life, the taste of the amateur
who distinguishes and chooses it.”36 These remarks demonstrate how artists’ etchings,
similar to sketches, signified primal records of artistic temperament, a major component
of the Realist program.
As described in the introduction, several scholars discuss how Impressionist
painting appealed to a specifically capitalist Third Republic audience, and the progressive
aesthetics of the works represented their market value. For example Herbert observes
that because the Impressionists “excluded themselves from the patronage of the
government and church,” they “had to claim value for their product. This value was
located in the very way their works were produced… .”37 Writing on Impressionist
landscape painting, James Rubin remarks that Impressionism “reversed the traditional
relationship between art and labor, now presenting the work ethic as fulfilled not by
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academic studies and the smooth surfaces of studio work but by the evidence of on-thespot experience and the physical traces of creative productivity.”38 One may slightly
modify these remarks and apply them to Impressionist prints. As elaborated in greater
detail in my cases studies, Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro accentuated the artistry of their
prints by emphasizing handicraft through idiosyncratic techniques. All three
experimented with obtaining unique effects through the manipulation of the etched plate
in novel ways, even hand-coloring certain of their printed products.
Attempting to define Impressionism, Richard Shiff points out, “The term
‘impression’ can bear very physical signification, as when it is synonymous with
‘imprint.’ It suggests that contact of one material force or substance with another,
resulting in a mark, the trace of the physical interaction that has occurred… . As primary
and spontaneous, the impression could be associated with particularity, individuality, and
originality.”39 Both Shiff and Rubin relate this understanding of the word ‘impression’ to
the technology of early photography, “in which light left its imprint on the photographic
plate,” and to the Impressionist’s painter’s “spontaneous response to nature,” while
stressing that the Impressionist process “subjectif[ied] the objective” (to quote Gustave
Kahn).40 Shiff’s description of an impression as an imprint seems quite applicable to
Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s approaches to the etching process, which in some cases
involved the realization of designs directly on the surface to be etched without prior
planning. Though all three artists’ work tended to be more labored than the simplistic
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idea of Impressionist art-making as the onsite, facile recording of nature, with Degas
particularly employing a traditional approach to draftsmanship, their processes did not
yield the glassy illusionism of academic painting (or for our purposes, the rigorous
perfection of reproductive engraving). Instead their labored, and in some cases
performative, surfaces served as markers of temperament.41
A consideration of the Impressionists as pragmatic businesspeople rather than
intransigent rebels suggests that their artistic innovations were at least partly speculative,
intended to appeal to entrepreneurial clients as potential investors. Studies of the first
collectors of Impressionist art reveal a group composed largely of enterprising figures
from the bourgeoisie, professional people as well as fellow artists or writers, wielders of
new money, creating their collections rather than inheriting them.42 When world
recession impeded the modern art market in the 1870s, artists’ prints, as described by
Melot, played an important “rôle in the diversification and internationalisation of the art
market” because both artists and collectors could fall back on it.43 The connection of the
visual arts at this point with the amassing of personal wealth compelled artists to adapt to
the changing world economy, redefining the relationship between craft, art and industry
and reordering artistic hierarchies. Melot further links the eventual success of
Impressionism to the doubling of the value of investments between 1855 and 1889. In
1890 investments exceeded savings in France, and capitalism arose even more rapidly
41
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abroad. Impressionism entered the international art market just as collectors began to
seek objects d’art that matched the values symbolized by their newly-acquired wealth.44
Stephen Eisenman, as quoted in the introduction, comments on the aptness of
Impressionist art for this function, because “the formal and technical innovations of the
movement effectively served to represent an ideal of personal pleasure and individualist
freedom,” while representing a world “which cannot be manipulated, grasped, or even
touched, except with the eyes. It is a world where use-value has been vanished, and
exchange value—which posits the universal equality of things—enshrined instead. For
the Impressionist painter, nature and the built environment appear as commodity forms,
or fetishes.”45 As reproducible works on paper, prints were averagely priced and thus
accessible to a broader public than painting. Yet the printmakers associated with
Impressionism took care to limit the quantities of their prints and ensure the uniqueness
of individual impressions, fetishizing both rarity and visible facture. Though, for reasons
discussed below, printmaking did not turn out to be commercially lucrative for Degas,
Cassatt and Pissarro, their efforts correlate to the concurrent vogue for intimate
exhibitions and works, in terms of both size and technique, and the artists undertook
printmaking with the enterprising clientele already established for Impressionism in
mind.

Prints in the Early Impressionist Exhibitions: Sources of Inspiration
Throughout the Second Empire, the decisions of the Salon jury proved less dire
for printmakers than for painters. Linked to the publishing trade, prints possessed means
44
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of circulation independent of the annual exhibition. However during the period of
recession that followed the Second Empire’s collapse, many printmakers found
themselves faced with issues similar to those of their painter peers. The number of artists
vying for recognition proved too numerous and too diverse by this point for the Salon to
provide exposure for them all, and economic hardship rendered private dealers less able
to speculate on new prospects. For printmakers, competition from mechanical
reproduction threatened the time-honored tradition of engraved reproduction, and the fine
print encountered difficulties with publishers similar to those that painters experienced
with their dealers.46 Thus the first exhibition launched by the ‘Société anonyme
cooperative des artistes peintres, sculpteurs, graveurs, etc.’ appealed to several
printmakers, including the illustrious Félix Bracquemond. The express mention of
printmakers in the group’s original title indicates the Impressionists’ open attitude toward
the visual arts. The catalogue lists a striking number of works on paper—drawings,
pastels, watercolors and prints--, and unlike the Salon, the walls of the first Impressionist
exhibition again showcased a blending of techniques organized by artist. Melot aptly
likens the eclecticism that characterized the majority of the Impressionist exhibitions (and
constituted a point of frequent critical commentary and dispute among the group’s core
members) to “Zola’s image of the ‘sweetshop,’ used to characterize the diversity of styles
required to satisfy the needs of the purchasers of modern art of the day.”47 Zola, of
course, intended this characterization as derisive. While on one hand, the miscellany of
the early Impressionist exhibitions mitigated the shock of the more avant-garde works on
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display, providing conservative critics with something to praise, certain of the artists as
well as certain of the reviewers thought the more traditional works on display detracted
from cohesiveness of the Impressionist enterprise.
Notable artists who showed prints in the early Impressionist exhibitions included
Bracquemond, Marcellin Desboutin, Alphonse Legros and Viscount Ludovic Lepic. An
important contributor to the etching revival of the 1860s, Bracquemond’s rigorous works
have little to do with the Impressionist aesthetic, but his sporadic participation indicates
that the enterprising printmaker viewed the group’s exhibits as viable opportunities for
exposure. His expertise as well as eventual turn to the applied arts certainly proved
inspirational to Degas.

Likewise the prints of Legros, the sole member of the

Generation of 1863,48 to participate in an Impressionist exhibition (1876), characterized
by thick lines and, at this point, conventional subject matter of religious scenes and
images of rural life contrasted with Impressionism’s agile explorations of modernity.49
Lepic proves better remembered for the impact of his “mobile etching” on Degas
than his own landscapes, marines and portraits of dogs. In 1876 the Viscount published
an album of prints through Alfred Cadart entitled L’eau-forte mobile. The album began
with a statement, How I became an etcher, in which Lepic recounted, “I was struck by
what was wrong with printmaking…:--on one hand it was growing duller and duller as
the finish grew more meticulous; on the other…it ignored Rembrandt and the powerful
effects he achieved by refusing to use printing ink—the only way of achieving such
effects.” According to this testimony, he invented mobile etching fifteen years later: “I
48
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organised tools of my own, used neat acid, slammed on varnish, sand, clay—anything to
achieve the right black.” Lepic’s expressed goal was to “make prints like a painter, not
like a printmaker,” and he sometimes etched no lines at all on his plates but simply
painted them with printing ink, creating monotypes. He saw the impression as the most
important stage in printmaking rather than the preparation of the plate, urging that the
artist should make the impression himself, as it constituted the culmination of his work:
The painter emerges from the print when it is printed…only he can bring it to
life…otherwise etching becomes a trade like any other, that one can pursue; it is
not difficult to copy a photograph, for example and to obtain quite an acceptable
etching… . What is the ultimate secret of the etchings that I produce? It is the
way I use the ink and the rag; with these two pieces of equipment, anything can
be wrung from a plate… . This process has been in existence since the days of the
Old Masters and I have revived it… . A landscape of the banks of Escaut has
been transformed in eighty-five different ways… . By printing my plate of the
Banks of Escaut myself, I have made a dream come true. I have obtained a range
of very different effects which it would have been impossible to attain if assistants
had printed the etching rather than the artists himself.50
For his model series, Vues des Bords d’Escaut, Lepic created eighty-five diverse
impressions of the same plate, a river scene containing boats and windmills, through
varied ink applications. For example L’Incendie du moulin (Figure 4) has a blackened
foreground and a cloud of smoke rising diagonally from right to left across the picture
plane, its origin serving as the brightest spot in the composition. In Saules et peupliers
(Figure 5), the flora and fauna of the river bank are visible, but a central grouping of trees
obscures our view of the horizon.
Degas became one of the most ardent practitioners of a painterly use of ink in
printmaking, showing dessins faits à l’encre grasse et imprimés at the third Impressionist
exhibit of 1877. One of Degas’s early monotypes (a print realized through painterly
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inking only with no etched lines), perhaps his first, The Ballet Master, is signed by both
Degas and Lepic, indicating Degas’s acknowledgment of his friend’s role in helping him
refine his craft.51 Degas made numerous monotypes between 1876 and 1880, including
his series of brothel scenes, a subject he never tackled in any other medium. In addition
to his “drawings done with heavy ink and printed,” Degas exhibited at least seven
examples of monotypes of the ballet, café-concerts and bathers worked over in pastel in
1877.
Besides his friendship with Lepic, Degas’s interactions with Desboutin
encouraged his fascination with printmaking. An impoverished aristocrat, Desboutin
made his reputation and secured his finances with moody portraits of figures from the
contemporary art scene, including Édouard Manet, Berthe Morisot and the printer
Leroy.52 He made expressive use of drypoint in particular, marking the plate in an
informal manner that allowed ink to collect in certain areas. As opposed to etching, which
entails biting with acid lines scratched into an acid-proof ground, drypoint involves
drawing or actually cutting into the surface of a metal plate with a sharp tool. Because
one could not retouch the plate once marked, drypoint represented a greater challenge and
was considered even more spontaneous than etching. Moreover the distinctive burr of a
drypoint plate, created by shards of raised metal on one or both sides of the incised lines,
diminishes quickly, rendering drypoint prints particularly precious.53
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Degas passed the winter of 1875, between the first two Impressionist exhibitions,
in Cadart’s print shop with Desboutin, Guiseppe De Nittis and Alphonse Hirsch.
Material evidence of this time includes a bewildered looking portrait of Degas by
Desboutin (Figure 6), as well as portraits of Hirsch by Degas and De Nittis, all in
drypoint. The first seems to document Degas’s obsession with printmaking, as described
by Desboutin: “Degas was the only one I saw on a daily basis, and he’s no longer a
friend, man, an artist! He’s a zinc or copper plate, blackened by printer’s ink; man and
plate are laminated together by the press, into whose gearing he has disappeared
completely.”54 Degas’s experiments Lepic and Desboutin parallel a passage from
Edmond Duranty’s The New Painting (1876), in which he addressed ‘the new
printmaking:’
With very few exceptions, one must admit that everything in this new movement
is new or wants to be free. Print-making, too, torments itself over technique.
Here it takes up the drypoint and uses it like a pencil, attacking the plate directly
and tracing the work in a single stroke [Marcelin Desboutin]. There it uses the
burin to unexpectedly accent the etching. Now it changes each impression—
lightening, shading it in mystery, literally painting by a clever manipulation of the
ink at the moment of printing [Viscount Ludovic Napoléon Lepic].55
As Degas represented Duranty’s ‘new painter’ par excellence, we can imagine the
writer’s enthusiasm toward the artist’s combination of Desboutin’s bold line and Lepic’s
painterly use of ink.
I conclude this discussion with some remarks on the heterogeneous character of
the first two Impressionist exhibitions. Though their innovative offerings garnered the
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majority of the critical attention, works by the painters understood to represent
Impressionism’s core, Paul Cézanne, Degas, Claude Monet, Berthe Morisot, Pissarro,
Pierre-Auguste Renoir and Alfred Sisley, comprised the minority of the display. The
catalogue for the first exhibition lists thirty artists and 165 works, of which 48 were by
these artists. The catalogue for the second lists 252 works, of which 95 were by the
principal seven (not including Caillebotte, who debuted in 1876). This is all to say that
the appearance and atmosphere of the first two exhibitions differed to some extent from
the picture created by much of the scholarship on them. Even while the text in Charles S.
Moffett, et al.’s 1986 catalogue for The New Painting, Impressionism: 1874-1886,
acknowledges this variance throughout, the works chosen to represent each exhibit are
generally paintings by artists significant to Impressionism. Moffett in his introduction
explains the rationale behind the exclusion of prints from The New Painting; that
adequately considering them would overcomplicate an already massive project.56 He also
explains the choice of which artists to showcase, stating that “[o]f the 1,755 entries listed
in the eight catalogues published in connection with the group shows, there is a large
complement of art that can be considered negligible. It obscured the work of the more
important artists and lowered the overall quality of the group shows.” Yet Moffett
concedes that the exhibits “also included interesting, sometimes innovative, works by
such less-well-known artists as Félix and Marie Bracquemond, de Nittis, Rouart,
Desboutin, Forain, Legros, Raffaëlli, Schuffenecker, and Zandomeneghi.”57 Most of
these figures represent the more traditional Realists, championed by Degas and decried
by certain of core Impressionists, with Caillebotte at the helm. The second volume of
56
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documentation assembled by Berson in conjunction with The New Painting exhibition
provides the best recreation of eclecticism of certain of the group’s shows. Therein
Berson reproduces the catalogues and attempts to account for every work on display.
The volume further makes the content of the exhibitions visible through small black and
white reproductions of all the identifiable works in the shows. Paging through this
volume, the significant presence of prints and lesser acknowledged artists in particular
exhibits becomes evident.
Writing about the first Impressionist exhibition, Paul Tucker sums up the paradox
with which any attempt to reconstruct the character of these shows must contend: “What
visitors would have seen was a strikingly eclectic collection of traditional and new works
in all media. There were paintings, prints, pastels, watercolors, and sculpture in marble,
terracotta, and plaster, representing every kind of subject.”58 Albeit their novelty set
them apart in the eyes of the critics, paintings by Impressionism’s core represented only a
quarter of the display. Ward’s previously quoted assessment that “the walls at the early
Impressionist shows failed to secure convincingly the values associated with either the
public or private space but constructed instead a rather awkward site”59 proves fitting, as
the group’s value of inclusivity as well as Degas’s desire to secure legitimacy by
soliciting the participation of more traditional artists rendered the shows somewhat
unwieldy compared to more specialized exhibits.
However with regard to the role of prints in the early Impressionist exhibitions, I
am interested in the impact of these works’ inclusion, not just upon critics and collectors,
but upon the central members, namely Degas and Pissarro, exhibiting works alongside
58
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them, for whom prints became a significant component of their production. In addition to
inspiring Degas technically, the activities of figures such as Bracquemond, Desboutin and
Lepic demonstrated how diversifying his output might increase his exposure, enabling the
artist to profit from the publishing trade and not rely solely on dealers and exhibitions.
Degas was the only artist to show any form of print in the third Impressionist
exhibition of 1877, debuting his first monotypes, most of which he finished with pastel,
but three appear in the catalogue as dessins faits à l’encre grasse et imprimés. Melot
views monotype prints as inherently Impressionist, the free application of ink a corollary
to the Impressionist handling of paint,60 and Eugenia Parry Janis argues that the
monotype process enabled Degas to overcome his devotion to drafting individual figures
at the expense of compositional unity by providing him with “a suggestive, sufficiently
generalized first sketch.” This allowed the artist to “virtually rid himself of line [and]
concentrate on composing with (1) broad and general shapes and (2) the play of light and
shadow.” He could then impose “a linear overlay on top of the painterly, more
generalized forms,” using pastel, a means of drawing with color that competed with “the
brilliant palettes of the central core of the Impressionists, who used colour to portray and
order light.”61 While the scholarly tendency is to divide the Impressionists into two
groups, the Monet-led ‘true-Impressionists’ and the Degas-led Realists, a study of
Impressionist printmaking brings to light different connections and alliances that
challenge this standard.
Though the pastel over monotypes that Degas exhibited are generally identifiable,
consisting of dancers, café-concert performances, Femmes à la terasse d’un café, Les
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Figurants and bathers, only one critic provides a clue about which pure monotypes the
artist showed. After praising Degas’s powers of observation with regard to the
aforementioned submissions, Jules Claretie revealed, “He undertook illustrating
Monsieur et Madame Cardinal by Ludovic Halévy. These drawings have extraordinary
character. This is life itself. Here appears Gavarni and Goya in the same artist.”62
Multiple reviewers lauded Degas as an astute observer of Parisian life, likening the
cynicism of his works to those of Goya, Daumier and Gavarni. Negative commentary
tended to acknowledge the artist’s talent but critique his preoccupation with crude and
bizarre subjects. Bigot represented one of a few critics who saw Degas’s drawing as
becoming sloppy and summary, perhaps a consequence of the pastel over monotype
technique. Interestingly Bigot added that “M. Degas is the opposite of a colorist. The
tones appear to him only as values of light or shadow… . I believe he would do much
better to cultivate only the grayscale.”63 Furthermore the Gazette de France remarked
that Degas’s dancers constituted études and not tableaux,64 and while praising Caféconcert as “absolument délicieux,” Baron Grimm conceded that “[m]aybe the drawing is
a little loose, a little too sketchy.”65 Mentions of the two bathers Degas showed, one
pastel over lithograph and one pastel over monotype, prove scant, which is surprising
considering the agitation incited by similar submissions in 1886. L.G. simply stated,
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“…they are not beautiful, they are not well-done, they do not have a good color,” but
they seemed cleaner than Adolphe-Félix Cals’s Femme couchée,66 and after praising the
“réalisme effrayant” of Femmes devant un café and the hideous truth of Les Figurants,
A.P. asked, “Why has M. Degas added to his curious submissions a figure of a squatting
woman who scandalizes the ladies?”67

Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro in 1879: Connections
Richard Brettell describes the third Impressionist exhibition as “the most balanced
and coherent of the eight… . All major painters associated with Impressionism at the
time were represented in quantity and by important works of art.”68 Conversely Renoir,
Sisley and Cézanne did not participate in the fourth exhibition in 1879, the year of
Cassatt’s debut, followed by Monet in 1880. The preparations for the fourth exhibition
led to strain between Gustave Caillebotte and Degas, who along with Pissarro, became
the de facto leaders of the group.69 Tensions increased during the organization of the
1880 exhibition, culminating in Caillebotte’s defection in 1881 and Degas and Cassatt’s
in 1882. While Degas’s unreliability annoyed most who dealt with him in a professional
manner, the major reason for the conflict was his determination to include artists in the
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exhibitions whose works did not meet the standards of the group’s remaining core
members.70
While this period’s legacy is characterized as Impressionism’s “Crisis,” an
examination of Degas, Cassatt’s and Pissarro’s activities, interactions and participation in
the group’s exhibitions between 1879 and 1886 shows how the three artists developed
similar notions about the directions their work should take. The artists’ experiments in
printmaking represented a component of larger concerns for exploring new means of
publicity as well as novel forms of expression through varying media and approaches,
including dabbling in the applied arts. These explorations manifest in increasingly
decorative compositions and employment of media.
The 1879 exhibition was particularly distinguished by numerous examples of the
applied arts. Degas and Pissarro both exhibited painted fans, Caillebotte showed two
works labeled panneaux décoratifs, Jean-Louis Forain exhibited painted screens, as well
as fans, and the illustrator Henri Somm showed two drypoint calendars and drawings for
book illustrations. The catalogue also lists an unidentified Essai de decoration.
(Détrempe.) in Degas’s envoi. Bracquemond reunited with the group, after abstaining
from the second and third exhibitions, accompanied by his wife Marie. Marie’s debut
consisted of a carton ayant servi pour une peintre sur faïence and a painted faience plate.
From 1872-81 Félix served as the artistic director of the Haviland porcelain factory’s
research studio at Auteuil. This experience revealed to the printmaker new market
opportunities, introduced him to Japanese models and prompted his experimentation with
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colored etching. Predicting the impending demand for color printmaking, he began
redeveloping the manual techniques of the eighteenth century, involving the
superimposing of different plates bearing different colors on one another for printing. In
1879 he revealed his experiments with colored etching with In the Jardin d’Acclimation
in addition to showing three black and white etched outdoor scenes.71
Druick and Zegers, as well as Melot, perceive this interest, on the part of the
artists associated with Impressionism, in the applied arts as related to their printmaking
ventures, because of the fields’ shared connection to industry.72 As the nineteenth
century witnessed the development of the concept of original art as multiples in print
media, the distinction between an original and mass reproduction expanded to include
objects of limited editions. The limited edition model utilized with regard to prints also
applied to furniture, stained glass, textiles and ceramics.73 Druick and Zegers further
view the artists’ forays into the applied arts and experiments with printmaking as
reflective of concerns following the Universal Exhibition of 1878 about the relationship
between French art and industry, when illustrated periodicals such as “La Vie moderne
sought to reclaim for Paris the preeminence in that domain that was now London’s
[aiming] to address the major underlying problem—the perception of art and industry as
mutually exclusive—by insisting that masters of the applied arts, such as ceramics, were
of the same ‘intellectual family’ as painters and sculptors.”74 Jacques Rancière points out
that the mid-twentieth-century definition of modernism, which asserted a separation of art
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and life, conflicts with modernism of the late nineteenth and early twentieth-centuries,
which, governed by the principle of the ‘tradition of the new,’ saw “exhibitionspaces…invaded by all kinds of objects.”75 During the 1880s and 1890s, figures such as
Henri Béraldi and Roger Marx, following William Morris and John Ruskin in England,
called for a dismantling of the hierarchy of the arts, Béraldi declaring in 1885, “Let us
leave aside the question of high art and minor art; is not the ideal nevertheless for art to
be everywhere, even in the most ordinary objects?”76 In 1888 Félix Fénéon called for a
democratized amalgamation of art and life, predicting, “Day’ll come Goddam, when art
will fit into the life of everyday Joes, just like steak and vino. The plates, spoons, chairs,
beds—the whole works, what d’ya think! ...[E]verything, great funs, will have nifty
shapes and fabulous colors. When that happens, the artisse [sic] won’t look down his
nose at the worker: they will be united.”77 The encouragement by Fénéon’s fellow
anarchist Pissarro in the 1890s of his sons’ involvement in the integration of architecture,
arts and crafts reveals a similar outlook. As discussed above, small works intended for
the homes of bourgeois collectors going unnoticed at the Salon served as an impetus for
the launch of the Impressionist exhibitions, the settings and arrangements of which
demonstrated a concern that potential collectors could imagine the works in their own
homes. The novel venues in which the Impressionists showcased their works further
afforded their wares freedom from the tradition of high art, as displayed at the Salon,
perhaps inspiring certain of the exhibitors to experiment with different media.
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Along with the fans he showed in 1879, Degas’s exploration of the applied arts
yielded projects for never-realized works such as “Portrait on a lampshade” and “Portraits
in a frieze for the decoration of an apartment” (exhibited in 1881) as well as a painted
ceramic tile, evidence of a short-lived interest in ceramics, stimulated by Bracquemond.78
In letters from 1876 and 1877 to the collector Jean-Baptiste Faure, Degas explained
delays with regard to completing promised pictures, “I had to earn my dog’s life in order
to devote a little time to you; in spite of my daily fear of your return it was essential to do
some small pastels,” and “Your pictures would have been finished long ago if I were not
forced everyday to do something to earn extra money. You cannot imagine the burdens
of all kinds which overwhelm me.”79 To Roy McMullen Degas’s “ironical references to
his pictures [during this period] as articles suggests a bitter awareness of his no longer
being an entirely free artist.”80 While Degas’s attitude toward business and the art market
became increasingly negative, as explored in Chapter Three, and the term article implies
a product for a market, Degas’s use of the term does not always seem cynical in tone.
For example in a letter to Bracquemond, the artist simply promised, “I shall go and see
you one of these days when I have finished two articles which are in the process of
making and in the fire.”81 The phrase “in the fire” in addition to Degas’s further allusions
to pottery in the same letter and subsequent correspondence to me suggests his albeit
short-lived enthusiasm for experiments in a new medium. These observations aside,
Druick and Zegers point out that when the financial crisis that affected Durand-Ruel’s
ability to buy and sell the work of the Impressionists abated around 1880, Degas
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abandoned ‘minor’ works such as prints, fans and ceramics for paintings and pastels.82
While Pissarro before 1879 only exhibited paintings, probably inspired by Degas, he
enthusiastically embraced ‘minor’ media, finding that watercolors and fans, as smaller
and cheaper alternatives to oil paintings, provided him with a meager but consistent
income, and dealers reluctant to accept oil paintings would handle watercolors. Unlike
Degas Pissarro struggled financially throughout the 1880s and persisted with works on
paper while making large, difficult-to-sell Neo-Impressionist paintings. While these
works were market-motivated, he seemingly enjoyed overcoming the compositional and
technical problems posed by working in a variety of media.83

Le Jour et la Nuit
While Degas became enamored by printmaking in 1876, the first public-minded
printmaking endeavors of Cassatt and Pissarro centered around the attempted
Impressionist print journal, Le Jour et la Nuit, inspired by the success of the group’s
fourth exhibition (1879) and intended to coincide with the fifth (1880). Despite its
defections and postponements, the results of the fourth Impressionist exhibition proved
quite encouraging, earning each member a profit of 439.50 francs. In addition to positive
press, the exhibition brought both Degas and Cassatt sales, with Les Beaux-Arts illustrés
and La Vie Moderne reproducing examples of their work.84 In May Les Beaux-Arts
illustrés featured Pissarro’s etched portrait of Cézanne.85 Both journals sought to
promote French supremacy in the arts and sciences by showcasing a union of fine art and
82
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industry.86 La Vie Moderne’s director Emile Bergerat aimed to strike a balance between
mediocre and elegant publishing by using plates of the best quality, promising a journal
“admirably printed on expensive paper, convenient in format, easy to bind and combining
the specialist appeal of an art review with the more general appeal of a current affairs
magazine… . It is incomprehensible to me that at a period like our own we are still
trying to distinguish between art and industry.”87
His recent and past experiences disseminating reproductions of his work surely
inspired Degas’s project of starting his own journal (Le Jour et la Nuit),88 reproducing
his own graphic work, that of Cassatt, Pissarro, Bracquemond and others. Immediately
following the close of the fourth exhibition on May 11, Degas initiated plans for the
publication. The most complete record of the journal’s preparation appears in Degas’s
Letters, while the published correspondence of Cassatt and Pissarro makes no mention of
it. Soliciting Bracquemond’s participation on the 13th of May, Degas urged, “We must
be quick and make the most of our gains boldly… . Yes, indeed, next year we must make
a powerful effort. Do find time to spend a day with me. There are a number of things to
be fixed and arranged for our journal so that we can show our capitalists some definite
programme.” In the same letter, he wrote, “I spoke to Caillebotte about the journal. He
is willing to guarantee for us. Come and talk it over with me. No time to lose! This
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morning I went with Prunaire, the wood engraver, you must know him, to see a certain
Geoffroy, a famous phototyper, rue Campagne Première.—A strange man, an inventor
with bad eyes.”89 Degas’s impetus to start his own journal initially suggests a desire to
publicize the New Painters’ facility specifically as printmakers rather than simply
showcasing reproductions based on paintings. While La Vie moderne strove to produce
gillotage images of unsurpassed quality, employing artists as well as professional
illustrators and, during the first few years of its existence, printing both a regular edition
and a special edition on china paper,90 the translations of both of Degas and Cassatt’s
drawings to the printed page (Figures 7 and 8) lack the nuances characteristic of the
artists’ graphic output.91 Indeed Cassatt’s father complained that La Vie moderne’s
reproduction of his daughter’s work did “not do justice to the picture which was original
in conception & very well executed.”92
Halévy noted in his diary on May 16, “Visit to Degas. Meet him with the
independent Miss Cassatt, one of the exhibitors from the rue de la Paix. They are in a
state of high excitement. They each received 440 francs from their exhibition and are
thinking of starting a review. I ask if I can contribute.”93 It seems that Cassatt began
preparing plates with the journal in mind that fall, as an October 15 letter by her father
states, “Mame is just now very much occupied in eaux-fortes.”94 Letters from Degas to
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Bracquemond from the fall and winter of 1879-80, provide us with a fragmentary picture
of the journal’s progress and Degas’s dissatisfaction at not receiving the help he desired
from the more experienced printer:
Pissarro has just sent, via the Pontoise carrier, some attempts at soft ground
etchings.—How annoying it is that you are so far away…when shall we see each
other again?
…Pissarro is delightful in his enthusiasm and faith.
…Your four frames are at my house, they were lying around for anyone to take…
. You can take your engravings away after we have talked about the journal.95
Another letter needles, “The grains are progressing satisfactorily, even without you (who
should be by rights teaching us instead of leaving us to find our own way.).”96 Yet
another emotes,
How I need to see you, Bracquemond, and how badly I let you down! ...We must
discuss the journal. Pissarro and I together made various attempts of which one
by Pissarro is a success. At the moment Mlle Cassatt is full of it. Impossible for
me, with my living to earn, to devote myself entirely to is as yet. So let us
arrange to spend a whole day together, either here or at your house.—Have you a
press at your place?97
The painter-printmakers seemingly progressed without the desired assistance from
Bracquemond, as Degas’s next extant letter states, “The Salmon is annoyed and wants all
the plates by Tuesday. A word to the wise is enough. I am working at my plate, strong at
the great game. Could you come and bring me your plate on Tuesday morning or else go
straight to Salmon and give it direct for the press? It is too bad that you cannot come
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about 5 o’clock. The whole bunch of us will be there.”98 On January 24, 1880 an article
in Le Gaulois announced the artists’ intentions:
One thing lacked by the new school is a journal. This lacuna is going to be filled.
In some days—the first of February—will appear Le Jour et la Nuit, organ of
impressionism, of which the editors—I want to say the designers—are: Miss
Cassatt, MM. Degas, Caillebotte, Raffaelli [sic], Forain, Bracquemond, Pissarro,
Rouard [sic], etc. These artists are the owners and editors of their leaflet.
Le Jour et la Nuit will not have text. It will provide a section containing more or
less drawings, accompanied by a simple notice of the artist. Each designer will be
free to employ the mode of reproduction which will suit him the best: etching,
dry-point, aquatint, etc., indeed lithography.
Le Jour et la Nuit, at its debut, will not appear at a fixed time. Its price will vary
between 5 and 20 francs, dependent upon the number of works that it will
provide… .
A word on the personality of some of the principal artists of the impressionist
school: Miss Mary Cassatt, MM. Degas, Pissarro, Forain, etc., accord perfectly
together, and are the best of comrades. No question of interest comes to divide
their confraternity. And that will ensure that between them they do not exhaust
themselves too much… .99
This anonymous article provides the most detailed information available concerning the
intended character of the journal. Its specificity indicates that its author communicated
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Cassatt, MM. Degas, Pissarro, Forain, etc., s’entendent parfaitement ensemble, et ce sont les meilleurs
comrades. Jamais aucune question d’intéret ne vient diviser leurs sentiments de confraternité. Et ils ont
cela de bon qu’ils ne s’éreintent pas trop entre eux… .”
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with someone affiliated with the project. The final quoted paragraph seemingly
demonstrates a desire on the part of this representative to present the Impressionists as
united despite the loss of Renoir and Monet, which the same article discussed earlier.
The journal obviously did not appear on the first of February, as Le Gaulois announced,
but the artists continued preparing for it throughout the spring. A letter to Pissarro full of
compliments, constructive criticism, technical questions and advice indicates sustained
eagerness about the project:
I compliment you on your enthusiasm; I hurried to Miss Cassatt with your parcel.
She congratulates you as I do in this matter.
Here are the proofs… .
With regard to colour I shall have your next lot printed with a coloured ink. I
have also other ideas for coloured plates.
So do also try something a little more finished. It would be delightful to see the
outlines of the cabbages very well defined. Remember that you must make your
début with one or two very, very beautiful plates of your own work.
I am also going to get down to it in a day or two.
Caillebotte, so I am told, is doing the refuges of the Boulevard Haussmann seen
from his window… .
No need to compliment you on the quality of the art of your vegetable gardens.
Only as soon as you feel a little more accustomed try on a larger scale with more
finished things.100
Another letter to Pissarro informed, “Mlle Cassatt is trying her hand at engravings, they
are charming. Try and come back soon. I am beginning to advertise the journal on
various sides [perhaps referring to the article in Le Gaulois]. With our deliveries of
proofs avant la lettre we shall cover our expenses. That is what several collectors of
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engravings have told me.”101 This is the last mention of the journal in Degas’s published
correspondence. A final letter to Bracquemond from the spring of 1880 reveals the
artist’s displeasure with regard to the circumstances of the impending exhibition. Though
Degas did not discuss the journal, perhaps his feelings about the 1880 exhibition
instigated a souring toward the project:
It is opening on April 1st. The posters will be up to-morrow or Monday. They
are in bright red letters on a green ground. There was a big fight with Caillebotte
as to whether or not to put the names. I had to give in and let him put them up… .
All the good reasons and the good taste in the world can achieve nothing against
the inertia of the others and the obstinacy of Caillebotte.
In view of the frenzied advertisement made by De Nittis and Monet (in the Vie
Moderne) our exhibition promises to be quite inglorious. Next year I promise
you, I shall take steps to see that this does not continue. I am miserable about it,
humiliated.102
Seemingly there still existed some hope for the journal’s eventual publication at
the time of the opening of the fifth exhibition, because the catalogue described one of
Pissarro’s frames as containing “Four states of a landscape, done as part of the first issue
of the publication ‘Le Jour et la Nuit.’”103 However an oft-quoted letter from April 9 by
Cassatt’s mother, Katherine, to her son, Alexander, verifies the project’s abandonment:
The exhibition of the ‘Independents’ is now open… . Mary had the success last
year, but this one she has very few pictures, and is in the background—Degas
who is the leader undertook to get up a journal of etchings and got them all to
work for it so that Mary had no time for painting and as usual with Degas when
the time arrived to appear, he wasn’t ready—so that ‘Le jour et la nuit’ (the name
of the publication) which might have been a great success has not yet appeared—
Degas is never ready for anything—This time he has thrown away an excellent
chance for all of them… .104
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While Katherine Cassatt’s letter indicates that Degas’s lack of preparedness killed the
journal, as speculated below, the reality surely proved somewhat more complicated.

Objectives of Le Jour et la Nuit
As discussed above, Degas’s experiences with both fine and mediocre
reproductions of his work surely inspired his enterprise to promote the Impressionist
cause via an outlet over which he assumed creative control. While he made his first
etchings in the 1850s and counted among his friends and acquaintances prominent
etchers, such as Whistler, Legros, Bracquemond and Manet, Degas did not pursue
printmaking in earnest until the second half of the 1870s. This indicates as least a partial
financial motivation for his return to printmaking, as well as elucidates Cassatt and
Pissarro’s eagerness to join him in his endeavors, because, as expounded in the
subsequent chapters, this period constituted a time of financial insecurity for all three
artists.
I detailed at the beginning of the chapter how Impressionist art in general
appealed to entrepreneurial amateurs building their collections with new money and how
the Impressionists targeted such clientele by producing smaller paintings as well as works
in other media intended for intimate viewing practices. During the latter part of the
nineteenth century, collecting prints in particular gave members of the middleclass access
to the experience of private aesthetic contemplation that the mass-viewing of paintings at
the Salon, as described by Walter Benjamin, negated.105 Both Degas and Pissarro
witnessed the revival of etching in France during the 1860s, thanks in large part to the
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publishing efforts of Cadart and promoted by the writings of Burty. Following the
deterioration of Cadart’s business, which culminated in his death in 1875, Richard
Lesclide’s Paris à l’eau-forte published prints of members of the Impressionist circle,
such as Dr. Paul Gachet (as Van Ryssel), Armand Guillaumin and Forain from 1873-6.106
Appearing weekly and containing articles on theater, current events, fashion and
literature, in addition to full-page inserts, Paris à l’eau-forte comprised more of a
magazine than Cadart’s folios. Nonetheless Lesclide emphasized Burty’s concept of the
belle épreuve, the essay on which he reprinted, by using impressions pulled by artists on
a hand press for limited editions de luxe of 100 and frequently destroying the plates
afterward.107 Thus Paris à l’eau-forte differed from Les Beaux-Arts illustrés and La Vie
Moderne by providing its subscribership with limited edition works of art on fine paper.
Melot describes how original prints, “renowned for attracting new buyers,” found
their “own public” during the latter part of the nineteenth century.108 Though prints were
financially accessible to a larger public than paintings, promoters of the belle épreuve
again stressed its intellectual eliteness. According André Mellerio, editor of the journal
L’Estampe et l’affiche, writing in 1898, middleclass collectors of prints proved less
concerned with speculation than “big collectors,” dedicating “their leisure time, a portion
of their intelligence and their money, to nosing about, to being interested in, and to
buying.”109 Béraldi, author of the comprehensive, multi-volume Les Graveurs du XIXe
siècle, acknowledged aficionados such as Baudelaire, the Goncourts, Champfleury and
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Burty for discovering, collecting, explaining and cataloguing modern prints, seeking in
them “modernity, life, color, flavor, liberty, individuality, impulsivity.”110 He
characterized French collections as formed “with the most reasoned and assured taste,
with a lot of personality in the research, and with a combination of prudence and
audacity.”111 Baudelaire’s earlier quoted contention that etching was “really too
personal, and consequently too aristocratic, a genre to enchant people other than those
who are naturally artists...” bears repeating here.112 The late-twentieth-century
sociologist Pierre Bourdieu affirmed the significance of the discerning collector,
maintaining that modern art, “which asserts the absolute primacy of form over function,
of the mode of representation over the object represented, categorically demands a purely
aesthetic disposition which earlier art demanded only conditionally.” The “pure gaze”
thus constitutes “a quasi-creative power which sets the aesthete apart from the common
herd.”113 These remarks elucidate the clientele Degas had in mind when he wrote to
Pissarro, “I am beginning to advertise the journal on various sides. With our deliveries of
proofs avant la lettre we shall cover our expenses. That is what several collectors of
engravings have told me,”114 the type of aesthetically open-minded intelligentsia that the
New Painting already counted among its supporters.
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The Character of Le Jour et la Nuit
As described above, anxiety about the democratization of art thanks to the
cultivation of printmaking for commercial, popular and reproductive purposes and doubt
about the compatibility of art and industrial processes during the middle of the nineteenth
century bred the concept of the belle épreuve. Illustrated periodicals of the 1870s
employed varying tactics to mitigate the dichotomy of the art and industry, yet an
illustrated magazine is ultimately a different entity than a set of fine prints created for a
limited number of subscribers. The scholarly conjecture about Le Jour et la Nuit remains
unresolved regarding what exactly it was to be and the artists’ plans for distribution.
To reiterate the most complete account of the journal’s intended character appears
in the above-quoted January 24 Le Gaulois article, which firstly lists as participants
Cassatt, Degas, Caillebotte, Jean-François Raffaëlli, Forain, Bracquemond, Pissarro and
Henri Rouart. Unlike Les Beaux-Arts illustrés and La Vie moderne, Le Gaulois stated
that Le Jour et la Nuit would not have text. However had the artists managed to realize
their journal, the inclusion of an introduction by a supporting critic, in the tradition of
Cadart’s folios is imaginable. With regard to medium, while the artists who completed
prints for Le Jour et la Nuit stuck with combinations of etching, drypoint and aquatint, Le
Gaulois indicated an acquiescence to lithography, a medium still wanting for artistic
respect in 1880 because of its association with mechanical reproduction. Viewed as a
painterly means of making prints, the artists’ apparent acceptance of lithography suggests
an openness toward the inclusion of the ‘purer’ Impressionists in the future of their
enterprise. An allowance for a diversity of media further hints at the eventual prospect of
photomechanical issues.
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A note sent by Raffaëlli in 1887, with a proof of his Chiffonier, to the American
collector Samuel Avery stated, “This plate was to appear in the first number of a monthly
[my italics] collection of etchings and drypoints that the ‘Impressionist’ group had
planned to publish in 1880. The collection was to be called ‘Le Jour et la Nuit’. This
collection never materialized.”115 A much later, but often quoted, letter from Degas to
Bracquemond in 1903 queried, “Have you forgotten the monthly [my italics] review we
wished to launch in the old days?”116 However it proves difficult to imagine the artists,
who could not even manage to issue one manifestation of their journal, making it a
monthly occurrence. Le Gaulois seemed to acknowledge the unfeasibility of this goal, as
well as the potential for fluctuations with regard to the involvement of its participants,
stating that “at its debut” Le Jour et la Nuit would “not appear at a fixed time. Its price
will vary between 5 and 20 francs, dependent upon the number of works that it will
provide… .” Bracquemond’s maquette for Le Jour et la Nuit’s cover furthermore
characterizes the journal as appearing “from time to time.”117
Pissarro, Cassatt and Raffaëlli’s presumed offerings for the journal appeared in
hand printed editions of fifty,118 and Melot views Le Gaulois’s hint of condescension
with regard to lithography as indicating “that no-one would stoop to gillotage or
photogravure.”119 Yet Druick and Zegers suggest that Degas planned to issue a larger,
mechanically printed edition. They base their hypothesis on the artist’s perceived interest
115
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in photogravure, which they infer firstly from the appearance of the addresses of
Alphonse-Alfred Prunaire, Lefman and Théophile Geymet, as well as the names of
further figures interested in the application of industrial techniques to printing, including
Gillot himself, in Degas’s notebooks. Prunaire was a wood-engraver who worked with
Manet in 1873-74. Lefman was a specialist in the gillotage process and one of the first to
realize transfers photographically in order to preserve the artist’s original design, lost in
the direct-transfer process. Lefman also worked with Manet, particularly as the printer of
his drawings for Le Corbeau in 1875.120
Druick and Zegers secondly cite Degas’s use of photographs, transfers and
tracings to create variations on a theme as evidence for the artist’s interest in
photomechanical reproduction. For example the artist generated his lithograph, At the
Theater: Woman with a Fan from a photograph of a pastel, The Ballet, tracing the
photograph, rotating it slightly and extending the composition.121 Yet Druick and Zegers
also note that Degas only pulled two of his prints from the late 1870s in an edition, On
Stage III (1876-77), for the catalogue of an exhibition sponsored by Les Amis des Arts de
Pau, and Mary Cassatt at the Louvre: The Etruscan Gallery (Figure 1), his presumed
offering for Le Jour et la Nuit.122 Neither printing employed photomechanical processes,
and as the nine states of Degas’s Mary Cassatt at the Louvre: The Etruscan Gallery
attest, the prints realized with Le Jour et la Nuit in mind arguably prove too complex for
mechanical printing. Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s use of aquatint particularly rendered
consistent reproductions difficult, even with hand printing. Another section of an afore
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quoted letter from Degas to Pissarro counseled, “It is necessary for you to practice
dusting the particles in order, for instance, to obtain a sky of a uniform grey, smooth and
fine. That is very difficult, if one is to believe Maître Bracquemond.”123 However,
concurrent with the premier of La Vie Moderne, the innovators of photomechanical
printing began to effect methods for the reproduction of halftones. These included
Charles Gillot’s development of papier procédé or scraperboard, thick papers coated with
barium oxide, which were embossed or printed with patterns to produce a uniform gray
tone. The cover of the second issue of La Vie Moderne featured a drawing by Renoir on
a scraperboard embossed with a pattern achieved by sending it through the press against
an evenly grained aquatint plate. Meanwhile Bracquemond, working with the firm Yves
et Barret, transferred his print Le Chemin des Coutures à Sèvres to a zinc plate and make
a gillotage “to see how the aquatint would come out.” According to Béraldi, “[t]he
experiment succeeded.”124
The third piece of evidence offered by Druick and Zegers for Degas’s interest in
photogravure is the artist’s creation of monotype illustrations for an edition of Halévy’s
Famille Cardinal, considered in detail in Chapter Three. Monotypes epitomize the
notion of the belle épreuve as something singular and precious, and consequently
attractive to bourgeois collectors, and as such are obviously not amenable to the
requirements of illustration. We must therefore assume that Degas liked the painterly
look of his monotypes for Halévy’s story but anticipated their photomechanical
reproduction. In fact the engraver Dujardin reproduced two reduced heliographic test-
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runs of In the Corridor.125 Fourthly Degas’s notebooks contain two recipes for making
relief or intaglio plates by directly transferring prints to zinc or silver plates, perhaps
indicative of an interest in extending the life of etched plates that could not stand up to
large editions.126
The only indication of Degas’s interest in industrial techniques directly
connectable to Le Jour et la Nuit is the previously quoted letter from May 13, 1879, in
which Degas wrote to Bracquemond, “This morning I went Prunaire, the wood engraver,
you must know him, to see a certain Geoffroy, a famous phototyper, rue Campagne
Première.—A strange man, an inventor with bad eyes. We must be quick and make the
most of our gains… .”127 This letter dates from the earliest days of the journal’s
conception. Once the artists actually started making prints for it, they used the printer
Salmon, who pulled their works in editions of fifty. Citing the letter to Bracquemond
from 1903, in which Degas referred to the journal as a “monthly review,”128 Druick and
Zegers posit that
Le Jour et la nuit was in fact to have been illustrated by gillotages made from
original prints to be supplied by the contributors. The planned mise-en-page may
have resembled that of La Vie moderne and it is easy to imagine Degas’s small
images of the café-concert and contemporary Parisians as conceived to serve as
tailpieces and in-text vignettes like those Bergeret requested of Manet, Forain,
and other of Degas’s acquaintances for La Vie moderne. Degas’s idea of ‘issues
before letters’ was probably a plan to produce the original prints from which the
gillotages were made in a small edition for subscription at a higher cost by
interested collectors.129
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This hypothesis to my mind assumes too much. Perhaps Degas and Bracquemond
did discuss creating a journal illustrated with gillotages during the spring of 1879, but
neither Le Gaulois nor Degas’s letters from the winter of 1879-80 mention
photomechanical reproduction. Rather they demonstrate a concern for the idiosyncrasies
of technique. Degas’s first letter to Bracquemond about the journal dates from before
Degas and Cassatt’s works appeared in La Vie moderne. While Degas’s contribution
consisted of drawings of single figures without context, shaded by hatching, Cassatt
submitted more tonally complex drawings based on paintings, the reproductions of which
her father complained did “not do justice to the picture.”130 His comment suggests the
artist’s own dissatisfaction at the outcome. Conceivably Degas’s excitement about using
gillotage to reproduce the types of prints he and his colleagues planned to make
diminished when he saw the degraded quality of Cassatt’s work. Druick and Zegers
further imagine Le Jour et la Nuit as an “illustrated periodical,” modeled after La Vie
Moderne, arguing
Degas’s interest in a wide variety of both ‘artistic’ and ‘industrial’ processes
could perhaps be viewed as no more than symptomatic of his interest in the
physical process of image-making, were it not for the inalterable fact of his plans
to create an illustrated periodical [my italics]. In that enterprise we indeed find
Degas conceiving of printmaking with regard to both market and publicity.
Moreover, far from seeking to distinguish the ‘original print’ from the industrially
‘printed image,’ Degas sought to explore simultaneously the resources of
traditional and new printing media so as to wed art to industry. The rarity of his
prints is a function of both the scale of this ambition and Degas’s own tendency to
find conception and preparation often more compelling than realization.131
Yet as described by Le Gaulois, the journal did not include text, and it seems unlikely
that Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro created such complicated prints simply “to serve as
130
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tailpieces and in-text vignettes.” There is no evidence to indicate that once they started
making prints for it, the artists conceived of their journal as something different than
Cadart’s fine print folios of the 1860s and 70s. As such Le Jour and la Nuit still
represented an attempt on the parts of the artists involved to market their work and
movement in a new way.
Additionally while Pissarro occasionally allowed the reproduction of examples of
his work, his increasing reticence to outsource the labor of his prints, disappointment at
the results when he did so and eventual “horreur” toward gillotage do not suggest his
willing participation in the creation of a journal with photomechanical illustrations.132
Though he conceded that “in the hands of a Degas,” low-priced reproductions would not
be bad, Pissarro maintained that “the process is mechanical and consequently antiartistic.”133 Lant further contends that for Pissarro an edition of 50 hand-pulled prints
constituted a compromise, pointing out that “an edition of fifty contrasts strongly with the
small number of prints Pissarro himself would pull from a plate--somewhere between one
and a dozen. He stressed that the rarity of the proofs was one of their most important
qualities.”134
It is also worth underscoring the basis of all prior gillotage reproductions of
Degas’s work on fairly simple drawings. Discussing two commissions of reproductions
of Degas’s work undertaken in the late 1880s and early 1890s, Druick and Zegers
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themselves showcase “Degas’s concern for the quality of his work in print,” as revealing
“his appreciation of the unique qualities of the reproductive print” and as “a natural
expression of the exacting standards he applied to all his work.”135 To my mind, a folio
of etchings and an illustrated periodical represent inherently divergent ventures, requiring
differing approaches to image-making.
According to Melot’s construction of the story Le Jour et la Nuit, the current
vogue for magazines initially inspired the journal, but by the time of its advertisement in
Le Gaulois the project consisted of an album of etchings: “The old formula of the album
of prints (adhered to for so long by Bracquemond) had to confront the modern formula of
the art review; the result was a hybrid, neither old enough nor young enough… .”136
Moreover “the techniques favoured by the Impressionist printmakers were those least
favourable to reproduction: drypoint, aquatint and, to a lesser extent, soft-ground
etching.”137 If we examine the known prints for the journal together, they are
characterized by a nuanced portrayal of light and shade, reinforcing the title Le Jour et la
Nuit. For his Old Rag-and-Bone Man, Raffaëlli realized tonal distinctions through the
rigorous use of drypoint, while Degas’s Mary Cassatt at the Louvre: the Gallery of
Antiquities (Figure 1), Cassatt’s Woman with a Fan (In the Opera Box) (Figure 2) and
Pissarro’s Wooded Undergrowth at l’Hermitage (Figure 3) all relied on aquatint to
achieve subtle gradations. As highlighted by the 1880 exhibition, the latter three works
represented the products of numerous states, resulting in intricate, multilayered
compositions that appear lit from behind.
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Although disparate with regard to subject matter, a balance of etching and
aquatint or line and tone links these prints of Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro formally. In
Pissarro’s diagonal lines indicating hills and rooftops clarify the gray of the background,
and in the foreground dark trees form irregular verticals that become diagonals and
horizontals and link the lights and shadows of the foliage at the bottom of the picture
plane to the leaves at the top. White patches scattered throughout the composition
convey the effects of sunlight perceived from a shaded area. Curving lines that repeat or
mirror each other characterize Cassatt’s composition. In the foreground the edge of the
opera box reinforces the curve of the woman’s shoulders, which in turn repeats that of the
fan she holds. Divergent curves convey tiers of seats as reflected by a mirror in the
background. A bright orb in the upper right corner echoes the woman’s head, which the
mirror further doubles. The gray tones of the foreground figure and the front walls of the
seating areas, within which white patches create the effect of light playing off of various
surfaces, alternate with darker bands. Within the band that intersects the woman’s head,
small areas of white indicate faces and light fixtures. These themes reoccur in the fan,
which consists of curving and diagonal etched lines and a painterly pattern of tones. As
demonstrated by its nine states, Degas’s Mary Cassatt at the Louvre: the Gallery of
Antiquities constitutes the most complicated of the three prints. As elaborated in Chapter
Three, Degas transposed the figures from a pastel of a similar subject and placed them in
a setting defined by horizontal, diagonal and vertical lines. In the background the front of
the glass case containing the Etruscan sarcophagus meets the wall behind the seated
figure of Lydia Cassatt, forming a corner that demarcates the left third of the
composition. Etched horizontal diagonals along this wall mirror those of the sarcophagus
63

itself and its case. Thin bands of white reinforce certain of the lines. A dark band
running parallel to the case, underscored by a thin etched line comprises Lydia’s seat,
while the lines of the floor parallel the wall behind her, thus running perpendicular to the
case. The tapering figure of Mary Cassatt seems to lean backward, toward the viewer, to
take in the artifact, supported by her extended left arm and umbrella. Mary’s umbrella
connects her to Lydia, the two figures forming a backwards N. An irregular gray tone,
punctuated by white reflections characterizes the women’s surroundings. Mary’s hat and
clothing, seen from behind, appear dark in tone, with the exception of the white ruffle
cuffs above her hands. Lydia’s clothing is more complexly toned. Etched hatches
describe her coat and hat, contrasting with her more evenly and darkly toned skirt,
punctuated by light buttons and a ruffle. Given their painstaking efforts to convey light
and texture, it is difficult to imagine Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro subjecting their
laborious creations to a degenerative photomechanical reproductive process. Melot
observes, “What remains of the project is a collection of prints of such complexity as to
defy printing, of such delicacy that even if they had been wiped by hand and hand
printed…good reproduction could only have been achieved with great difficulty.”138 Yet
Degas and Bracquemond’s shared interest in the mechanical reproduction of tone and the
aforementioned references to a monthly review could suggest a nascent plan to expand
the scope of Le Jour et la Nuit, perhaps even contingent on the success of its initial
manifestation.
In addition to emphasizing the artists’ shared interest in exploring the nuances of
light and shade, the journal’s title, Le Jour et la Nuit relates to the subjects of day and
138
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night in the modern city and country. Degas’s notebooks suggest moreover that modern
subjects that enabled him to showcase his sophisticated understanding of the workings of
light and shade particularly attracted the artist. In an oft quoted section, he listed possible
subject matter:
For the journal—Crop a great deal—do a dancer’s arm or the legs, or the back… .
Do all kinds of objects in use, placed, associated in such a way that they take on
the life of the man or woman… . Series on instruments and instrumentalists…do
in aquatint a series on mourning (different blacks)… . On smoke… . On
evening—Infinite subjects—In the cafés the different values of the lamps
reflected in the mirrors. On bakeries, Bread.139
“Le Jour et la nuit” was also the title of a column in the Moniteur universal that reported
the faits divers of contemporary life, such as exhibitions, concerts, recent publications
and general gossip. In 1877 the column included a lukewarm review, later attributed to
Georges Lafenestre, of the Impressionist exhibit. Lafenestre dismissed the idea that the
Impressionists “play[ed] in painting the role of the naturalists in literature,” because their
works lacked the truth inherent in the extreme detail of a novel like Madame Bovary and
in fact their use of color demonstrated disdain toward the truth.140 However, he praised
works by Pissarro and Degas stating that Plaine d’Epenches, Allée sous bois, Sentier près
les Mathurins and Jardin des Mathurins by Pissarro and “the remarkable series of
dancers” by Degas “merit serious examination.”141 Though it did not represent the most
memorable commendation of his work, Degas seemingly retained the column’s title for
its multiple connotations regarding the Impressionists’ printmaking enterprise.
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Like the column, “Le Jour et la nuit,” the prints created by the Impressionists in
1879-80, showcase the diverse aspects of modern life. In addition to her depiction of the
nightlife of a fashionable upper middleclass woman, Cassatt’s printed submissions to the
1880 exhibition included renditions of nighttime bourgeois domestic life, and Degas’s
works of Mary Cassatt at the Louvre portray the daytime pursuits of urban bourgeoises.
Pissarro’s prints from the exhibition describe various aspects of daytime rural life,
juxtaposing scenes of small town fairs and markets with images of farming and
landscapes that always include a figure and/or houses. Finally the identified prints shown
by Raffaëlli comprise images of the dispossessed.
However often with regard to differentiating the work of Degas from that of
Raffaëlli, scholars point out that the Impressionists’ approach separates their works from
the banality of contemporary illustration. In The Crisis of Impressionism, a consideration
of the group’s disintegration during the late 1870s and early 1880s, Joel Isaacson actually
argues that the Degas and the plein-airists had more in common with regard to their
means and modes of representation than typically acknowledged. Isaacson aptly
observes,
History painters, fashionable genre painters, and satirical illustrators were
concerned above all with the ‘what’ of their subjects—what situation is being
depicted, what is going on in the scene, etc. The Impressionists’ approach to
content emphasized the ‘how’ of a subject—how and from where a scene is
perceived, how does it engage our awareness, how may its energy or tempo
(rather than its story) be conveyed. From such an attitude, there is a ready
transition to the ‘how’ of a painting’s form—how is the painting to be painted,
how are the materials to be manipulated.142
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Although Degas and Raffaëlli often took on similar subjects, “the nature of their
inquiries,” Isaacson asserts,
was vastly different. Raffaëlli’s survey is to a degree a canvass, a partly literary
and wholly sociological compilation of types, genres, of walks of life. Degas by
contrast, is concerned with ways of seeing his subjects: built into his survey is
curiosity about the subject and its phenomenal properties—its color, its tempo, its
movement, its spatial ambience, the angles of vision from which the scene will be
viewed… . There is then a seamless connection for Degas between his subjects,
and their translation in graphic form. Degas’s final emphasis was upon the paper
or the canvas, upon the work of art in which the complex phenomena he observes
will be lodged… . It is in this experimental venture that Degas was
fundamentally linked to the plein-airists and colorists.143
Thus while all of the prints for the journal would have been loosely unified because they
depicted modern life, Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s form a truly coherent group. On a
superficial level, Degas and Cassatt’s figure dominated indoor spaces seem divergent
from Pissarro’s landscape populated by a tiny Rückenfigur, but the artists’ preoccupations
with the painstaking manipulation of line and tone and the integration of figures and
environment to translate the bodily experiences of their scenes, bond their prints
phenomenally.
These observations echo Duranty’s characterization of the New Painting, which
described Degas and the colorists as independent yet kindred spirits. On the New
Painting’s revolution of line Duranty presaged Isaacson’s description of “a seamless
connection for Degas between his subjects, and their translation in graphic form,”
writing,
The artist’s pencil will be fused with the essence of life. We will no longer
simply see lines measured with a compass, but animated, expressive forms that
develop logically from one another…But drawing is such an individual and
indispensable means of expression that one cannot demand from it methods,
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techniques, or points of view. It fuses with its goal, and remains the inseparable
companion of the idea… .
Apropos the New Painters’ attention to the context of their subjects, Duranty averred,
“…[W]e will no longer separate the figure from the background of an apartment or street.
In actuality, a person never appears against vague or neutral backgrounds” and “In real
life views of things and people are manifested in a thousand unexpected ways. Our
vantage point is not always located in the center of a room whose two side walls
converge toward the back wall; the lines of sight and angles of cornices do not always
join with mathematical regularity and symmetry.”144
Linking the draftsmen to the colorists, Duranty remarked, “The new painters have
tried to render the walk, movement and bustle of the passerby, just as they have tried to
render the trembling of leaves, the shimmer of water, and the vibration of the sundrenched air—just as they have managed to capture the hazy atmosphere of a gray day
along with the iridescent play of sunshine.” “But,” he critiqued, “there are so many
things that the art of landscape has not yet dreamed of expressing. Almost all landscape
artists lack a feel for the structure of the land itself… . And as we have made so much of
bold color, now that we have had a little fling with intoxicating color, it is time to call
form to the banquet.”145 Were Pissarro’s etched contributions to the 1880 exhibition,
within certain examples of which line plays an important role, attempts to bring “form to
the banquet?”
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The Project’s Failure
Katherine Cassatt’s blaming of Degas for Le Jour et la Nuit’s failure, because “as
usual with Degas when the time arrived to appear, he wasn’t ready… . Degas is never
ready for anything”146 certainly accords with the artist’s reputation. While the products
of Cassatt and Pissarro’s printmaking efforts at the 1880 exhibition comprised eight and
ten designs respectively, Mary Cassatt at the Louvre: the Gallery of Antiquities
constituted the only example of printmaking in Degas’s envoi. It again proves difficult to
imagine Le Jour et la Nuit as a large-scale, regular occurrence with Degas at the helm. If
Degas and Bracquemond’s initial conception entailed a monthly periodical illustrated
with gillotages, it seems the artists amended their grand plan, as the exhibition drew nigh
without cohesive efforts on the parts of the various parties involved. Degas at one point
complained that while Cassatt was “full of it,” it was “[i]mpossible for me, with my
living to earn, to devote myself entirely to it as yet.”147 In late 1879 he lamented to
Alexis Rouart, “always articles to fabricate. The last is a monochrome fan for Mr.
Beugniet. I think only of engraving and do none.”148 Degas’s lack of commitment or
inability to commit to making prints meant that he never tried in earnest to market them.
Had he done so, the extension of the resentment he felt toward fulfilling commissions for
fans and small pastels to printmaking seems likely. Moreover Degas’s particular
approach to printmaking ultimately rendered it too labor intensive to provide a means of
petty income. Thus Druick and Zegers posit, “Since it ultimately became apparent that
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prints were not a way out of his financial dilemma, Degas dropped printmaking as too
time-consuming.”149 Indeed Degas made but three etchings between the 1880 exhibition
and a productive printmaking resurgence of early 1890s, discussed in Chapter Three,
after which he abandoned printmaking completely.150 The artists’ experiments of 187980 demonstrated to Pissarro as well that printmaking demanded too much time. In
December of 1880, he responded to Théodore Duret’s suggestion that he market prints in
England, “As for etching, I have not had the time and the means to practice, it would
require of me two or three years of eager work. We stopped ourselves abruptly! The
need to sell urges me to watercolor, etching is abandoned for the moment.”151
In addition to revealing his struggle to make time for printmaking, Degas’s letters
demonstrate desperation for the aid of Bracquemond’s expertise, and from this albeit onesided perspective, it seems as if Bracquemond blew off the project. As Melot remarks,
“…it is easy to imagine that if Bracquemond had been involved things would have turned
out differently.”152 While Jean-Paul Bouillon presents the printmaker’s cover design for
the volume and the featuring of the theme of night and day in his decorative work as
evidence of his interest in the journal,153 Bracquemond’s cover never evolved beyond the
stage of a pen and ink drawing, and his contributions to the 1880 exhibition consisted
only of his Portrait de M. Ed. de Goncourt and eaux-fortes pour décoration de services
de faïence et de porcelaine. As a participant in only three of the Impressionist
149
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exhibitions and an established, respected artist displaying a traditional approach to
design, Bracquemond’s connection to the group’s efforts seems more self-serving than
activist. The Impressionists constituted one of several independent societies with which
Bracquemond involved himself during the Second Empire and Third Republic that
offered the printmaker a means to show his work apart from the Salon, in smaller venues
where it could garner more attention, and in certain cases showcase new techniques.
Bracquemond toed the line between art and industry throughout his career, initially
creating paintings and original etchings while producing reproductive prints and later
becoming heavily involved in the decorative arts at the Haviland porcelain factory. 154
Apparently in 1879-80 Bracquemond was too preoccupied to serve as the leader Degas
anticipated with regard to the launch of Le Jour et la Nuit.
Moreover Caillebotte and Rouart appear in the list of the journal’s contributors
and seem to have had even less to do with the project than Bracquemond, as neither
displayed prints in the 1880 exhibition. According to the exhibitions’ catalogues, Rouart
only showed two unidentified etchings in 1874, and Caillebotte never showed prints,
rendering them unlikely candidates for the journal. Possibly Caillebotte and Rouart
intended for Salmon to produce reproductions of drawings or paintings rather than
original prints for their submissions, and perhaps because both were wealthy collectors in
addition to producers of art, Degas hoped to rely on them as financial backers for Le Jour
et la Nuit. This supposition leads to another factor regarding the journal’s abandonment
that warrants consideration, its funding. According to Georges Rivière, Caillebotte and
the collector Ernest May “had to furnish a part of the capital” for the journal, and he
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suggested that “[m]aybe the financial failure of la Vie moderne…cooled the zeal of the
promoters of le Jour et la Nuit.”155 It seems further possible that Degas and Caillebotte’s
deteriorating relationship affected the fate of Le Jour et la Nuit, especially considering
that the project involved Raffaëlli, one of the major points of contention between the two
artists regarding the nature of the Impressionist exhibitions.
Druick and Zegers suggest that the appearance of other illustrated publications
following La Vie moderne, such as F.G. Dumas’s Catalogue illustré du Salon and Ernest
Hoschedé’s L’Art de la mode, “may have caused Degas and his friends to reconsider the
wisdom of their plans,” because “all drew on some of the same ideas, called on some of
the same resources, and competed for part of the same market.”156 This returns us to the
question of the intended character of the journal and the scant evidence that the artists
planned to publish an illustrated periodical versus a folio. Perhaps in the face of these
publications, the “old formula of the album of prints,” as described by Melot seemed just
that. The “modern formula of the art review” called for simpler imagery, and “the
techniques favoured by the Impressionist printmakers were those least favourable to
reproduction.”157 Fifty prints constituted a large edition for all three artists, and though
their work in the 1880s and 1890s correlates with a general shift among the Impressionist
painters toward more decorative compositions and seriality, their approaches to
printmaking remained idiosyncratic and labor-intensive. Perhaps unwittingly the prints
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the artists created for Le Jour et la Nuit and showed in the 1880 exhibition truly represent
belle épreuves, akin to drawings or pastels with regard to their singularity. Rather than
the widespread distribution of Impressionism, the consequence of Degas, Cassatt and
Pissarro’s printmaking efforts of 1879-80 was the commodification of rarity.158

Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro in 1880-86: Further Connections
A consequence of the artists’ preparation for Le Jour et la nuit, Cassatt, Degas,
Pissarro, Raffaëlli and possibly Forain exhibited etchings in the 1880 Impressionist
exhibition.159 Cassatt and Pissarro showed eight and ten prints respectively, while Degas
only exhibited one etched design, Essais et états de planches of the work now known as
Mary Cassatt at the Louvre: Gallery of Antiquities. Moffett describes the fifth
Impressionist Exhibition as “disarray” and a “disappointment.” His reasons include the
abstention of Monet, in addition to Renoir, Sisley and Cézanne, the prominence of artists
whose work seemed out of place with regard to the Impressionist program and an
exhibition space that “seems to have underscored the disarray of the group.”160
Consequently even supporters of Impressionism qualified their reviews. The many prints
on display elicited only a few vague mentions, but the criticism of the fifth exhibition
offers noteworthy illuminations concerning the Crisis of Impressionism. One of the most
prevalent themes is the disjointed character of the works on display, which the hanging
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emphasized. Gustave Gœtschy predicted, “The eighteen artists who form the group of
the Indépendents do not seem to me called to stay well united for a long time still… .
This is a group composed of disparate and diverse elements.”161 Henry Havard observed,
There are many rooms, and the walls are wide; each artist can shape his domain
according to his means; some even occupy an individual room, and for many of
these misunderstood artists, that seems to be the primary purpose of the
exhibition. The ease with which they please themselves proves, in effect, that in
their eyes quantity is as important as quality, and that if they cannot hope to
succeed by merit then they will do so by numbers.162
Much of the commentary about the exhibition’s lack of unity focused on
Raffaëlli, who dominated with forty-one works. While his work elicited universal praise,
the reviews repeatedly pointed out that he was not an Impressionist. Albert Wolff’s
assessment represents one of the most colorful examples of the general sentiment: “But
M. Raffaëlli is not of this school; his rigorous art has nothing to do with the deformed
pochades of these gentlemen and ladies of impressionism. Why the hell did M. Raffaëlli
involve himself in this mess?”163 Though Degas, in the words of Caillebotte, “introduced
disunity into [the] midst” of the group,164 the reviewers of the fifth exhibition typically
included him among the “impressionnistes pur” as opposed to the “faux
intransigeants.”165 According to Firmin Javel, “[w]ithin the group of the impressionists,
it is necessary to distinguish between the audacious and the timid, those who believe and
161
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those who doubt. It is evident that M. Degas is a pur, and that M. Raffaëlli, on the
contrary, does not intend at all to attach himself to any party.”166 The criticism typically
acknowledged Degas’s talent, but repudiations of his choice of subject matter and
idiosyncratic approaches often accompanied praise for the artist. Though disapproving,
Eugène Véron’s observations offer further insight about Degas’s connections with the
pure Impressionists. According to Véron simply painting modern life did not make an
artist an Impressionist, but modern subjects allowed the personality of the Impressionist
artist to “deploy itself freely, in the sincerity of his individual emotion, without having to
be afraid of being distorted and denatured… .” The Impressionist goal of individuality
was “praiseworthy, but the means [were] bad.”167 About Degas he wrote,
Degas continues to be passionately devoted to the movement, pursuing it even in
violent and awkwardly contorted forms. It is not surprising to see such
stubbornness end like this, but it is not the mission of art to say everything, as if
giving legal evidence in a court action. Degas has done charming paintings of
dancers. Why not stop when the subject is exhausted? Degas, still young, is an
artist of undeniable merit.168
Gœtschy contended that Degas’s obstinacy confirmed his status as an Independent,
declaring, “But M. Degas is not an independent for nothing! this is an artist who produces
slowly, to his taste and at his pace, without concern for the expositions and for the
catalogues.”169 In his lengthy review of the show, Huysmans named Degas the greatest
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artist of the day, the Delacroix of his generation, comparable to the Goncourt brothers in
literature for his revelations about modern humanity and notably praised his
unconventional employment of media:
[T]o translate effects misunderstood or judged even then impossible to paint, M.
Degas had to make himself an instrument all at once tenuous and substantial,
flexible and firm. He also had to borrow from all the vocabularies of painting,
combining the various elements of essence and of oil, of watercolor and of pastel,
of tempera and of gouache, forging neologisms of colors, breaking the accepted
rule for the subjects.170
Cassatt drew brief mentions, both negative and positive, namely for Le thé and
her intensely colored pastel, Au théâtre. The only mention of her prints occurred in a
January 24 in Le Gaulois, over two months before the opening of the exhibition.
According to the author, one could expect to see “at the next exposition, the portrait of
M. [George] Moore, holding an open fan in his hand, the respectable success of which
[he predicted],”171 but Cassatt’s 1880 etching of Moore does not appear in the exhibition
catalogue.
Though the figural works on display garnered the majority of the reviewers’
attention, Pissarro’s work drew a small amount of thought-provoking commentary. In the
absence of Monet, certain critics seemingly sought to elucidate Pissarro’s distinctiveness
as an Impressionist landscapist, highlighting the labored quality of his compositions and
paint application and structured approach to nature, which possibly presaged the artist’s
foray into Neo-Impressionism. Not mentioning any specific work, but suggesting the
170
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print Wooded Undergrowth at l’Hermitage, Burty criticized Pissarro for imbuing his
landscapes with too much structure: “He leans too much on the architectural side of
nature… . The tree appears to him only as a beam on which grow green again some
twigs.”172 Huysmans opted to “leave aside the printed work of M. Pissarro,” but
mentioned that the artist printed his etchings on yellow paper and displayed them in
violet frames.173 This observation points to an interest on the part of Pissarro in
juxtaposing contrasting colors to create a harmonious balance, a practice demonstrated in
the paintings of Delacroix that became a central tenet of Neo-Impressionism. Cassatt’s
concurrently exhibited Au théâtre (Kansas City) reveals a similar concern, as the artist
used blue-gray paper that served as an integral tonal element in the work, striking for its
juxtapositions of red, orange and yellow with green, blue and violet.174 Silvestre
pronounced Pissarro’s envoi as “interesting as the preceding years” and his etchings
“remarkable” without specification. Pissarro, he declared, “at least, adheres to the kind
of sensations that seem to me the only plausible motive for Impressionist art.”175
In an oft-quoted letter to Pissarro from the following year, Caillebotte argued
against certain of Degas’s recruits, “[W]e ought to continue, and continue only in an
artistic direction, the sole direction—in the final sense—that is of interest to us all. I ask,
therefore, that a show should be composed of all those who have contributed a real
interest to the subject… .” He further indicated that the group’s lack of stylistic cohesion
172
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hurt their bottom line: “You know that there is only one reason for all this, the needs of
existence. When one needs money, one tries to pull through as one can. Although Degas
denies the validity of such fundamental reasons, I consider them essential.”176 Pissarro
responded, “The only possible principle, as just as it is fair, is one of not abandoning
colleagues, who have been accepted in the past, rightly or wrongly… . As for what you
tell me of Degas, admit that if he has sinned by giving us some artists who do not fit in
the program, nonetheless he has been lucky several times; [if you] remember that he
brought to us Mlle Cassatt, Forain, and you, he will be pardoned!”177 Pissarro made a
compelling point, as Caillebotte’s own oeuvre arguably has more in common with the
draftsmen of the New Painting than the colorists.
Despite their likely frustration about Degas’s abandonment of the journal, the
Impressionist-printmakers were apparently united with regard to the presentation of their
prints in 1880. Although not remarked upon by the critics, it seems significant that
Degas, Cassatt, Pissarro and Raffaëlli exhibited various states of their etchings.
Indicative of the intimate, informal character of Third Republic independent exhibitions,
Bracquemond and Legros presented preliminary states of etchings in 1874 and 1876. In
1889 the Peintres-Graveurs show at the Durand-Ruel gallery, perhaps inspired by the
Impressionists, sought to evoke the atmosphere of an atelier by exhibiting multiple states
of prints.178 I find this exhibition strategy relatable to the tendency of certain of the
Impressionists to showcase their process by presenting to the public specimens labeled
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ébauche, esquisse and étude. Considering mainly Monet and Renoir, House examines
how the Impressionists labeled what they chose to exhibit:
[I]t is not enough to simply to say that the typical Impressionist painting seemed
sketch-like to outsiders; Monet himself drew the distinction between sketch and
finished painting within his own oeuvre… . [He] used the terms esquisse and
pochade to describe quickly worked canvases that he considered to be complete in
their own terms, but not brought to a degree of finish that would qualify them as
tableaux.179
As outlined by Albert Boime in his book on the French Academy, the terms ébauche,
esquisse and étude, all of which an English speaker might feel inclined to simply translate
as ‘sketch’ have a complicated history. Earlier in the nineteenth century, esquisse and
étude referred to two different types of preparatory studies for larger finished paintings.
An esquisse constituted the rapid notation of the whole composition, while an étude
denoted a closer study of part of it.180 However the Impressionists seemed to use both
terms to describe autonomous sketches, not intended as preparations for another work.
Pissarro occasionally exhibited works labeled esquisse or étude in the catalogues for the
Impressionist exhibitions, and in a few instances, the designation étude appears next to
works by Cassatt. Degas frequently showed esquisses and études, as well as works
labeled ébauche, perhaps a testament to his notorious issues with completing works. The
term ébauche described the lay-in, the initial stages of work on a canvas. Critics also
characterized works that appeared to them unfinished as ébauches. According to House
the Impressionists “never described as ébauches paintings that they themselves
considered to be in any sense complete.”181
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Distinguishing Impressionism’s audience, Duranty declared,
The public is bound to misunderstand several of the leading artists. It only
accepts and understands correctness in art, and, above all, it demands finish. The
artist, enchanted by delicacy or brilliance of color, or by the character of a gesture
or grouping, is much less concerned with the finish and the correctness, the only
qualities valued by those who are not artists… . Besides, it matters very little
whether the public understands. It matters more that artists understand. For them
one can exhibit sketches [esquisses in the original French], preparatory studies,
and preliminary work [dessous or underpaintings] in which the thought, intention,
and draftsmanship of the painter often are expressed with greater speed and
concentration. In this work one sees more grace, vigor, strength, and acute
observation than in a finished work.182
Duranty’s appraisal of the sketch as appealing to artistically astute viewers parallels
arguments by Gautier, Baudelaire and Burty concerning the superiority of the artist’s
print as embodiments of artistic temperament, the signs of which again represented
objects of desire for certain collectors. Perhaps this begins to explain why Degas,
Cassatt and Pissarro all exhibited various states of their printed works.
Neither Cassatt nor Pissarro showed prints in 1881 or 1882, but critics began to
highlight the decorative qualities of their works in particular. While the looser handling
and lighter tonalities of the works Cassatt exhibited in 1881 suggest the impact of the
New Painting’s colorists, Pissarro’s works of large figures in flattened spaces show the
impact of the draftsmen, perhaps consequences of their collaborative printmaking efforts
of the year before. Cassatt’s images of absorptive women, The Garden and The Cup of
Tea, and Pissarro’s gouache La Ravadeuse (now known as Femme raccommodant des
bas) specifically appear related with regard to composition and subject matter.
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More than half of Pissarro’s envoi in 1881 consisted of gouaches and pastels and
within his works in these media, the human figure increased in importance. Fronica E.
Wissman observes, “His introduction of new subject matter in a minor medium that was
later codified in oils is analogous to his showing of etchings for the first time in 1880. In
some of these prints he experimented boldly with a flattening of space so that the pictures
read as horizontal bands.”183 Both Victor Champier and Paul Mantz highlighted the
flatness of Pissarro’s landscapes by describing them as “closed, without air, without light,
without the possibility of respiration.”184 Pissarro’s use of media in ways that yielded
matte surfaces further enhanced their decorative character. For example Gonzague-Privat
described Pissarro’s oil paintings as having a matte finish because of the absence of
varnish, which gave them “a velvety tone of charming effect.”185
The typical Impressionist frame, which was plain and flat, rather than ornate and
sloping inward, also emphasized its contents’ decorative qualities. As detailed by Ward,
nineteenth-century manuals recommended this type of border for already matted works,
such as gouaches, distempers and drawings, for which the frame did not function to
support the illusion of depth by creating an oblique transition between the worlds image
and that viewer, and, as discussed at the beginning of the chapter, certain of the
183
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Impressionists enhanced their installations by using colored frames. 186 While it seems
that most of the works in the 1881 exhibition had white frames,187 Pissarro made quite the
impression on Huysmans, who penned the most extensive review of the exhibition, with
his colored frames:
What variety in the frames, which carry varied tones of gold and which are
bordered with margins painted with the color complementary to the frames! The
series of Pissarro is, this year, surprising above all. It’s a variety of water- and
veronese-green, of corn and peach skin, of unguent yellow and wine-colored
purple, and you have to see with what tact the colorist has sorted out all his tints
to make his skies recede and his foregrounds come forth. It’s the sharpest
refinement; and, even though the frame can’t add anything to the talent of a work,
it’s still a necessary complement, an addition that brings out value. It’s the same
thing as the beauty of a woman which requires certain surroundings.188
Huysmans also praised the variety of media in which the artists worked,
commenting, “And it is even a proof of intelligence, a superior artist, furthermore that the
Independents so vary their methods, compared to the official painters who, to brush a still
life, a portrait, a landscape, a history scene, resort indifferently to the same mechanism, to
the same substance.”189 Havard remarked that the artists’ “diverse works [were] obtained
with unusual procedures in which pastel play[ed] a preponderant role. The delicate,
tender, fresh notes of pastel seem to have seduced the adept of impressionism… . For us
these delicate esquisses, lightly faded, remind us by their worn tonalities, soft and
harmonious, of the murals in fresco or tempera of the end of the XIVth century and of the
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following century.”190 Reviewers particularly noted the higher-keyed palette and
simplified, flattened compositions of Cassatt’s submissions, Hoschedé and Mantz
likening them to the works of the Italian ‘primitives.’191 Lending credence to this
characterization, Cassatt wrote to her brother on the pastel La lecture, “[I]t is painted to
look as much like a frescoe [sic] as possible so that it would be appropriate over a door as
the Italian painters used to do… .”192
Apart from his much-discussed Petit Danseuse sculpture, Degas’s display
consisted of less than ten works on paper, including his pastel physiognomies of
criminals and a chalk and pastel Projet de portraits en frise. Reviews indicate the
exhibition of at least one of his brothel monotypes and possible monotypes with or
without pastel of café-concerts. Describing a portion of Degas’s envoi as “esquisses
noires,” Enjoiras remarked, “[E]xcepting the nude woman[,] which conveys the feeling
of life caught in the act, they offer us only notes, interesting doubtless for the curious
friends of the trade, but that leave the public indifferent.”193 According to Huysmans
Degas exhibited “some drawings and sketches representing singers onstage holding out
paws in the gestures of those dreadful Dresden knick-knacks, blessing the heads of the
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musicians below” and “a very surprising female nude, at the back of a room.”194 Elie de
Mont commented, “What confuses me is the importance that these gentlemen, and Mr.
Degas firstly, give to the least, the most insignificant of their productions. —See the
portraits en frise pour décorer un appartement! Can someone be blind enough to show
something that belongs at the bottom of a box? All those little caricatures of café-concert
singers…not listed in the catalogue, deserve at most the honors of a sketch-pad. The
pretension makes them look ridiculous.”195 The reviews indicate that Degas’s ventures in
sculpture, while yielding one finished product, left him little time to create more
traditionally showable work. The exhibition of Projet de portraits en frise suggests an
interest in highlighting his works’ decorative potential, bolstered by their display in a
yellow cabinet. While entering the realm of decoration denotes a desire to broaden his
clientele, Degas’s eccentric envoi of mostly minor works evinces an artist working firstly
for himself. If we accept Janis’s characterization of Degas’s monotypes as means for
creating “suggestive, sufficiently generalized first sketch[es],” then Degas’s esquisses
noires offered aficionados of temperament entrée into his process while ignoring in turn
the indifferent public. Reviewer Paul de Charry’s assessment, “M. Degas amused
himself with the making of excellentes chinoiseries,” seems apt.196
The exhibition’s reviewers once again proved dubious of Raffaëlli’s large
showing of over thirty incongruous works. For Ephrussi Raffaëlli did not belong because
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his subjects were monotonous and his facture accorded to typical procedure. Degas,
Pissarro, Morisot and Cassatt comprised the “vrais Indépendants” because their works
“are sincerely personal, they follow their inspirations, obey their temperament,…they
reject outdated formulas… .”197 While conceding his talent, Silvestre placed Raffaëlli
“[c]ompletely outside…of the absolutely different pursuits of the rest of the group,”
asking “[W]hat does the art of M Raffaëlli have in common with that of M. Degaz [sic]
or of M. Pissarro.?”198 Therefore even within the most ‘Realist’ of the Impressionist
exhibitions, the critics saw Degas and Cassatt as having more in common with Pissarro, a
colorist and a landscapist, than with Raffaëlli.
Neither Degas nor Cassatt participated in the seventh Impressionist exhibition, but
Pissarro received particular critical notice for his decorative works of large figures in
flattened landscapes. Reviewers also remarked upon the artist’s continued practice of
placing his unvarnished oil paintings under glass and commented that their matte surfaces
looked like pastels.199 According to Rewald Durand-Ruel, who assumed a major role in
the organization of the show, refused to present Pissarro’s works in white frames,
insisting on the traditional gold.200 The gilded frames apparently discorded with their
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contents, as Burty remarked, “Our eyes were made to meet in gilded edges only paintings
on which time and varnish have acted.”201
In addition to lithographs by Odilon Redon, unrelated to our study, Camille and
Lucien Pissarro showed prints in the final exhibition. Camille’s prints consisted of
etchings completed in 1883 of Pontoise, Osny and Rouen. Lucien exhibited wood
engravings intended to launch his career as an illustrator.202 As opposed to the previous
exhibitions, in which prints received scant critical attention, both Pissarros’ prints
garnered many positive mentions, perhaps symptomatic of an increased esteem for such
works.203 Critics repeatedly praised Lucien’s wood engravings, for their simplicity,
naïveté and “vigorous facture,” indicative of their more decorative nature,204 while the
elder Pissarro’s etchings received accolades for their combinations of assertive design
and atmospheric effects. Paul Adam described his etchings of Rouen as possessing “A
masterly drawing where the heavy postures of the peasants sag, weighed down by a
softness of line, where the trams, the quays, the modern houses retain their geometric
bearing and shine from rain…; that without the least technique of contrast, without
exaggeration of light or of shadow… .”205 George Auriol remarked, “M. C. Pissarro
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stops us early with a rich collection of etchings, and shows us that he is as great a colorist
in black and white as when he uses the palette.”206 Fénéon complimented his “…very
beautiful, especially linear, pastels…; gouaches; etchings reproducing by a sharp and
expressive point the streets of Rouen,” and Gustave Geffroy remarked that “M. Camille
Pissarro shows also a series of etchings of work most bold and most free.”207
Given the abundant commentary on the disunity of the works on display in the
previous exhibitions, it is worth noting that the major Parisian newspapers hardly seemed
to recognize a difference between the techniques of the Impressionists and the NeoImpressionists at the 1886 exhibition. La Grand Jatte’s perceived notoriety traces to
articles by a new generation of avant-garde critics in literary journals and ephemeral
publications.208 Pissarro’s paintings received similar praise to previous years-comparison to Millet, commentary on the artist’s understanding of the breakdown of
color and the quietude of his scenes—but little mention of his new, more structured
approach.
Certain of the reviews of 1886 confirmed that Impressionism had a wellestablished following and that Independent and dealer exhibitions now proved more
relevant to the modern art market than the Salon. According to the London newspaper
The Bat, while Salon exhibitors enjoyed the admiration of “half the Philistines of Europe”
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and “American dealers,” they lacked “the esteem of true artists.”209 La Petit République
français remarked that the bourgeois still attended the Impressionists exhibits for
amusement, “[b]ut the amateurs, interested by any artistic attempt that appears sincere,
study it with curiosity.”210 Finally La République français remarked, “The names of the
artists showing are those known already to the public of amateurs and for whom dilettanti
have established their reputation as masters.”211

Conclusion
At the beginning of the Impressionists’ venture, the artists exhibiting prints
comprised the more technically traditional, established and commercially successful
participants. Their examples led Degas to delve deeply into printmaking, inducing
Cassatt and Pissarro to join him in his experiments during the fall and winter of 1879-80.
While Degas’s tendency to abandon projects before completion probably thwarted the
artists’ print journal, all three artists’ propensity to labor widened the dichotomy between
art making and art marketing, rendering their prints too complicated and too timeconsuming for extensive and regular publication. Though never published Le Jour et la
Nuit represents an important piece of Impressionist history because the beautifully crafted
prints intended for it reveal the draftsmen and the colorists of the New Painting as
kindred spirits, for whom the how of art making proved just as important as the what.
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The artists’ use of etching and aquatint demonstrates a balanced concern for design and
tone, and printmaking arguably instilled in Pissarro a greater appreciation for structure,
while it helped Degas grapple with light and shade. The artists’ exhibition of multiple
states of their prints further reveals a shared valuation of process and craft that they in
turn sought to impart to their clientele.
Considering the 1879-81 exhibitions in particular shows how the Impressionists
created smaller works in media intended for intimate settings and viewing practices to
appeal to the little coterie of like-minded amateurs who comprised their public. The
critics’ increased notice of ‘minor’ works, appreciation for experimentation and eventual
acceptance of Impressionism as a legitimate exhibiting society evinces the movement’s
correspondence to the development of the modern art market. Having examined the role
of prints in the Impressionist enterprise at large, we will now look at the significance of
printmaking for our artists individually for whom marketing was important but making
was vital.
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CHAPTER THREE
DEGAS AND THE AESTHETICS OF PROCESS

This chapter considers the relationship of Degas’s printed oeuvre to his attitudes
toward work, craft and the business of art and how the artist attempted to use printmaking
to navigate the modern art market. I begin with a biographical consideration of the
formation of Degas’s values with regard to making and selling art and the idiosyncrasies
of his working practice, subsequently identifying how these attitudes and peculiarities
impinged on his printmaking practice. As my aim is not to provide a history of Degas’s
entire printed oeuvre, I took a cue from Paul Valéry’s assessment of biographies--“A
man’s life, after all, is nothing but a series of chance events—and the way in which he,
more or less precisely, responds to them… .”1—and selected three representative
instances from the artist’s enormous body of printed work as in-depth illustrations of my
points: the artist’s etchings of Mary Cassatt at the Louvre (Figures 1 and 9), commenced
with the ill-fated journal Le Jour et la Nuit in mind, but far exceeding the complexities
allowable for mass-production; the rejected monotype illustrations created for Ludovic
Halévy’s La Famille Cardinal (Figures 13-17 and 19-24); and the pastel over monotype
landscapes the artist exhibited in 1892 (Figures 25-30). I choose these works because
they represent occasions when the artist made his prints public by exhibiting them.
Moreover Degas created the first two series with a publication in mind. Hence I
ultimately connect my observations regarding Degas’s personality and working practice
to a broader discussion of the relationship of Impressionist printmaking to the changing
1
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art market of the late nineteenth century, in which facture, as a record of artistic
temperament, became a sought-after commodity for collectors of avant-garde art.
Though Degas was an indefatigable conceptualizer and craftsman, his resistance
to finishing the projects he commenced is a theme throughout the abundant writings on
him.2 The artist became known for his experimental combinations of media and
unorthodox approaches all the while becoming notorious for his tardiness with regard to
deadlines, tinkering with seemingly complete works and abandoning projects into which
he and others had invested significant time and energy. The artist’s refusal to perform
according to the expectations of his colleagues, patrons and critics led to the frequent
assessment that he worked for himself only.3 Yet, because of his financial troubles
resulting from the failure of his family’s bank, Degas was obliged to market and sell his
work. As Carol Armstrong elaborates, he used the Impressionist exhibitions “both to
identify himself as a kind of genteel amateur and to acquire a clientele of the same.”4
Degas’s like-minded clientele appreciated the intimacy offered by his works’ increasing
denial of the traditional requirements for completed pictures,5 and process became an
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important feature of the artist’s avant-garde aesthetic: works in various states of
becoming showcased the ingenuity and effort of their making, at the same time adopting
the notion of changeability associated with the art of modern life.
My contribution to the substantial scholarship on Degas entails showing how the
artist’s often tortuous non fini attracted proponents and collectors of avant-garde art to his
work, by offering a perceived phenomenological entrée into his processes and
persnickety personality. On one hand, as both represented visual manifestations of
artistic temperament, I relate Degas’s evidently labored surfaces to Albert Boime’s
“aesthetics of the sketch,”6 associated with the broad handling of Impressionist painting.
However we must acknowledge that the sketchiness of Impressionism at least professes
an effortless spontaneity, while Degas’s works demonstrate their prolonged, arduous
realizations. I look to Valéry’s insightful essay Degas Danse Dessin to help me grapple
with the complexities of Degas’s particular non fini. While arguing that “Nothing could
be further from the taste…of Degas” as the idea of a sketch as a finished picture, Valéry
acknowledged belabored unfinish as a hallmark of the artist’s aesthetic: “I am convinced
that he felt a work could never be truly finished” and that “an artist of Degas’s profound
perception—more profound perhaps than it is wise to be—has to defer enjoyment, create
difficulties, and shrink from every shortcut.”7
Frequently involving the printing of numerous preliminary states, after which the
artist made minor additions and subtractions to the plate, sometimes enhancing an
impression with pastel, Degas’s printmaking practice, as demonstrated by my
examination of his etchings of Mary Cassatt at the Louvre, well-illustrates these
6
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tendencies. The artist realized the works Mary Cassatt at the Louvre: The Etruscan
Gallery (Figure 1) and Mary Cassatt at the Louvre: The Paintings Gallery (Figure 9) in
nine and twenty states respectively, with barely perceptible differences between the
certain of the states. He exhibited The Etruscan Gallery in 1880 as Essais et états de
planches, sharing his process while indicating that he did not view the work as finished.
The artist did not show The Paintings Gallery, seemingly putting it aside until finishing
an example of its thirteenth state with a pastel overlay in 1885 (Figure 10). With regard
to the narrative content of these works, a painstakingly-crafted sense of unfolding
movement—the seated figure turns from her book, seemingly distracted by the striking,
strolling figure of Mary Cassatt—parallels Degas’s lengthy development of the theme.
The prevalent role of monotype in the artist’s oeuvre adds another complexity to
Degas’s ‘aesthetics of process.’ Previous scholarship tends to look at his monotypes
separately from the other facets of Degas’s printmaking practice, and monotypes with
pastel overlays as separate from the pure monotypes. However the nineteenth-century
chronicler of French printmaking Henri Béraldi saw monotype as well as the combination
of printmaking with other media as key components of Degas’s “gravure
intransigeante,”8 and my focus on major serial ventures with regard to the artist’s printed
oeuvre absolutely calls for a consideration of his foray into book illustration as well as his
unexpected exhibition of landscapes in 1892.
Monotype on one hand functioned for Degas as an aid for working generally
rather than specifically, appearing to correspond to the notions about the immediacy of
artists’ prints by preserving his physical movements of ink on a surface. On the other
8
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hand, the medium further fed Degas’s penchant for tinkering, as the slow-to-dry ink
yielded itself to leisurely manipulation, and the artist frequently used second, faint
impressions of his monotypes as foundations for further works. The existence of
numerous configurations of a given theme within the body of the 30-some Famille
Cardinal prints (Figures 13-17 and 19-24) belies the spontaneity conveyed by their
broad, gestural appearance, suggesting a scrupulous search for the best way to render a
handful of scenes and the streamlining of anecdotal vignettes into images in which
medium and facture prove at least as important as narrative content. The spare, graphic
quality of these works combined with compositional devices associated with a realist
mode of vision reflect the artist’s interests in juxtaposing realism and artifice, while the
intimacy of their media and facture accord with the clandestine activity in Ludovic
Halévy’s stories of backstage at the Opéra.
It is significant that when Degas surprised the Paris art world with an exhibition
of over twenty landscapes (Figures 25-30) the works consisted of pastel over monotype.
The pictures’ monotype bases were imperative to their realization, as the unpredictable,
viscous medium enabled the artist to avoid his tendency to mire himself in the cerebral
complexities of draftsmanship and composition and fully embrace the physicality of
transferring remembered landscapes to copper plates. Thus Degas almost accidentally
produced enough works for an exhibition and briefly engaged, along with Cassatt and
Pissarro, in the Color Revolution of the 1890s. While Degas’s audience did not
understand his landscapes as prints, the artist presented clues about their procedure,
exhibiting one pure monotype and neglecting to cover with pastel areas where the
monotype media crossed the boundaries of the plates. Degas’s turn to landscape was a
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product of his increased interest in suggestive, decorative abstraction rather than
recording observed nature, and in keeping with his café-concerts of the 1870s, the use of
monotype prints as dark bases for bright pastel enhances his imagery’s private, enigmatic
qualities.

Formation of Attitudes toward Making and Selling Art
In 1881 Caillebotte to wrote Pissarro about Degas, “Before his financial losses
was he really different from what he is today? Ask all who knew him, beginning with
yourself. No, this man has gone sour. He doesn’t hold the big place that he ought to
according to his talent and, although he will never admit it, he bears the world a grudge.”9
While Marilyn Brown shows that Degas was optimistically ambitious about selling his art
prior to his family’s financial troubles, the artist’s “A Propos du Salon,” discussed in
Chapter Two, among further instances from the Degas’s early career, reveals an artist
already unwilling to compromise, hesitant to relinquish control of his work and tending to
get caught up in the means without regard for the ends.
The Degas family belonged to the entitled grande bourgeoisie, who attained their
social and economic apogee during the reign of Louis-Philippe, during which time they
began to sign themselves “de Gas.” However the artist purportedly adopted of the plain
‘Degas’ because his desire to work differentiated him from the aristocracy.10 While
Degas worked doggedly as a young artist, his efforts frequently proved unproductive.
Letters from the artist’s father Auguste, written while his son awaited his relatives’ return
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to Florence to finish The Bellelli Family, reveal concern about Edgar’s lack of followthrough:
My dear Edgar, you no longer have reason to torment yourself. You are on an
excellent track. Calm your mind and, working quietly but with perseverance,
without slacking off, follow this furrow you have opened for yourself… . Work
calmly while sticking to this track, I tell you, and you can be certain you will
succeed in producing great things… . Don’t become discouraged; don’t fuss and
fret.
On the painting, the major product of his son’s lengthy sojourn (July 1856-April 1860),
Auguste wrote, “Since you wanted to undertake this picture, you must finish it, and finish
it properly… . You overexcite your imagination too much, much too much, and then,
when you descend toward reality, when you bump into that hard and inflexible reality,
you fall flat… . I beseech you, Edgar, to put some lead ballast in your head.”11 The
artist’s time in Italy revealed a tendency to work interminably while accomplishing little
that became a leitmotif for his entire career.
Despite hopefully aspiring to public and commercial success as a “Grrrrand
Artiste,”12 Degas’s behavior in the 1860s and early 1870s indicated his unwillingness to
compromise his artistic integrity for commercial gain and unease about relinquishing
control of his works to dealers. For example in 1867 the dancer Joséphine Gaujelin
commissioned a portrait from the artist, for which she refused to pay, presumably
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because it did not flatter her,13 and in 1869 for unknown reasons Degas turned down a
contract of twelve thousand francs a year with the Belgian art dealer Arthur Stevens.14
Degas devoted much of the first half of the 1860s to Young Spartan Girls Provoking the
Boys. His brother René wrote in 1863, “His is working furiously and thinks of only one
thing: his painting.” Auguste proved more cynical: “Our Raphael is still working but has
not produced anything that is really finished, and the years are passing.” In 1864 René
observed, “What is fermenting in that head is frightening. For my part, I believe—I am
even convinced—that he has not only some talent but even some genius. Will he,
however, express what he feels? That is the question [in English, quoting Hamlet].”15 In
1872 Durand-Ruel began purchasing works from Degas and showing them in small
exhibitions in Paris and London. The artist’s scenes of the ballet proved quite
marketable.16 During this period Degas began to favor smaller formats, which were
easier to finish as well as to sell.
What entrepreneurial spirit Degas possessed expressed itself most unabashedly
during his 1872 visit to New Orleans. The artist spent a stopover in London en route
exploring the gallery scene as well as the British competition, perhaps spurred by James
Tissot’s success there. Once in New Orleans, Degas wrote to the fashionable painter that
“[h]ere one speaks of nothing but cotton and exchange” and “[h]ere I have acquired the
taste for money, and once back I shall know how to earn some I promise you.”17 He later
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wrote about the possibility of placing works with the dealer Thomas Agnew, complaining
that Durand-Ruel was not selling enough “free-realist stock.”18 Thus as elaborated by
Brown, Degas painted A Cotton Office hoping to sell it to a cotton manufacturer in
England, even making stylistic concessions to what he thought a conservative patron
would like.19
By the second Impressionist exhibition in 1876, Degas was in dire financial
straits. However at the time of the first, he had never seen his work refused from a Salon
(when he managed to submit) and had acquired a respectable list of collectors. The
artist’s heavy involvement in the organization and presentation of the Impressionist
ventures coupled with his “A Propos du Salon,” suggests that he saw the exhibition as an
opportunity for greater artistic autonomy as well as a way to present critics and collectors
with a large number of smaller works. As opposed to Manet who continued to fight for
recognition within the official system, Degas urged separation and relished the control it
gave him, writing to Tissot, “Yesterday I saw the arrangement of the premises, the
hangings and the effect in daylight. It is as good as anywhere… . I am getting really
worked up and am running the thing with energy and, I think, a certain success… . The
realist movement no longer needs to fight with the others it already is, it exists, it must
show itself as something distinct, there must be a salon of realists.”20
Degas sold seven of his ten pictures in the exhibition before the printing of the
catalogue to businessmen such as Henri Rouart and Ernest Hoschedé. He also counted
the opera singer Jean-Baptiste Faure among his collectors and persuaded him to buy back
18
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six pictures that he wished to rework from Durand-Ruel for eight thousand francs. In
exchange for these works plus an advance of fifteen hundred francs, Degas agreed to
paint four new works for Faure. Seemingly unable to perform under pressure, the artist
was notoriously slow to complete this commission, producing the final work thirteen
years later, after the singer sued him.21 He lamented to Rouart, “I have never done with
the finishing off of my pictures and pastels etc. … . How long it is and how my last good
years are passing by in mediocrity!”22
Auguste died in 1874, leaving the family bank with large claims against it, further
exacerbated by René’s losses speculating in cotton futures. Largely due to René’s
inability to repay his debt, the bank failed in 1876, obliging Edgar and his siblings
Achille and Marguerite “to live altogether on a bare subsistence.”23 Brown further
connects the Degas’ financial problems to the panic following the stock market crash of
1873, as well as the emergence of corporate credit banks that increasingly put small
family-owned loan banks out of business. Additionally it bears repeating that the general
economic depression that followed affected Durand-Ruel, rendering him financially
unable to help his artists by 1877.24
To make matters worse in 1875 Achille was involved in a shooting on the steps of
the Bourse. According to the press, Victor-Georges Legrand, jealous of Achille’s
relationship with his wife, accosted him with a cane. Achille pulled a revolver and
grazed Legrand in response. The court sentenced Achille to two months in jail and half
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the court expenses.25 Daniel Halévy, son of the artist’s good friend Ludovic, recounted
that Edgar, “in order to save the family honor accepted entire responsibility and paid off
the debts resulting from Achille’s case, in addition to those stemming from the bank
liquidation…the fact that Degas now found himself forced to eke out a living with his art
and cover for his impoverished brothers transformed him into the somber, farouche
recluse he was to remain.”26 At this point Degas began to view art as currency. An 1876
letter to Charles Deschamps, who had taken over Durand-Ruel’s gallery in London,
reveals the artist’s painful position: “It will be necessary [for Deschamps to sell more of
his work] for paying our liquidation, but also to put something in my pocket so as to get
through the summer…What anguish I have already suffered, both for my life and for my
art which I love so much and which will slip away from me if the harm becomes even a
little worse.”27
The timing of his most concentrated work as a printmaker (the mid-1870s through
the early 1880s) and its coincidence with his explorations of the applied arts supports the
suggestion that both avenues “may now have appeared to Degas a potential means to
extricate himself from his financial troubles.”28 While it is improbable that the artist
would have taken on work he found degrading, indicating a genuine interest in elevating
the ‘minor arts,’ Degas’s letters from the period reveal bitterness when works undertaken
for money took him away from projects on which he wished to focus, namely etchings
for Le Jour et la Nuit. The artist at one point complained that while Cassatt was “full of
it [making prints for the journal],” it was “[i]mpossible for me, with my living to earn, to
25
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devote myself entirely to it as yet.”29 In late 1879 he lamented to Alexis Rouart, “always
articles to fabricate. The last is a monochrome fan for Mr. Beugniet. I think only of
engraving and do none.”30
Caillbotte’s assessment that Degas had “gone sour” of course derived from artist’s
cantankerousness with regard to the Impressionist exhibitions--how and with whom he
wished to be presented and his refusal to abide by a timeline other than his own,
promising to deliver works and then failing to do so. Particularly illustrative of the
Degas’s desire not to appear as an arriviste was his chagrin regarding Caillebotte’s listing
of names on the poster for the fifth exhibition: “There was a big fight with Caillebotte as
to whether or not put the names. I had to give in and let him put them up. When on earth
will they stop the headlines? …All the good reason and the good taste in the world can
achieve nothing against the inertia of the others and the obstinacy of Caillebotte.”31 We
should keep in mind however that Degas was hardly alone as an artist desiring freedom
from market concerns. As Armstrong points out, the mythic construction of Degas as a
prickly recluse derives from a collection of quotable, caustic “bon mots” that have come
to stand for a largely inaccessible biography, an observation to which Brown adds that
the artist’s opinions of business proved “no more dissident than those of other artists”
who sought to distinguish themselves from the “money-grubbing bourgeoisie” and their
products “from the monotonous labor of the working class.”32 While a tension between
asserting independence and commercial concerns colors the Impressionist enterprise in
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general, Degas’s and Pissarro’s attitudes particularly aligned, demonstrated by their
persistent loyalty to the cause. Despite their opposite societal and political positions,
both artists decried the art market while reconciling themselves to making art for it, all
the while maintaining avant-garde modes of representation that appealed to a select
few.33

Working Practice
This biographical exploration of the formation of the artist’s values with regard to
making and selling art reveals several tendencies that impinged on his printmaking
practice. Regarding his participation in the Impressionist exhibitions, Degas became
notorious for his lack of follow-through, and his refusal to meet traditional requirements
of completion frequently elicited critical regret. While in New Orleans, Degas referred to
the following passage from Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Confessions in letters to both
Lorenz Frölich and Rouart as summing up his state of mind: “The idleness I love is not
that of an indolent fellow who stands with folded arms in perfect inactivity, and thinks as
little as he acts. It is the idleness of a child who is incessantly on the move without ever
doing anything…I love to busy myself about trifles, to begin a hundred things and not
finish them…to begin on a ten years task and to give it up after ten minutes.”34 So
despite being inspired by Tissot’s enterprise, and eventually deciding to commence a
painting for the English market, Degas felt no urgency to abandon his vita contemplativa
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for product-minded work.35 Degas even proposed that his creative, productive thought
had monetary value, writing: “I really have a lot of stuff in my head; if only there were
insurance companies for that as there are for so many things here, there’s a bale I should
insure at once. This youthful? headpiece of mine is really my greatest asset.” His
commentary in the same letter, “Our race will have something simple and bold to offer.
The naturalist movement will draw in a manner worthy of the great schools and then its
strength will be recognized,” suggests Degas’s success-seeking was at least as much
about the ascendance of French realism/naturalism as commercial gain.36
Brown links the absence of physical work in A Cotton Office to “the bourgeois
belief in the viability of conspicuous leisure, that is, the appearance of abstention from
productive work, as a sign of superior wealth and respected social standing.” Leisure for
Degas however connoted “creative, productive thought under the guise of doing
nothing.”37 While he of course enjoyed physical creativity, Degas sought to be a
gentleman artist, appreciated and collected by a like-minded few and seemingly thought
of his projects in more elevated terms than ‘work.’ Valéry observed that “art, for him,
was simply a series of problems in a more subtle kind of mathematics than the real one…
. He would say a picture is the result of a series of operations.”38 Yet Degas needed to
sell his work at this point. He involved himself with Impressionism as a way to create an
exclusive, private foil to the Salon. The artist’s tendency to create small works in series
furthermore accorded with the demands of the modern art market, in which as described
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by Harrison and Cynthia White, “the concept of the artist’s production, his career, was
superseding the emphasis on individual masterworks.”39
Degas’s like-minded clientele appreciated the intimacy offered by his works’
increasing denial of the traditional requirements for completed pictures.40 Though the
Degas’s work tended to accentuate draftsmanship, as opposed to the simplistic idea of
Impressionist art-making as the onsite, facile recording of nature in pure color, his
processes did not yield the glassy illusionism of academic painting or rigorous perfection
of reproductive engraving. Instead their labored surfaces served to showcase both the
intellectual and physical processes of their making. Compositional disunities, traces of
contours that no longer belong, obliterated contours within an otherwise complete
composition and repeated mannered gestures all demonstrate the mental and physical
processes of art-making. Process became an important feature of the artist’s avant-garde
aesthetic, works in various states of becoming, showcasing the ingenuity and effort of
their making, at the same time underscoring the “infallible kinematics” of modernity.41
The intimacy of the Impressionist exhibitions perhaps prompted Degas’s turn to
new media that on the one hand proved quicker than oil, hence his frequent showing of
esquisses, études and ébauches. On the other hand, the artist’s increasing preoccupation
with trying and adapting new media exacerbated his propensity to fixate on the means of
art-making, privileging the processes over the products and delighting in idiosyncratic
39
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employments of materials and tools.42 The artist’s printed oeuvre well-encapsulates this
tendency. His two etchings of Mary Cassatt at the Louvre, The Etrsucan Gallery and The
Paintings Gallery (Figures 6 and 11), comprised nine and twenty states. The artist
concluded the latter print six years after its inception with a pastel overlay of its thirteenth
state. The prints derived from a pastel that the artist bisected and rearranged, adding
additional paper. The monotype process facilitated broader composing, helping Degas to
work in a quicker, more unified manner, yet the slow-drying ink allowed for prolonged
adjustments to the drawing on the copper plate. Additionally the artist habitually
managed to finagle two works out of what should have yielded a single impression,
sometimes making adjustments to the ink on the plate and/or working the second print up
with pastel. An examination of the Famille Cardinal monotypes (Figures 13-17 and 1924) suggests the artist’s efforts to find the most satisfactory solution, as he created several
versions of each theme.
The artist’s frequent unwillingness to finish or to be finished with works is related
to a general inclination for fixation and thus to his penchant for serialization and
repetition, which Armstrong identifies as the crux of his modernism.43 He told George
Moore that “the same subject must be done ten times, a hundred times over” and that a
genius was “a man who finds a hand so lovely…he will shut himself up all his life,
content to do nothing else but indicate fingernails.”44 Moreover much of the artist’s
oeuvre appears based on an amassed stockpile of drawings of figures and horses,
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originating in his early attempts at history painting. Degas’s repetitiveness proves most
conspicuous within his works of the ballet, which Armstrong observes,
seem to caricature both the single moment of the coup d’oeil and to extend the
possibility of gestural variety to its limit. Yet from picture to picture gestures are
so often repeated as to become exaggeratedly uniform…And even within
individual pictures, gestures repeat and echo one another so often that their
variety begins to look like uniformity, variation like repetition, differentiation like
replication.45
Degas’s practice of describing figures on a separate sheet and bringing them together in
an independently rendered context engenders a tension between scrupulous realism and
artifice in many of his works. He purportedly told Morisot that “the study of nature was
meaningless, since the art of painting is a question of conventions, and that it was by far
the best thing to learn drawing from Holbein.”46 The artist’s employment of conventions
thus represents yet another layer of his multifarious process. The concept behind plein
air Impressionism was for the artist to truthfully record nature as he or she saw it.
Conversely every line and color in a Degas work represented a choice, all the while
providing the viewer with a sense of being there. As quoted by an early biographer
Degas explained, “Art is the same word as artifice, that is to say, something deceitful. It
must succeed in giving the impression of nature by false means, but it has to look true.”47
At the most obvious level, printmaking as a means for mechanical reproduction
accords with the concepts of serialization and repetition. However Degas was certainly
drawn to printmaking at least as much for its aesthetic possibilities and probably relating
to his difficulty with bringing projects to conclusion, he only managed to edition two of
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his prints. As Denis Rouart (grandson of Henri), whose family amassed a significant
collection of the artist’s proofs, observed, “It is clear that for Degas etching was more of
a means of indefinitely working, retouching and transforming a plate while keeping
impressions of successive states than a means of obtaining numerous identical examples
of a single state.”48 Printmaking thus served mainly for the artist as yet another avenue
for experimentation and as a means for repetition and transfer on an intimate, personal
scale, enabling the artist to rework the same composition numerous times. His unrealized
venture into book illustration with monotypes indicates an interest in photomechanical
reproduction, as he chose an inherently singular medium as his vehicle. While the
occurrence of the preponderance of Degas’s printmaking activity in the 1870s, during the
height of his financial troubles, indicates commercial aims, his failure to edition or
publish his prints demonstrates his ultimate refusal to be ruled by the market.

Works of Mary Cassatt at the Louvre
Degas created his first etchings in 1856 and 1857 under the guidance of the print
collector Prince Grégoire Soutzo in France and the engraver Joseph Tourny in Italy.
These consist mostly of Rembrandt-esque, bust-length portraits of his family and friends.
His next etchings are works of Manet (1864-5) seated, in three-quarter view in subtly
varying positions and clothing as well as a three-quarter bust length portrait.49 Degas
apparently did not desire to publicize his prints at this point, as he did not seek
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membership in the major organ of the etching revival, the Société des Aquafortistes.50
He then ceased etching until 1875 when the medium subsumed him, prompting
Desboutin to remark, “[H]e’s no longer a friend, man, an artist! He’s a zinc or copper
plate, blackened by printer’s ink; man and plate are laminated together by the press, into
whose gearing he has disappeared completely.”51 In the 1877 Impressionist exhibition,
Degas showed at least seven pastels over monotype, one pastel over a lithograph and
dessins faits à l'encre grasse et imprimés, seemingly a sampling from his Famille
Cardinal monotypes.52 In 1880 he showed Essais et états de planches of the work now
known as Mary Cassatt at the Louvre: The Etruscan Gallery (Figure 1).
The Etruscan Gallery represents one of two incredibly complicated prints that
Degas created in anticipation of publishing Le Jour et la Nuit with his colleagues. The
other is Mary Cassatt at the Louvre: The Paintings Gallery (Figure 9). Both depict a
woman in black, seen from behind, resting on an umbrella perusing the galleries of the
Louvre, accompanied by a seated woman with a guidebook, a fashionable, modern
image, rendered all the more intriguing by Cassatt’s admission to Lousine Havemeyer
late in life: “I posed for the woman in the Louvre leaning on an umbrella.”53 Without
necessarily denying earlier scholarship that considers the implications of these works as
portraits of Cassatt, I would like to avoid another sociological interpretation of their
subject matter in favor of a phenomenological reading of the artist’s multifarious
reiterations and reworkings of their figures and compositions. While the present day
knowledge of works that the artist retained in his studio facilitates my reconstruction, the
50
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artist’s exhibition of studies related to and preliminary states of The Etruscan Gallery, as
well as the collecting of states of Mary Cassatt at the Louvre: The Paintings Gallery by
members of the Rouart family, imply the intentional sharing of aspects of his process
during his lifetime.
The prints’ figures originated in two drawings, Two Studies of Mary Cassatt at the
Louvre (Figure 11) and Portraits in a Frieze.54 The artist apparently streamlined the
rounder, more naturalistic view of Cassatt from behind in the first drawing into the sleek,
almost calligraphic figure that appears in the pastel Au Louvre (Figure 12) and in a
cropped pastel study in Philadelphia. The standing figure in the ‘Louvre group’
represents one of the most striking of the Degas’s ‘expressive backs’ described by
Duranty: “A back should reveal temperament, age, and social position, a pair of hands
should reveal the magistrate or the merchant, and a gesture should reveal an entire range
of feelings.”55 It is not difficult to imagine the satisfaction the artist felt upon realizing
such an undeniably exquisite figure and his desire to insert it into multiple contexts in
search of the ideal solution. The seated figure (presumed to represent Lydia Cassatt), is a
combination of the central figure in Portraits in a Frieze and a pastel and charcoal
drawing from the artist’s notebooks.56
The pastel Au Louvre, which the artist retained in his studio and apparently did
not exhibit, represents a highly wrought step in the conceptualization of the related prints.
The work began on a 24 3/8 x 19 ¾ inch sheet of paper and depicted the figures in a
horizontal, frieze-like arrangement. The artist cut this sheet vertically in two, shifting the
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relationship of the figures and reducing the scale of the standing figure. Degas then
added blank pieces of paper to resquare and elongate the image. The work now measures
28 x 21 ¼ inches.57 The lines of the gallery wall, which once ran parallel to the women’s
shoulders, now assume a Japanese-inspired forced perspective, to which the figures
conform neither in proportion nor in scale. Moreover the adjusted gallery wall renders
the direction and fixity of Cassatt’s gaze ambiguous, prompting the viewer to wonder
whether she is looking or just strolling.58 These disjunctions as well as the visibility of
Degas’s alterations in the form of pentimenti and seams underscore the work’s status as a
hand-crafted object while also enhancing its sense of unfolding movement, paralleled by
the artist’s interminable process. We should note that we are only allowed this viewing
experience by the work’s sale (and eventual study and reproduction) from the artist’s
studio after his death, where Degas seemingly preserved it as a private documentation of
his process.59
Degas was apparently quite pleased with both of the figures at this point, as he
retained their proportions while adjusting their scale for the prints.60 Probably with the
aid of a grid, the artist created a drawing for The Etruscan Gallery replicating the figures,
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which he transferred to a plate covered in softground. The first two states of nine (Figure
1a and b) show the figures defined by softground contours in a blank context. The artist
used drypoint, some of which was executed with a carbon rod used in electric arc lamps,
to darken the women’s costumes and reposition the umbrella. Between the second and
third states Degas either scraped away or covered with aquatint much of this assertive
drypoint hatching. The artist likely used a now lost drawing to transfer The Etruscan
Gallery’s setting, planned in additional studies, to the plate via etching or softground. In
the third state (Figure 1c), he applied aquatint to the women’s costumes and the bench.
Aquatint also described the tones of the gallery, replicating reflections recorded in pencil
studies. The setting underwent few changes after the third state, while the artist
continued to manipulate the figures incrementally through burnishing, drypoint and
additional aquatint. 61 From all we know and have stated about Degas’s working practice,
it is not difficult to imagine the artist pulling and studying proof after proof, determining
what next little adjustment would bring the composition closer to a satisfying end. For
example in the eighth state (Figure 1d), he burnished the back and sleeves of Cassatt’s
jacket, creating folds and highlights, used burnishing to define the lower left edge of the
sculpture case and lighten the reflections behind the heads of the figures, while vertical
hatching on both sides of the book is the only aspect that differentiates the ninth (Figure
1e).62 Noticing such subtleties requires close examination by a discerning eye, but of
course Degas aimed his work at the most astute collectors. The existence of over twenty
impressions of the final state of The Etruscan Gallery suggests that Degas indeed had it
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printed in an edition of fifty for Le Jour et la nuit.63 Yet according to Cassatt’s mother,
“as usual with Degas when the time arrived to appear, he wasn’t ready… .”64 He
exhibited the work under the designation Essais et états de planches, indicating that he
was not disposed to accept or present the ninth state as the definitive version. It proves
unclear exactly which states the artist exhibited, but Henri Rouart and Roger Marx owned
preliminary states of The Etruscan Gallery during Degas’s lifetime.65 Though as
elaborated below, the incompleteness of much of Degas’s work does not exactly conform
to the “aesthetics of the sketch,”66 I find the artist’s exhibition of working proofs of this
print to showcase his process relatable to the other Impressionists’ exhibition of sketches,
in which proponents of the avant-garde such as Duranty found “more grace, vigor,
strength, and acute observation than in a finished work.”67
The Paintings Gallery (Figure 9) represents the most belabored of the artist’s
works of Mary Cassatt at the Louvre, comprising over twenty states. Yet Degas
established its general composition in the first state and the contents of the background in
the third. The majority of the subsequent work consisted of textural and tonal additions
and subtractions, achieved by linear means, aquatint and burnishing. Two compositional
changes were Mary’s hat, which assumed four different shapes and the widening of the
pillar or doorjamb, the marbleized pattern of which underwent seven changes.
Presumably the artist executed these trials alongside those of The Etruscan Gallery
during the fall and winter of 1879-80, meanwhile contending with the nuisance of
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fabricating petty articles for income and preparing for the 1880 exhibition.68 It hardly
proves surprising that La Jour et la nuit never came to fruition.
The figures in The Paintings Gallery correspond in proportion and scale to those
of The Etruscan Gallery, but the Mary figure appears in reverse. While the position of
the Mary figure’s shoulder blades in relation to the diagonal pivot created by her right
arm and umbrella still imparts realistic movement, and the cropping and obfuscation of
the figures suggest snapshot realism,69 each repetition arguably rendered the figures more
contrived, this final iteration of the theme representing the most stylized. As stated
above, Degas’s practice of inserting members of a stock of independently rendered
figures into various contexts engenders the tension between scrupulous realism and
artifice perceived in many of his works, another way he called attention to the process of
art-making. Colta Ives identified hashira-e prints designed to hang on pillars in Japanese
houses as the source of the print’s long, narrow format.70 This connection harkens back
to the artist’s interest in decoration reflected by Portraits in a Frieze, which he saw fit to
exhibit in 1881, while examining all of the works associated with the series shows an
evolution from a horizontal conception of figures in a row to an emphatically vertical
format characterized by the layering of compositional elements. Rather than indicating
depth, this compositional structure emphasizes the work’s flat, decorative quality. The
dark figures appear silhouette-like against the setting, which consists of a parquet floor so
extremely tilted that it appears almost as vertical as the gallery wall of undefined pictures
68
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above a patterned dado it meets. The marble pillar or door frame running the length of
the left side of the composition (perhaps a tongue-in-cheek reference to the format’s
Japanese source) appears as an isolated section of flat, decoratively abstract frame.
Degas seemingly decided to keep this print private, as the only verified collectors
of examples of its preliminary and final states during his lifetime were members of the
Rouart family.71 In 1885 Degas returned to The Paintings Gallery and worked up an
example of its thirteenth state with pastel (Figure 10). This he signed in the lower left
corner, indicating its completion and presumed sale.72 Degas’s pastel conclusion of The
Paintings Gallery brings us full circle to the subject matter of the series. The depiction of
the always fashionable Cassatt sisters among works of art brings to mind the tradition in
avant-garde literature from Baudelaire to Stéphane Mallarmé of equating the artifices of
fashion to the illusionistic surfaces of painting, and as shown by Armstrong, the “pretty
surfaces of [Degas’s] preferred medium, pastel,” were particularly linked to “the
Baudelairian discourse on cosmetics and face paint.”73 In addition, recent writings by
Ruth Iskin and Gloria Groom investigate Degas’s interest in women’s fashions and
tendency to correlate art-making to the work of the female producers of fashion as well as
bourgeois women’s composing of their toilettes.74 Thus The Paintings Gallery’s pastel
overlay, along with its depiction of fashionable figures (one an artist herself) amongst art,
contribute further connotations of artifice to one of the Degas’s most wrought images.
71
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Such layers of meaning would have rendered to work all the more engaging for a genteel
amateur, who moreover would have appreciated the inclusion of the distinctive
sarcophagus in The Etruscan Gallery or would have enjoyed trying to decipher the works
on the wall in The Paintings Gallery.
I would like to conclude my discussion of Degas’s prints of Mary Cassatt at the
Louvre by returning to my earlier correlation of Degas’s aesthetics of process and the
Impressionists’ vaunting of le non fini.75 While the sketchiness of Impressionism at least
professes an effortless spontaneity, Degas’s labored surfaces demonstrate their
prolonged, arduous realizations. Moreover Degas’s etchings do not exactly exhibit the
impulsivity that critics such as Gautier associated with artist’s prints: “[C]rackling with
life and with spontaneity…[,] [e]ach etching is an original drawing; that of charming
motifs, that of exquisite intentions, that of impulsive movements preserved.”76 Despite
and because of their inconsistencies and complexities, I find the remarks of Valéry
helpful for grappling with Degas’ particular non fini. Valéry (writing in 1936) was
critical of what he saw as “a renunciation of intellectual activity in painting for the sake
of immediate visual appeal” and the belief that “[t]he sketch is as good as the finished
picture,” even stating, “Nothing could be further from the taste or. if you will, the whims
of Degas.”77 Yet he recalled feeling “covetous” of a scrutinized study of a danseuse
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hanging in the artist’s studio, which led him to remark, “To complete a work consists in
getting rid of everything that reveals or hints at how it was made.”78
Valéry later observed:
Works of art give us the idea of men who are more accurate, more masters of
themselves, of their eyes and hands, more strongly differentiated and better
organized than the spectator who, looking at the finished work, fails to see all that
went into its making: all the first attempts, the repaintings, the artist’s moments of
despair and sacrifice, his borrowings and subterfuges, the years of study, and--last
but not least--his strokes of luck. Thus they know nothing if what is unapparent
in the finished work, all that is now hidden, resolved, or dissolved into it, is left
unsaid or gainsaid: all, in short, that is consonant with human nature and adverse
to that craving for the marvelous which is, nonetheless, one of human nature’s
basic instincts.79
Examples from Degas’s early oeuvre show him capable of such illusions, but
perhaps realizing the near impossibility of attaining self-fulfillment in his work, he
increasingly and unabashedly exhibited ébauches, esquisses and études as well as Essais
et états de planches, acknowledging his works’ statuses as evolving entities.

The Famille Cardinal Monotypes
As opposed to the artist’s painstaking etchings, his monotypes at least suggest the
gestural immediacy associated with the sketch aesthetic, and working in monotype helped
Degas compose generally rather than specifically. Nonetheless the medium stimulated
his proclivity for tinkering, as the slow-to-dry ink allowed for ongoing adjustments, and
the artist frequently worked up fainter, second impressions of his monotypes to different
ends. Accordingly Degas’s characteristic repetitions abound in his monotypes. This
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section explores these features as manifest in the artist’s Famille Cardinal monotypes for
an unrealized publication. As fine print collectors were frequently also bibliophiles, a
vogue for illustrated volumes of poetry and short stories correlated with the etching
revival.80 Manet’s illustrations for Mallarmé’s translation of Edgar Allen Poe’s The
Raven and L’Après-midi d’un faune, among other projects,81 possibly inspired Degas, a
collector of rare books himself,82 to initiate his own collaboration between painter and
writer in which the illustrations would have same status as the text and narrative content
within the illustrations would share the stage with medium and facture.
As early as 1877 the artist embarked on illustrations for his friend Ludovic
Halévy’s stories of the Cardinal Family, the first two of which, “Monsieur Cardinal” and
“Madame Cardinal,” appeared in a collection of short stories published in 1872. In
December 1875 Halévy published “Les petites Cardinal” in La vie parisienne. Degas
seemingly intended the illustrations for the writer-librettist’s 1880 publication of “Les
petites Cardinal” with five new Cardinal chapters and six unrelated stories or his 1883
publication of all eight Cardinal stories in one volume, both of which appeared with
illustrations by different artists.83 Jules Claretie’s enthusiastic review of Degas’s
offerings in the 1877 Impressionist exhibition suggests that the Dessins fait à l’encre
grasse et imprimés listed in the catalogue were monotypes of the Cardinal Family,
placing their inception earlier than frequently presumed: “He undertook illustrating
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Monsieur et Madame Cardinal by Ludovic Halévy. These drawings have extraordinary
character. This is life itself. Here appears Gavarni and Goya in the same artist.”84
The artist’s illustrations for his friend’s gossipy, tongue-and-cheek narration
consist of broadly handled, caricatural monotypes. More so than his belabored etchings,
Degas’s monotypes appear to correspond to the notion of artists’ prints as “spontaneous,
immediate emanation[s] of an artist’s genius… .”85 Indeed the Cardinal Family
monotypes are almost too expressively rendered, as the content in some instances proves
difficult to decipher without text. Armstrong describes the series as “barbouillage” and
“a deliberate failure,” a point to which we return subsequently, arguing that the artist
thwarted the readability of his imagery through effacement.86 Transitioning to the
similarly rendered brothel monotypes, she states,
On the level of facture, they are simply smudged, obliterated traces of Degas’s
own gestural life, of his physical contact with ink and paper. The thumbprint
eliding the mark of his own body—the blunt trace of his hand on paper… . The
trace of the artist’s own gesture and the depicted gestures of the prostitutes are
one in the same: private, both constitutive and obliterative, returning the gesture
back to its ground on both levels—back to the tabla rasa of white paper and
blackening marks one the one hand; back to the brute physicality, the
phemomenon, of the body on the other.87
Yet Degas’s monotypes’ showcasing of the artist’s gestures, their preservation of his
physical movements of ink on a surface, embodies Baudelaire’s description of the
intimacy of etching: “Not only does etching serve to glorify the individuality of the artist;
it would even be difficult for an artist not to describe his most intimate personality on the
84
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copper.”88 Degas’s idea to use such monotypes as illustrations suggests that he
envisioned the collaboration appealing to an exclusive, like-minded audience that would
cherish the book and its avant-garde illustrations, as he did his own collections of books
and prints. The existence of a héliogravure reproduction of one example from the series
(In the Corridor/Figure 20) hints at the artist’s plans for the reproduction of his works in
an inherently singular medium.89
As shown by Eugenia Parry Janis, once Degas discovered monotype, it assumed a
substantial role in his métier, helping the artist gain speed and unity by forcing him to
compose broadly and instinctually:
The pure manual freedom presented by this technique must have been a revelation
and must have contributed a great deal to the positive role of ink and rag as a
substitute for pencil. Degas could quickly create textures and halftones in the ink
with any object at his fingertips, a matchstick or the butt end of a paint brush. He
even began using his thumbprint for varied textures and eventually, in the more
technically refined ‘light field’ manner, worked with great finesse, using the
striated parallel lines of his thumbprint as modelling lines for the forms of the
nudes in the brothels.90
Indeed a quarter of all of the artist’s pastels have a monotype base.91 Yet “[m]aking a
monotype requires speed only in the printing… . The ink on the plate, consisting mostly
of oil, does not dry quickly and can be worked over and over again and changed on the
plate several times, at the artist’s whim, before he prints. Only the artist’s eagerness to
see the printed impression speeds up the inking-wiping process.”92 Thus while the broad,
gestural strokes of Degas’s monotypes accord with the “aesthetics of the sketch,” the
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fluidity of the medium allowed him to manipulate his quickly rendered compositions as
desired. Additionally examples within the Famille Cardinal series show subtle
compositional changes between their first and second printings, and the whole of the
series of 30-some prints consists of a handful of themes that the artist treated repeatedly,
seemingly attempting to achieve the most effective visualizations of the scenes he sought
to illustrate.
Despite their spontaneous appearance, when one looks at the group in its entirety,
the repetition of certain figures proves conspicuous. I believe these proofs reveal an
occurrence similar to that considered above with regard to Degas’s creation of his prints
of Mary Cassatt at the Louvre whereupon realizing a striking figure the artist inserted it
into various contexts in search of the most satisfactory solution. Figures 13-15 seem to
show the development of a vignette of Mme. Cardinal and Halévy conversing in a
corridor of the Opéra, a leitmotif of the Famille Cardinal, as Halévy related the stories as
told to him by the family matriarch. Yet the similarities of the group render the use of all
three in a publication unlikely.93 It appears that the artist transitioned from a distant
viewpoint with an exaggerated perspective of the hall, in which the back of Halévy
eclipsed Mme. Cardinal to a closer vantage point, showing a three-quarter view of
Halévy with his hands in his pockets and Mme Cardinal in profil perdu. Figure 15 seems
to me to represent the final realization, as it the boldest, simplest and most assured. It is
also one of a few examples of the series tipped onto a white cardboard mount. The
tapered, placid figure of Halevy appearing in Figure 15, eyes and mouth obfuscated,
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arcing toward Mme Cardinal’s ovoid form, occurs again from an even closer vantage
point in three versions of Ludovic Halévy Finds Mme. Cardinal in the Dressing Room, of
which Figure 16 serves as an example, and then slightly altered, leaning away from his
companion on an umbrella (bringing to mind Cassatt in the Louvre) in the pastel,
Portraits of Friends in the Wings (Musée d’Orsay). On this pastel in the 1879
Impressionist exhibition, Halévy remarked, “There I am looking serious in a place of
frivolity; just what Degas wanted.”94 Figures 13-15 moreover could conceivably
represent later developments of Figure 17, one of two similar compositions that show
Halévy and Mme. Cardinal meeting backstage and rely heavily on Daumier’s Mother of
the Singer (Figure 18).
Another set of examples, Figures 19-21, show iterations of an expressive view
from behind of a wide-stanced, slightly hunched gentleman scratching the back of his
head in various contexts. In Figure 20, the monotype Degas had reproduced via
héliogravure, the figure is interestingly transposed in relation to his cognates.95 Figures
22a and b represent two impressions from the same plate showing Pauline and Virginie
Conversing with Admirers. Side by side they convey a sense of cinematic movement, as
the second central top-hatted figure appears to turn and notice Mme. Cardinal looming at
the end of the corridor. Figures 23 and 24 both contain another repeating image of an
expressive top-hatted man, seen from behind, leaning forward with one arm bent in front
of him and the other supporting his weight against a wall. Looking from the former to
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the latter provides the sensation of quickly zooming in on the central couple as the
ballerina turns away from the group and puts her arm through her admirer’s.
We must note, however, that our discussion, as is the case with earlier scholarly
examinations of these works, entails the consideration of the thirty-plus monotypes
recovered from the artist’s studio after his death. We can only make educated guesses
about which of these works would have appeared in an 1880s publication with Halévy’s
text. The book would have likely only included 8-12 unique vignettes (one for each
chapter), making the artist’s repetitions of form less glaring. Previous examinations of
the monotypes tend to underscore the artist’s focus on the backstage of the Opéra and
exclusion of significant events in the stories. While it seems that Degas commenced his
illustrations by the 1877 Impressionist exhibition, we do not know when the artist gave
up his project. In 1877 Halévy had only written three Cardinal Family stories, for which
to my mind the extant monotypes provide adequate illustration, and Degas indeed created
prints on events not occurring backstage, such as Portrait of Virginie’s Favorite; the
Actor Crochard, M. Cardinal Writing a Letter and The Famous Good Friday Dinner. It
is generally accepted that Degas abandoned the monotypes because Halévy did not like
them.96 However, given Degas’s history and the evidence of his agonizations over each
theme in the Cardinal Family series he did realize, it is difficult to imagine the
collaboration having come to fruition with Halévy on board. Halévy understandably
would have wished to capitalize on the success of his stories while the public was still
interested. The dainty, anecdotal character of the works that illustrated earlier and later
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publications of the stories indicate that he sought mass-market appeal,97 as opposed to an
artful collaboration like Charles Lesclide’s publication of Mallarmé and Manet’s The
Raven, in which Manet’s prints appeared in a separate folio on high-quality paper.98 In
1886 Degas described Ludovic Halévy as “such a good judge of everything that is not
art,” about which Marcel Guerin, who worked closely with Daniel Halévy compiling
Degas’s correspondence noted, “Whenever the subject of painting came up in a
conversation with Degas, Halévy was in the habit of listening and of declaring his
incompetence.” 99 According to Ambroise Vollard, Mme. Halévy encouraged Degas to
prepare the drawings but she failed to persuade her husband to accept them.100 Yet
Halévy was generally appreciative of his friend’s work and praised the aforementioned
pastel portrait, done in a similar manner. Moreover an after-dinner album containing
similarly sardonic ink illustrations by Degas for Goncourt’s La fille Elisa was a prized
possession of the Halévy family.101 This is all to suggest that the circumstances of the
rejection of Degas’s illustrations were perhaps more complicated than simply they “did
not appeal to Halévy.”102 Certainly in part due to their having become synonymous in the
mind of the art historian, Degas’s monotypes seem better suited to the aloof cynicism of
Halévy’s tales than the chosen illustrations, bringing to mind Baudelaire’s designation of
etching as the province of only the most astute collectors, because it was “really too
97
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personal, and consequently too aristocratic, a genre to enchant people other than those
who are naturally artists… .”103
Again Armstrong describes the Famille Cardinal monotypes as “a deliberate
failure, because “[a]ll barbouillage, more genuinely messy and dirty, and more illegible
than the exhibited pictures are, in the end the Cardinal monotypes so effectively efface
physiognomic sensation and realist information… .”104 The devices of cropping and
obfuscation that Degas employed to give his viewers the sensation of physical presence
in his café-concert and ballet scenes derived from Daumier, and as stated above Figure
17, seemingly one of the artist’s first works on the subject of Halévy and Mme. Cardinal
meeting backstage, were obviously inspired by Daumier’s Mother of the Singer. What I
believe to be the final iteration of the theme (Figure 15) shows a pared down, still offcenter composition, consisting of the bowling-pin shaped figure of Halévy conversing
with the rotund, bespectacled Mme. Cardinal, seen in profil perdu, together filling the left
two-thirds of the picture plane. The artist vaguely defined the background (corridor or
curtain?) with irregular vertical strokes of ink. The image adequately illustrates the
opening of Halévy’s stories—
In the evening of May 6, 1870, a stout lady, carelessly dressed, with an old plaid
shawl over her shoulders, and huge silver spectacles on her nose was standing
perfectly still, leaning against a post in the wings at the Opéra… .
I approached the stout lady and tapping her from behind upon the shoulder, I said:
‘Good-evening, Madame Cardinal. How goes everything?’105
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Yet, unlike the Daumier-esque versions, Figure 15 does not work as caricature to convey
a clear message without text. Textual content shares the stage with medium and facture.
The tangible traces of the artist’s manipulation of the ink on the plate prompt the viewer
to consider the making of the print. The gestural nature of the vertical strokes in the
background create a tension between flatness and the illusion of depth, as our
understanding of the vertical strokes as records of the artist dragging a brush through ink
competes with the slight suggestion of backstage context. For this work Degas used
mostly the dark field, subtractive, method of monotype, setting down masses of ink and
using a rag and his fingers to define the forms. It is believed that Degas added the
variegated spots patterning Mme. Cardinal’s shawl with a brush after pulling the print, as
these appear to lie on top of the squares and rectangles indicated with short, irregular
strokes that form the initial pattern. Mme. Cardinal’s shawl represents another area
where abstract, gestural mark-making competes with description. While plaid (as Halévy
described the shawl) is a non-objective, abstract pattern, it is geometric. Degas’s version
of plaid is expressive and mottled, emphasizing drawing as “a way of seeing form.”106
The series is replete with devices that appear frequently in the artist’s concurrent
café-concerts and works of the ballet, associated with a realist mode of vision.
Croppings, obfuscations, exaggerated perspectives, complicated spatial constructions,
extremely proximate vantage points, and areas in which form devolves into abstract
patterns of light and dark convey the sensations of navigating the confusing backstage
architecture of the Opéra, swarming with coquettish dancers and abonnés. Nevertheless
the Famille Cardinal series also exhibits the tension between artifice and on the spot
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observation, identified above as a hallmark of Degas’s style. Figure 23 represents one of
the more complex compositions of the series. Atypical with regard to its horizontal
orientation, it shows the junction of two perpendicular wings of a hall with a dancer
descending a staircase in the foreground. Yet an insistence on surface pattern stifles any
illusion of depth. The Little Cardinals with their backs to a horizontal wall, encircled by
top-hatted men take up about two-thirds of the picture plane, at which point the irregular
horizontal line indicating the base of the wall angles upwards, indicating a corner into an
adjoining passage, at the end of which Mme. Cardinal looms. The wall of this passage is
patterned by dark rectangles that reiterate the abonnés to the left. An unidentifiable dark
mass extends below the dark figure of Mme. Cardinal, so as not to disrupt the pattern. At
the bottom of the picture plane, the bust of a dancer descends a staircase topped by a
railing of thin lines that echo the cane of the man closest to us and the folds of Pauline
and Virginie’s skirts. Like the other dark areas of the composition, the opening of the
staircase is characterized by a gestural application of ink. As a consequence the dancer
seems as if she is entering an inky pool rather than a void.
These are the kind of ambiguities that the artist could have clarified with the
addition of pastel. Ludovic Halévy Finds Mme. Cardinal in the Dressing Room (Figure
16) serves as a case in point. The clearest element of this composition is Degas’s stock
figure of Halévy, shown from the waist up, along the left edge of the picture plane.
Mme. Cardinal appears again in lost profile, seated, looking up from her newspaper in the
bottom right corner, only her head and shoulders visible. Indecipherable dancers’
paraphernalia fills the rest of the picture plane. Again Halévy’s text clarifies:
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The door of the dressing-room was left open. I looked in. Dresses were hanging,
rumpled dresses and red flannel hoop petticoats on hooks against the walls. They
were the chrysalides from which the glistening butterflies of the ballet of Don
Juan had just emerged. …
I spied Madame Cardinal in a corner. Her two long white corkscrew curls made a
symmetrical fringe about her patriarchal face. With her snuffbox on her knee and
her spectacles upon her nose, Madame Cardinal was reading a newspaper.107
In grayscale reproduction as Degas likely intended, Mme. Cardinal would have been
difficult to differentiate from the busy background. At some point after the abandonment
of the idea of a publication, Degas foregrounded the figures with pastel. Pastel additions
in the upper right alleviate the heavy-handed, inky abstraction by suggesting frothy
garments associated with the artifice of the ballet. Yet the primal, unrefined character of
pure monotype heightens the sense of intimacy inherent in Degas’s illustrative style,
which in turn underscores the gossipy nature of Halévy’s tales of the Cardinals.
Identifying the Cardinal monotypes as “a kind of private interface between the
world of the rat/féerie and that of the fille [prostitute],” with regard to their portrayal of
backstage at the Opéra as “a black market for sex,” Armstrong argues convincingly that
“Degas linked the business of making, selling, and buying art to the artificing and
marketing of sex, idiosyncratically illustrating the modern sense that to make and sell to a
public is to ‘prostitute’ one’s art and one’s self… .”108 Armstrong’s reading seems to
refer implicitly to Baudelaire’s famous line, “Qu’est-ce que l’art? Prostitution”109 and
Walter Benjamin’s identification of the prostitute as one of the emblems of modernity,
representing the degradation of the commodity form under capitalist exchange, selling
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pleasure rather than “her labor power.”110 As modern art became increasingly equated
with pleasure and distanced from use or social value, it is indeed tempting to read an
equation between the selling of art and the selling of sex into Degas’s images of
prostitution. Karl Marx, of course, connected the figure of the prostitute to the modern
wage laborer,111 which we might in turn link to Degas’s grumblings about having to
fabricate articles for money.
Yet illustrating the Cardinal Family stories represented a marketing strategy that
Degas undertook on his own initiative. These works at least as much reflect the artist’s
interests in the juxtapositions of realism and artifice, public and private he found at the
Opéra as they represent latent commentary on the degradation of art and the role of the
artist in the capitalist market. Degas felt a particular tenderness for the affected, neorococo gallantry of the ballet, writing to his close friend, the sculptor Paul-Albert
Bartholomé, in 1886, “And even this heart of mine has something artificial. The dancers
have sewn it into a bag of pink satin, pink satin slightly faded, like their dancing
shoes.”112 Baudelaire’s equation of fashion and cosmetics in particular to surface
illusionism was embodied in “The Painter of Modern Life” by the figure of the prostitute,
113

yet the incandescent surfaces of Degas’s pastel over monotype images of performing
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dancers, rendered ethereal by the effects of costume, make-up, lighting and their own
artificial movements offer another model.114
The addition of pastel turned the Degas’s monotypes into tableaux. While the
artist still aimed these works at private collections, they were more likely to be displayed
under glass than pure etchings or monotypes. Prostitution (clandestine or otherwise)
represented a popular theme in realist art and literature, and Halévy’s stories combined
the also fashionable neo-rococo capriciousness associated with the ballet with a sardonic
realist exposé of the clandestine reality of the backstage. Degas seemingly created the
Famille Cardinal works for a particularly elite audience, similar to the figures comprising
the exclusive, neo-aristocratic boys’ club of abonnés allowed access to the backstage.115
Pure monotype, as the medium with which the artist proved most able to convey
spontaneity and immediacy of line and artistic touch, represented the ideal format to
illustrate Halévy’s insider’s narrations of the backstage at the Opéra as foils to the artifice
of the public performance. At the same time these pure monotypes would have provided
collectors with access to the most primal, unembellished area of Degas’s practice.
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Degas and Business of Art in the 1880s and 1890s
Degas all but abandoned printmaking between the early 1880s and 1890.116 His
prints received scant if any attention in the criticism of the Impressionist exhibitions,
excepting when he worked them up with pastel, and then the critics did not typically
perceive them as prints. One exception was Béraldi, who in 1886 noted the importance
of monotype and the combination of media with regard to Degas’s accomplishments as a
printmaker.117 Druick and Zegers argue that “[s]ince it became apparent that prints were
not a way out of his financial dilemma, Degas dropped printmaking as too timeconsuming.”118 When he began making prints again, he seemed to acknowledge the role
of printmaking in his métier as yet another avenue for experimentation and as a means for
repetition and transfer on a personal rather than commercial scale.
With the one exception discussed below, Degas resisted exhibiting after 1886,119
but he was progressively successful throughout the 1880s selling works through dealers
such as Durand-Ruel and Théo Van Gogh to industrialists, businessmen and intellectuals.
His productivity declined as his financial security improved.120 Roger Marx wrote in
1886, “No reputation has a more solid foundation than Mr. Degas’s and the collectors
seek his work all the more eagerly since the artist has very high standards and produces
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very little.”121 Remembrances of the artist from the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries are replete with reports of his distaste toward selling art for financial profit.
According to Paul Lafond, he refused buyers admittance to his studio to discuss prices
and he told a persistent American collector that he charged a fixed price of 100,000
francs for any of his works.122 Degas’s niece recalled the artist snapping at a potential
buyer, “Here we don’t sell; we work.”123 Degas became particularly bitter when friends
such as Tissot and Renoir resold gifts or works attained cheaply for large profits: “It is
sad to live surrounded by scoundrels,”124 and he reacted furiously when asked to donate a
picture to the Luxembourg:
These people want to make me believe I have ‘arrived.’ ‘Arrived’, what does that
mean? …It means hanging on a wall next to a lady by Bouguereau… ? I want
none of it. When everyone pulls his own way and attracts his own little public,
what do the committees want to stick their noses in it for? I pay them my
contributions, are my pictures any of their business? But no! They have to have a
finger in every pie! They have the chess board of the Fine Arts on their table and
we, the artists, we are the pawns… .125
Finally Degas insisted on maintaining autonomy by denying Durand-Ruel a monopoly on
his work, creating a free market for his products through competition. While contributing
to his mythic status as persnickety recluse, working only to please himself, the rarity and
aesthetic progressiveness of Degas’s works thus became free-market values for
speculative dealers and investors.126
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The artist increasingly used his work to enhance his personal collection,
frequently trading with Durand-Ruel for new acquisitions. He continued to live frugally,
worrying to Vollard, “And if my ‘articles’ start to sell at these prices, what does that
mean for Ingres and Delacroix? I’ll no longer be able to afford them.”127 Potentially
talking about collecting as well as making, when asked by another painter whether art
was a luxury, he retorted, “Yours perhaps, but mine is an absolute necessity.”128 A letter
to Durand-Ruel from 1898 illuminates this quotable bon mot: “Do not deprive me of the
little copy of Ingres, do not affront me and grieve me thus. I really need it.”129
According to Paul-André Lesmoisne, Degas’s family financial obligations forced him to
sell his first collection in 1875.130 Therefore we might in part understand the artist’s
compulsive collecting of 1890s as an affirmation of financial and thus artistic
independence, but this assessment does not quite explain the growing intensity
surrounding his collecting. On a visit to the artist’s studio in 1899, Julie Manet wrote,
“…he showed us some torsos and some ballerinas, all of which must pay for the painting
he is buying for his collection.”131 Around the same time Bartholomé observed, “Degas
keeps it up, buying, buying. In the evening he asks himself how he will pay for what he
has bought that day, and the next morning he starts it again: more Ingres, some Delacroix,
and El Greco this week. And then he takes a certain pride in announcing that he can no
longer afford to clothe himself.”132 Collecting art and making art seemingly represented
intertwined compulsions for Degas, as he ostensibly valued being surrounded by sources
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of inspiration more than material comforts. His collection fed his creativity, which he
used to procure further artistic necessities.

1892 Landscapes
In November of 1892 Degas had his first and only one-man-show at the Galerie
Durand-Ruel. Rendering the occasion even more unusual, the exhibition consisted of
around twenty pure landscapes comprising color monotypes enhanced by pastel and one
unmodified color monotype. As stated above, the scholarship on Degas’s prints tends to
separate his monotypes from his etchings as well as his pure monotypes from those
worked up with pastel. However, these works’ color print base was imperative to their
realization, as the unpredictable, viscous medium of monotype once again enabled the
artist to avoid his tendency to mire himself in the cerebral complexities of draftsmanship
and composition and fully embrace the physicality of transferring remembered
landscapes to copper plates, producing some of the most effortless works of his career.
Admittedly visitors to the exhibition did not generally identify the works as prints.133 Yet
Pissarro noted their affinity to color prints after describing them as ‘pochades au pastel,’
and the critic Philip Hale and Daniel Halèvy remarked upon their resemblance to
Japanese prints.134 Moreover the works conformed to the size and framing of prints and
they hung in galleries closely associated with the resurgent interest in fine prints,
suggesting that Degas was trying to stake a place in the color printing revolution of the
1890s. As argued above and despite his intentions, for Degas printmaking in general
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represented an impetus to creativity rather than a vehicle to distribute his works, even in
modest quantities, and monotype functioned for the persnickety artist as an aid for
working broadly rather than specifically. Yet Degas ironically capitalized on the minimal
reproductive possibilities of monotype as a vehicle for transference that allowed him to
achieve two divergent products from a single composition. Along these lines the
landscapes he exhibited in 1892 fit well within the idiosyncrasies of the artist’s
printmaking practice.
The origins of Degas’s early 1890s landscapes (Figures 25-30) have been
recounted multiple times but warrant summarization for our technical considerations of
the artist’s prints as well as the paradoxes of their realization. In September 1890 Degas
and Bartholomé travelled by carriage to the Burgundy village Diénay to visit the artist
Georges Jeanniot. According to the colorful account of their host, Degas, inspired by the
landscape of the journey, was quite eager to commence new works upon their arrival:
‘And now, take me to your studio,’ Degas said to me as we were leaving the table.
As he walked in, an expression of pleasure and well-being appeared on his face…
‘That’s the spirit!’ he cried out, ‘we are going to be able to work in your Swiss
clockmaker’s workshop, you have, paper, ink, the printer’s brush with your
initials on! Heavens! This is serious. This pad is superb and fits well in one’s
hand. Let’s get on! Have you a smock?’
‘Yes, and it is a printer’s smock, brand new.’
‘Your press must be hard work, but we have muscles!’…
I put the smock on him, he had taken off his jacket and rolled up his sleeves.
‘Do you have copper or zinc plates?
‘Here you are…’
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‘Perfect! I will ask you for a piece of cloth to make a pad for my own use; I have
been wanting for so long to make a series of monotypes!’
Once supplied with everything he needed, without waiting, without allowing
himself to be distracted from his idea, he started. With his strong but beautifullyshaped fingers, his hand grasped the objects, the tools of his genius, handling
them with a strange skill and little by little one could see emerging on the metal
surface a small valley, a sky, white houses, fruit trees with black branches, birches
and oaks, ruts full of water after the recent downpour, orangey clouds dispersing
in an animated sky, above red and green earth.
All this fell into place, coming together, the tones setting each other off and the
handle of the brush traced clear shapes in the fresh colour.
These lovely things seemed to be created without the slightest effort, as if the
model was in front of him…
After half an hour, no more, Degas’s voice suggested:
‘If you don’t mind, we’ll print this proof. Is the paper wet? Have you got the
sponge? You know that semi-sized paper is the best?’
‘Calm down, I have some strong Chinese…’
‘He has got some Chinese! Let us see this Chinese…’
I put down an imposing roll on the corner of the table. When every thing was
ready, the plate laid on the press, the paper on the plate, Degas said: ‘What an
anxious moment! Roll, roll!’ It was an antique press with heavy cross-shaped
spars. Once the proof was obtained, it was hung to dry. We would do three or
four in a morning.
Then, he would put down pastels to finish off the prints and it is here, even more
than in the making of the proof, that I would admire his taste, his imagination and
the freshness of his memories. He would remember the variety of shapes, the
construction of the landscape, the unexpected oppositions and contrasts; it was
delightful!135
135
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Striking in this description, given the Degas’s propensity for painstaking
deliberations and relentless adjustments, is the speed and assurance with which he
approached and completed these works. The artist’s abandonment of traditional
preparation and draftsmanship inspired spontaneity, versatility and a physical, visceral
approach to art-making, the products of which display expressive, tactile markings.
Janis’s afore-discussed argument that the monotype process enabled Degas to overcome
his devotion to drafting individual figures at the expense of compositional unity by
providing him with “a suggestive, sufficiently generalized first sketch,” allowing him to
“virtually rid himself of line [and] concentrate on composing with (1) broad and general
shapes and (2) the play of light and shadow” proves applicable once again to the artist’s
landscape monotypes.136 The Famille Cardinal monotypes exhibit two techniques used
by Degas—‘drawing’ with pigment on a plate or covering a plate with pigment and
wiping away areas to achieve a subtractive image. For his color landscape monotypes,
rather than creating an image by defining contours, the artist worked within areas of
differently colored pigments applied to a plate, blending colors and tracing forms using a
variety of tools—cloth pads, both the bristles and handles of brushes and his fingers.137
Printing the plate yielding a suggestive ébauche that the artist could develop with pastel,
a manner of composing that again uncharacteristically prioritized the ensemble over the
136
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minutia. Channeling Delacroix rather than Ingres, Degas explained to Jeanniot the value
of creating a scene from masses of bold colors: “It’s a useful way of creating, in a short
time, an effect of the ensemble, because a picture should only be painted after having
made a study in front of nature. It is composed in advance in your mind; the studies that
you accumulate just provide you with support, with valuable information.”138
The printing of the imagery forced Degas to relinquish preparation to chance, as
he could not control how the action of the press spread the thin pigment on the surface of
the plate. The monotypes’ madcap origins correspond to this uncontrollable variable of
their process, which stains in their margins further underscore. Richard Kendall
suggested, “The fact that [Degas] continue[d] to generate such aleatory ‘blots’ [after
mastering the medium], incorporating them into his finished prints and exploiting their
chance forms in his imagery, should give us pause. By encouraging the random spread of
dilute paint across his composition, the artist must have obliterated some of his own
carefully defined detail, but also proposed new structures and unrehearsed incidents.”139
Janis sees the margins of Degas’s monotypes as “represent[ing] an ever-present area for
change.” She connects the artist’s frequent enlargement of the format of his drawing and
pastels through the addition of strips of paper to his tendency to extend the composition
into the margins when he added pastel to his monotypes.140 I add to these observations
that makers of belle épreuves commonly encouraged irregularity amongst their prints as
means to highlight their uniqueness and statuses as handcrafted objects. Cassatt and
Pissarro, as discussed in Chapters Four and Five, engaged in similar practices. With
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regard to his landscape monotypes, Degas tended not to extend his pastel additions into
the margins. Thus when his monotype medium crossed the boundary of the plate, it
provided a subtle clue about the work’s multilayered process, which represented a
significant component of Degas’s brand. Furthermore the suggestiveness of “such
aleatory ‘blots’” underscored the works’ unfinish, an important factor of the artist’s
aesthetic.
As landscape represented a genre with which he was not particularly associated,
perhaps Degas, never one to adhere stringently to customs of technique, found himself
even more uninhibited.141 There is no indication that at this point that the artist viewed
his landscape monotypes as objects for exhibition and sale rather than amusing
experiments undertaken on vacation, bringing us to a final significant factor of their
origin. Kendall suggests, “The context of travel [explicitly distance from his studio and
its connotations of work] is crucial for Degas’s landscape monotypes.”142 He further
interprets,
As with most of his landscape phases, colour took on a dominant role, obscuring
and even rendering obsolete the skills of draughtsmanship that represented the
legacy of his youth. There was even a hint of therapy, both personal and artistic,
in these excursions…Degas escaped the disciplines of his craft and the burdens of
his public role, as well as his worries over health and impending blindness.
During their stay at Diénay, Bartholomé confided to a friend that Degas ‘dreams
of nothing but journeys. He appears to have developed a horror of work.’143
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Characteristic of how working away from his studio amplified the artist’s penchant for
experimentation and in keeping with his eccentric approach to media in general,144
Kendall proposes that rather than using printing ink for his landscape monotypes, Degas
employed oil paint. He bases his theory on “[c]areful examination of the prints and
attempts to replicate their effects” as well as the “circumstances of the production of the
prints,” as Jeanniot’s studio likely contained a plethora of oil colors but only black ink.145
This feature certainly contributed to the works’ inscrutability upon their exhibition.
The ability to reuse his plates further facilitated the speed with which Degas could
realize his monotypes and allows for the division of the works exhibited in 1892 into
three groups based on size. The first group is associated with the artist’s visit to Diénay
and comprises 35 monotypes, measuring around 30 x 40 centimeters. Degas finished 13
of these prints with pastel and exhibited six to eight of them, including one pure
monotype, as indicated by the artist’s signature.146 Of the second group, measuring
around 25 x 34 centimeters and containing 17 prints, all were finished with pastel and
only one remained unsigned and thus not shown. The third group comprised three 25 x
30 centimeter prints, all of which were finished with pastel and exhibited.147 These
statistics indicate that following the artist’s period of experimentation at Diénay, he
144
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established a procedure and completed the latter two groups with an intention to exhibit
and market them. Daniel Halévy’s account of the works indicates that rail journeys
undertaken during the summer of 1892 inspired the later landscapes.148
I start my consideration of individual examples within the series with two pure
monotypes from the first group that Degas evidently considered finished. The first he
gave to Jeanniot (Figure 25), perhaps in thanks for his indulgence. The print consists of
uneven horizontal bands of color that meld into one another. The foreground is a
brownish burgundy into which the artist indicated grass with the bristles of a brush, and
the middle-ground is a slightly less textured dark green that develops into purple
mountains, silhouetted against a beige sky. The hazy warmth of the scene suggests
autumn twilight and evokes James McNeill Whistler’s crepuscular Nocturnes. Equally
Whistlerian is a quote by Degas remembered by Jeanniot, “A picture is an original
combination of lines and colors that make themselves felt.”149 Burgundy Landscape
(Figure 26), dedicated to Bartholomé, represents the one pure monotype shown by the
artist in 1892.150 A diagonal scheme and a range of active textures render it one of the
most immediate examples of the series. Starting in the lower left corner, a bristled smear
of green depicts grass. This section converges with a large area of burgundy ink through
which it appears the artist firstly drug both the bristles and handle of a brush diagonally.
Above, a horizontal sweep of bristle tracks meets a smooth area of color that extends
encroaching stalagmites into the lower right area of the picture plane. Feathery halos of
burgundy appear above the horizon in left side of the sky, and in the upper right corner,
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dark ink all but removed with vertical and horizontal bristle-strokes highlights the texture
of the paper. In both of these works, there is little sense of depth, the registers of their
compositions appearing stacked rather than receding into space. Moreover in both prints
the artist used the cream of the paper to represent the sky, while his various removals of
color reveal the paper in the foreground, further asserting the images’ flatness and made
object-hood. As opposed to the many nebulous, bordering on abstract monotypes related
to the series that Degas retained as experiments, the signing and gifting of both and the
exhibition of Burgundy Landscape indicates that the artist saw them as finished works.
Similarly vague are Figures 27 and 28, examples of what Janis termed “cognate
pairs” that occur frequently within Degas’s landscape series. In keeping with his use of
monotype as a vehicle for transference and expansion, the artist created cognates by
pulling a second, fainter proof from a colored plate. Typically he worked up each
cognate differently with pastel, and in this and other cases, the artist adapted the color on
the plate slightly between printings.151 In both a craggy outcropping looms in front of a
valley containing a stream or road descending from mountains in the background. The
artist printed Figure 27 from a plate brushed with blue gray, several shades of green,
salmon pink and hot rose. Degas enhanced the resulting print with lilac pastel and shades
of rose and green. Before printing Figure 28 Degas replaced the horizontally applied
pink of the sky with a blue band applied vertically and wiped away a portion of the
horizon. The removal of ink from the plate during its first printing yielded a more barren
fore and middle-ground in the second, and the artist further diminished the vegetation of
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the outcropping. He used pastel sparingly in cool colors.152 To Barbara Stern Shapiro
the warm and cool versions of same scene suggest changing seasons,153 yet the role of
imagination in the works’ realization belies an explanation for their differences rooted in
natural phenomena. Both works possess an undefined, otherworldly quality comparable
to the Symbolist dreamscapes of Gustave Moreau and Odilon Redon. Indeed in a letter to
his sister Marguerite, Degas referred to the series as “imaginary landscapes.”154 Janis’s
suggestion that the artist used his fingers to wipe away pigment to indicate the stream or
road in the middle-ground reinforces the idea of Degas’s landscapes as artistic
amalgamations and products of both the artist’s mind and body, rather than reflections of
nature.155 As the appearance of the second impression of a monotype depended on
several variables, such as the viscosity of the ink; the weight, surface and dampness of
the paper; and the time elapsed between printings, cognate pairs are another example of
how chance and relinquishing control facilitated Degas’s process when it came to
monotypes.156 He did not know exactly what the cognate would look like and thus where
it would take him.
While Figures 27 and 28 represent subtly diverse cognates, Degas worked up
other cognates to dramatically different ends. Both Wheatfield and Green Hill and The
Field of Flax (Figures 29 and 30) started as reddish-brown monotypes depicting a hill
topped by a cottage in a line of trees.157 In the former, converging hills of heavily layered
pastel markings, one warm, the other cool, take up the majority of the picture plane.
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Trees and a cottage top the horizon line, and the sky is the cream paper with yellow and
rose indications of a sunset along the top. In the latter, calligraphic trees and branches,
silhouetted against a cream sky, and two groups of yellow flowers frame the foreground.
In the middle-ground occurs a diamond-shaped area of pink, purple and blue flowers, and
undeterminable areas of color amidst a denser group of trees top the slightly different
horizon line.
Though not nearly as extensive in scope, when working with cognates such as
these, Degas surely remembered his friend Lepic’s Vues des Bords d’Escaut (See Figures
4 and 5), for which the Viscount created eighty-five diverse impressions of the same
plate, an etched river scene containing boats and windmills, through varied monotype
applications.158 Looking at examples from both Lepic’s and Degas’s series, brings to
mind the idea of various drawings on a transparent surface superimposed over a standard
base. Conceivably the artist’s past experience using celluloid transparencies to see his
work in reverse and lithographic transfer paper to move compositional elements from one
format to another primed him to envision the diverse possibilities of two similar bases.159
Kendall suggests that Monet’s recently successful exhibitions of Grainstacks and Poplars
in varying lighting and climate conditions partially inspired Degas to make a series of
landscapes.160 While Degas’s dogged independence with regard to art-making and
exhibiting refutes the notion that he would ever make and exhibit landscapes just to
compete with Monet, perhaps Monet’s exhibits prompted his recollection of Lepic’s
example, planting the seed for a monotype-based series of landscapes. Though no less
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subjective and lyrically suggestive for the Symbolist-tinged criticism of the 1890s,
Monet’s series showcase natural changing conditions, rooted in observation, whereas
Degas’s represent artificial specifications added to vague compositions translated from
the artist’s memory.
Henri Bergson in 1889 described consciousness as “a succession of qualitative
changes that melt into and permeate one another, without precise outline,” into which we
“surreptitiously introduce space.”161 Multiple scholars cast the Impressionists’ later
tendency toward series as well as the preservation of states of their prints in Bergsonian
terms.162 Kendall argues similarly for the variable and, in some cases, potentially
sequential nature of Degas’s cognate pairs of landscapes:
Equally [Bergson’s] celebration of memory appears sympathetic to Degas’s
known procedures. According to Bergson, ‘matter, as grasped in concrete
perception which always occupies a certain duration, is in great part the work of
memory’, and ‘every concrete perception, however short we suppose it, is already
a synthesis, made by memory, of an infinity of pure perceptions which succeed
each other’ (quoting from Matter and Memory, 1896).163
I add to these observations that the Impressionists’ exhibition of various states of their
prints, and in this case Degas’s showing of a pure monotype with monotypes built up
with pastel and cognate pairs in various states of finish, served as means to present to
their audience their sequential, yet fluid mental and physical processes. Degas’s apparent
feeling that “a work could never be truly finished” 164 and resistance to accepting to most
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recent manifestation of anything as the definitive version suggest a desire to demonstrate
artistic consciousness as a continuous stream of events that “melt into and permeate one
another, without precise outline.”165
Seemingly while at Diénay, Degas’s intentions for his monotypes shifted from
experimentation to entrepreneurialism. Jeanniot recounted, “When he had finished, he
said with a satisfied air, ‘So, there’s thirty-thousand francs for Durand-Ruel… .’”166 A
letter to Jeanniot penned upon the artist’s return to Paris proposed an album of prints to
which the former could contribute and apologized for his “juggling with pastel and copal
varnish…forgive me if I played the charlatan a little.”167 Daniel Halévy recounted how
one evening during the fall of 1892, Degas expressed his intention to buy a very
expensive edition of the Arabian Nights. In reaction to the Halévy family’s surprise, he
launched into a tirade about money, corroborating how that at this juncture, selling art
represented a means to acquire art: “‘What does money mean? Does it exist? What does
exist is my desire… . What is it to me? I shall do a pastel or two or three more and it
will do the trick.’” A little later he announced, “‘I can pay for them. I have 21
landscapes.’
We all cried out, ’21 landscapes? Degas had never done any; 21 landscapes?’
‘Why, yes! 21 landscapes’.
‘But what does it mean?’
‘The fruits of my journeys this summer. I stood at the doors of the coaches and I
looked round vaguely. That gave me the idea to do the landscapes. There are 21
of them.’
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‘What? Very vague things?’
‘Perhaps’.
‘States of the mind?’ said my father. Amiel said: ‘A landscape is a state of mind.
Do you like that phrase?’
‘States of the eyes’, replied Degas, ‘We do not use such pretentious language.’168
I quote the second part of Halévy’s account in full, as the use of the printmaking term
“state” to describe the artist’s landscapes strikes me as quite evocative.
Durand-Ruel emphasized the rarity of the occasion in a letter to the
Superintendent of Fine Arts, writing “As you know, Degas never exhibits and it is quite
an event to have persuaded him to show a group of new works.”169 In another letter to a
fellow-dealer he described, “Monsieur Degas’s exhibition consists of only a few small
objects in pastel and watercolour that he has authorised me to show to certain collectors.
They are not of enough significance to form an exhibition in the true sense of the word:
Monsieur Degas would doubtless not approve of one in any case.”170 The critic Arsène
Alexandre hyperbolized further in his announcement of the exhibit: “Degas does not, and
never will, exhibit.”171 The unusual circumstance of having a large batch of new works
offers to my mind a simple yet satisfactory explanation for artist’s uncharacteristic desire
to exhibit. While landscapes represented an unexpected theme, as demonstrated by
Kendall and despite sarcastic comments by the artist to the contrary, landscapes occur
sporadically throughout Degas’s entire oeuvre. In this rare instance when the inspiration
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to commence a grand project struck, Degas did not succumb to his tendency to overthink
and overwork, keeping his art-making at a primal level.
Despite recent issues with the dealer,172 Kendall convincingly argues that Degas
chose the Galerie Durand-Ruel for his 1892 exhibition to compete with the recent
showings of his peers there in mixed displays and individual exhibitions dedicated to
Cassatt and Pissarro, Monet and Renoir.173 Additionally Durand-Ruel hosted the
exhibitions of the Société de Peintres-Graveurs in 1889, 1890 and 1891, and Cassatt and
Pissarro’s concurrent individual exhibitions of 1891 contained mostly prints. It is
moreover worth noting the chronological proximity of all of these events with the 1890s
revolution of color lithography as well as with the revival of the decorative arts. In fact
the 1891 Exposition Générale de la Lithographie overlapped that of the PeintresGraveurs.174
Despite his insistence of working on his own terms at his own pace, Degas was
not impervious to competition. As stated above he surely did not make and exhibit
landscapes just to compete with Monet, but once he realized that he could convert his
experiments from Diénay into a marketable series, he seized the opportunity to take on
his cohorts, as well insert himself into current developments in printmaking. As touched
on in Chapters Five, the artist exhibited an interest in color printing as early as 1879-80
and made proofs of landscapes by Pissarro in colored ink.175 The exhibition of Japanese
ukiyo-e prints at the École des Beaux-Arts during the spring of 1890 that so inspired
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Cassatt represents yet another conceivable impetus for Degas’s renewed interest in color
printing, and as mentioned above, the critic Hale and Daniel Halévy remarked upon
Degas’s landscapes’ resemblance to Japanese prints.176
I already compared examples of Degas’s landscapes to those of Moreau and
Redon, and it seems significant that Degas did not present a major showing of landscapes
until the 1890s when the art of the Impressionists in general demonstrated more
decorative qualities. Moreover, given printmaking’s association with the decorative arts,
it is noteworthy that Degas’s 1892 offering of pure landscapes started as prints. Kendall
suggests that Degas “saw the landscape as a pretext for technical licence, requiring
modern audiences to work hard at unaccustomed surfaces and exotic textures.”177 He
further describes how analogous to the works of the other Impressionists,
[b]y the early 1880s, both Degas’s pictures and the critical terminology used to
discuss them were undergoing a transition...The new vocabulary of criticism,
ritually invoking such concepts as ‘synthesis’, ‘abstraction’, and ‘artificiality’,
was increasingly applied to Degas’s imagery in the 1880s, and frequently by
critics associated with the Symbolist movement.178
In the artist’s oeuvre, we perceive a “shift from background as a detailed, socially
descriptive inventory to background as an expressive arena… .”179 The works in Degas’s
1892 landscape series to varying degrees exhibit flattened renditions of space, their
foregrounds, middle-grounds and backgrounds appearing more or less as uneven registers
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stacked vertically rather than receding into space. The incorporation of the cream of the
paper into their compositions as well as the tactility of the textures created by the artist’s
creative mark-marking, produce decorative, nearly-abstract juxtapositions of line, color
and texture.
From what Kendall and others have pieced together concerning the exhibition,
Degas showed 24-26 images, the show opened in early November and closed two weeks
later. It probably occurred in one of Durand-Ruel’s intimate petit salles in which
Pissarro’s and Cassatt’s exhibitions occurred. Hale’s notation that the artist’s “little
paintings” appeared “each in its shadow-box, tinted the dominant colour of the picture,”
indicates that Degas’s interest in idiosyncratic presentation, demonstrated in the
Impressionist exhibitions, persisted.180 The extant criticism indicates that Degas’s
landscapes were warmly received by the decorative, Symbolist milieu of 1892. Firstly
their brilliant colors, all the more intensified by their small sizes, elicited much poetic
praise. For Gustave Geffroy the works evoked “precious sapphires in velvet jewelry
boxes” and “tapestries hung in secret boudoirs,”181 while the critic for L’Ermitage had a
synesthetic experience, describing the images as “symphonies of muffled tones, powerful
nonetheless and not without flavor,” containing a “few brilliant notes”—“a mountain
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profile with peaks of a terrible pink against a delicately citron horizon and sometimes
foregrounds pasted with an almost sumptuous yellow.”182
Both L’Ermitage and Geffroy described the works as syntheses of lines and color
harmonies observed in nature, L’Ermitage remarking that such broad interpretations were
unusual for an artist usually so focused on particulars.183 While Geffroy conceded that
the exhibition “showed Degas in a new light,” he argued that the works showcased the
continuity of the artist’s piecemeal working practice in which memory and a sense of
unfolding time always played significant roles:
New, but not unexpected. Degas necessarily remains Degas in front of fields,
hills, water, skies. He brings his understanding of the movement and flexibility of
bodies to the construction and shaping of the land, to hollowing out ravines and to
raising hillocks. He continues to show his perception of harmony by
summarising different aspects of nature, just as he disposed his scenes of social
life. It is the same eye that sees and the same brain that understands…[and
recorded] the beautiful movements and the beautiful repose of matter[,] the green
decomposition of advanced civilisations.184
Additionally we might relate Alexandre’s comments to the artist’s tendency to compose
from fragments, remembered or recorded in the form of sketches: “I should have told you
that these landscapes, which are very true to life, are not executed from nature: or rather
that they are made from nature at second hand: from the nature that the artist has stored
away in his head and digested in his imagination.”185
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The mysteriousness of the landscapes was further enhanced by artist’s reclusive
reputation. L’Ermitage lauded, “[H]e has always fought for his principles without noise
or failure; in this world of painters, teeming with both cowards and merchants, he
provides the most beautiful example of dignity which I can see, he detaches himself, a
silhouette aloof and glorious.”186 Geffroy wrote, “His name is famous in the world of
writers and painters. But, even in this specialized milieu, aware of the daily movement,
the work of Degas is more guessed than known. The man is mysterious and smirking,
locks his door, displays an absolute disdain for public discussion.”187
Despite their positive reception, the works failed to attract immediate buyers.
Durand-Ruel purchased almost the entire display (twenty-four pictures at 1000 francs
each) for his gallery’s stock. He sent the majority of them to his gallery in New York
and showed some in Paris again in 1894. Denman W. Ross of Boston eventually bought
two landscapes, and the Havemeyers accumulated six. A final notable early buyer was
Tadama Hayashi, a Japanese art dealer who bought four in 1896. Kendall argues that the
landscapes’ lack of notoriety within the artist’s oeuvre relates in part to the “tendency for
these challenging images [both those purchased in the 1890s and from the posthumous
sales of Degas’s studio] to be kept in obscurity in their new home.”188 This observation
proves in keeping with the intimate nature of the works’ media and size.
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Aside from the landscapes, Degas made only three etchings and a partial series of
lithographs in the early 1890s before ceasing printmaking altogether. He did authorize
prints made after his work, holding the reproducers to his high standards, his signature
serving as his mark of approval.189 The lithographs comprise a handful of images of
bathers seen from behind with which the artist apparently intended to capitalize on the
lithography revival by publishing. The artist wrote in July of 1891, “I dream
nevertheless of enterprise; I am hoping to do a suite of lithographs, a first series on nude
women at their toilet and a second one on nude dancers.”190 While he realized and
distributed examples of his trials in small editions, as shown by Druick and Zegers,
“Degas became so involved with experimenting with various technical possibilities that
he lost sight of his publishing objective,” and “[w]hile the general movement in
lithography was toward increasingly simplified procedures, …his current methods were
experimental and rather complex.”191 For reasons outlined above, the roughly concurrent
landscapes ironically turned out to be a more achievable enterprise.

Conclusion
Degas’s financial troubles surely motivated his concentrated printmaking activity
and efforts toward publication in the 1870s, and his desire to augment his own collection
as well as contend with the renewed efforts of his colleagues inspired his brief return to
printmaking in the 1890s. Yet Degas refused to concede his artistic concerns to massmarketability. Printmaking consequently became another vehicle for experimentation
189
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and an aid for repetition, transfer and rearrangement, the signs of which were part of the
artist’s aesthetics of process and imbued his works with a sensation of perpetual
becoming that accorded with the fluidity of the modern experience. Degas’s peculiar
avant-gardism further included his renunciation of the traditional separation of artistic
materials and processes, and as identified by Béraldi, the artist’s “gravure intransigeante,”
entailed incorporating printmaking into his works in other media.192 An examination of
the developments of his prints of Mary Cassatt at the Louvre shows how the artist’s
arduous journey to find satisfactory ends involved a variety of materials. Monotype
served an integral role in Degas’s practice, aiding him to circumvent his tendency toward
piecemeal composing, though blatant repetitions within groups of the artist’s monotypes
belie the spontaneity conveyed by their broad, gestural appearance. On their own
Degas’s monotypes exhibit the visceral immediacy that aficionados of belle épreuves
admired about caricature. As dark bases for bright pastel they enhance his works’
private, enigmatic qualities.
While remaining true to his principles and frequently rejecting the traditional
requirements for completed pictures, Degas acquired a like-minded group of collectors
who sought intimate works in terms of medium and size, replete with signs of
temperament. Stressing the personality inherent to lines made by artists, Valéry quoted
Degas as having asserted, “Drawing is not the same as form, it is a way of seeing
form.”193 Thus the labored surfaces of much of the artist’s work, including but not
limited to pentimenti in the his paintings and pastels and chronicles of changes of contour
and texture in the many states his prints, served as records of artistic temperament,
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showcasing the artist’s eventually mythic fickleness and chronic dissatisfaction as well as
engaging with the notions of mutability and self-referential artifice associated with the art
of modernity.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CASSATT AND THE INDUSTRY OF ARTIFICE

This chapter considers the correlation of Cassatt’s printed oeuvre to her attitudes
toward labor, craft and the business of art and how these attitudes established the artist’s
place within the late nineteenth-century French avant-garde. As with Degas, I begin with
a biographical exploration of the formation of Cassatt’s values regarding work and
business. Then I examine how various printmaking ventures undertaken by her from the
late 1870s through the 1890s reflect these values, connecting my biographical
observations to my broader discussion of the relationship of Impressionist printmaking to
the changing art market of the late nineteenth century, in which facture, as a record of
artistic temperament, became a sought-after commodity for collectors of avant-garde art.
The primary sources available to us by and about Cassatt attest to the importance
of goal-oriented production and earning an income to the artist’s sense of self. Cassatt
came from a highly industrious family, for whom hard work wrought financial success.
At the beginning of her artistic career, Cassatt felt an urgent need to sell, because her
parents mandated that her art must support itself.1 Presumably she also wanted to show
that she too could achieve success profession. The artist’s entrepreneurial acumen
inspired some of the most important decisions of her career. It was probably the desire to
promote her work that motivated Cassatt to take up printmaking, and it was purportedly
her dealers telling her there was “not enough in it,”2 that compelled her to cease
producing laborious color prints after the 1890s. For Cassatt art-making represented both
1
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physical and intellectual labor, and her notion of workmanship accorded with that of the
other Impressionists, who demonstrated their work ethic and originality through tangible
traces of artistic productivity or visible facture as opposed to the smooth surfaces of
Academic painting.
While printmaking surely appealed to Cassatt’s interest in self-promotion, the
extremely personalized products of the Impressionist printmakers proved alluring to her
sense of craftsmanship and enjoyment of physical labor. Inspired by Degas’s penchant
for experimentation, Cassatt assumed a flexible, investigative approach to printmaking,
frequently involving numerous trials and combinations of processes to realize her vision.
Her involvement in the manual work of her prints’ realization and insistence on the
individualized coloring and wiping of her plates, even for works realized in editions,
meant that “no two impressions are exactly alike,”3 their irregularities calculated to
accent their handcrafted quality. The artist further showcased her process by exhibiting
preliminary states of her prints, which were collected along with her editioned series.
Though sometimes reproductive of themes in other media, Cassatt’s printed oeuvre also
contains examples that prove exceptional for their lack of corollaries within her paintings
and pastels, and in some cases Modernist innovations within the artist’s prints herald
developments in her paintings.
While Cassatt experimented extensively in private and used drypoint to practice
drawing as long as she was physically capable, her major undertakings in printmaking
were always for the public in preparation for an exhibition. My study focuses on three
key moments when Cassatt chose to showcase her efforts as a peintre-graveur: the prints
3
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she exhibited in the 1880 Impressionist exhibition (Figures 32-4); her drypoints exhibited
in the 1890 Exposition de Peintres-Graveurs (Figures 36 and 37); and her famous series
of color prints exhibited in her first individual show at Durand-Ruel’s in 1891 (Figures 40
and 43-8). The prints Cassatt created in 1879-80 astutely engaged with the concerns of
her French avant-garde milieu and potential collectors. Specifically I focus on the images
of the artist’s family at home at night, which equate the cozy interiors of her home life to
those of the then au courant Dutch baroque. Cassatt used softground etching and
aquatint to exploit the dramatic tonal possibilities of her nighttime subjects, while
applying lessons in decorative spatial organization learned from Japanese prints. When
Cassatt took up printmaking again in 1885, it was in the unforgiving medium of drypoint.
I argue that Cassatt’s major venture in drypoint, her 1890 series of twelve, shown in the
Exposition de Peintres-Graveurs, represents the artist’s exploration of line as the essential
component of artifice. While these works demonstrate Cassatt’s ability as a
draftswoman, capable of mimesis, they nonetheless proclaim their “madeness,”4 as their
highly finished centers graduate into sketchiness. Moreover in the examples from this
series on which I focus, The Parrot (Figure 36) and The Bonnet (Figure 37), Cassatt
investigated the implications of artifice pertaining to both art-making and fashion with
regard to her penchant for ‘unattractive’ or ‘plain’ models, seeming to assert that art
should emphasize style rather than beauty. The critic A. de Lostalot’s description of
Cassatt’s drypoints of 1890 as “little poems” is a testament to their careful construction.5
These works made possible the artist’s series of ten color prints in drypoint and aquatint
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from 1891 (Figure 40 and 43-7), which declare their object-hood through a daring purity
of line offset by luxurious combinations of colors and patterns and intentional anomalies
resulting from individualized inking and creative wiping. In Cassatt’s color prints,
textiles, in the form of upholstery, wallpaper, rugs and dresses, on one hand serve as
vehicles for decorative abstraction, while on the other hand, grounding the universal
imagery found in works such as Mother’s Kiss and Maternal Caress (Figures 46 and 47)
in their explicit historical situation.
The majority of the scholarship on Cassatt approaches her oeuvre through a
feminist lens. This leads to the interpretation of her works, formally as well as in terms
of subject matter, as expressions of a suppressed female in a male-dominated society.
While being a woman and an artist in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
surely impacted Cassatt’s worldview and thus her artistic output, alternative treatments of
her work prove underexplored. My examination of Cassatt’s printmaking efforts
distinguishes itself from previous scholarship by focusing on the artist’s
entrepreneurialism and notion of workmanship with regard to her artistic decisionmaking. This focus situates Cassatt within the concerns of her milieu and market, in
which originality was located in signs of temperament, and handcrafted commodities
were increasingly esteemed in the face of mass-production. My emphasis on the
importance of visible facture as a means of connecting the viewer to the processes that
brought them into being moreover facilitates phemonological considerations of the
artist’s prints.
I further demonstrate Cassatt’s place within the late nineteenth-century French
avant-garde by connecting her prints to primary texts significant to Impressionism.
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Cassatt’s developed expertise with and tireless manipulation of her materials in order to
achieve her desired effects and deliberate showcase of the processes that brought them
into being aligns her with Stéphane Mallarmé’s characterization of the Impressionists as
“energetic modern worker[s].”6 In addition to emphasizing her materials and facture,
Cassatt crafted sophisticated compositional arrangements and color and tonal harmonies
that stress style over beauty or mimesis. The content of Cassatt’s prints reflects her
personal interests as a collector of decorative objects and lover of fine dresses and hats
concurrent with the revival of the applied arts and a tendency toward decorative schemes
throughout Europe. The artist showcased the industries of feminine artifice and
decoration literally through the depiction of fashionable clothing and beautifully outfitted
interiors, while the evident “madeness” of her prints invites a Baudeliarian correlation
between the anti-illusionistic surfaces of Modern art and the improvement of nature
through the artifices of fashion. Toeing the line between representation and abstraction,
the flatly-rendered textiles in Cassatt’s color prints offer another understanding of
Mallarmé’s “clear and durable mirror of painting”7 by stressing the works’ existence as
crafted objects discreet from nature.

Formation of Values and Early Artistic Career
Initially Cassatt’s upbringing formed her penchant for work and businesswoman’s
acumen. As described by Mathews, “[s]he came from the well-bred class that hides its
wealth behind modesty and hard work.”8 Mary’s father, Robert, made his fortune in
6
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Pittsburgh via investment and speculation, rendering his family financially independent
by the time he was in his forties. He retired in 1848 but continued to invest privately
until moving with his wife to join their daughters in France in 1877. Robert found an
excellent match in Mary’s mother, Katherine, the daughter of a banker who received her
education from an American woman who had been raised in France. It was presumably
she who ensured her children’s superior intellectual advancement. According to
Mathews, Robert and Katherine stood apart within their Pittsburgh-Allegheny City social
group because of “his open enjoyment of business and her French upbringing.”9 With
regard to Katherine’s role in her children’s success, Mary’s close friend, Louisine
Havemeyer, later wrote,
Anyone who had the privilege of knowing Mary Cassatt’s mother would know at
once that it could be from her and from her only that she and her brother, A.J.
Cassatt, inherited their ability. Even in my day, when she was no longer young,
she was still powerfully intelligent, executive and masterful and yet with that
same sense of duty, that tender sympathy that she had transmitted to her daughter
Mary.10
Mary inherited aspects of both her parents’ characters, as she too openly enjoyed business
as well as professed a decided preference for French culture. In 1890 a review published
by the Durand-Ruel galleries, with locations notably in both Paris and New York,
juxtaposed the artist’s origins and chosen culture: “Miss Cassatt belongs to a family of
business people…[S]he made up her mind, with an entirely American independence, to
study in lands more fertile in art.”11
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Among her siblings Mary proved most similar to her brother Aleck who, through
his “extraordinary powers of concentration and organization” and “great physical
stamina,” managed to work his way up the corporate ladder of the Pennsylvania Railroad,
becoming its president in 1899. With an estimated fortune of $50 million at the time of
his death in 1906, Aleck typified the Big Business mogul. Aleck testified to the
commonalities he shared with his sister when he wrote in a letter to his fiancée 1867,
“Mary was always a great favorite of mine. I suppose because our taste was a good deal
alike--.”12 Growing up in an environment that cultivated ambition likely brought about
Cassatt’s decision to become a painter at the age of fifteen, signing up for the Antique
Class at the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. A testament to her eagerness, she
was first on the list.13 At the Academy Cassatt befriended Eliza Haldeman, who became
her companion in a quest for experience and fame that included a lengthy period of study
in Europe from 1865-70. From their letters it proves clear that Cassatt was the leader,
urging Haldeman to accompany her to the next level. While still in Pennsylvania, Cassatt
exhorted her friend, “Now please dont [sic] let your ambition sleep but finish your
portrait of Alice so that I may bring it to town with me & have it framed with mine…that
some enthusiastic admirer or art and beauty may offer us a thousand dollars a piece for
them.”14 Three years later Haldeman wrote to her mother from France, “Mary wishes to
be remembered to you, she laughed when I told her your message and said she wanted to
paint better than the old masters. Her mother wants her to become a portrait
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painter…and thinks she is very ambitious to want to paint pictures.” 15 These remarks
suggest that while Katherine admired her daughter’s lofty aspirations, the businessminded Pennsylvanian in her felt compelled to propose the practical compromise that she
earn a respectable income as a high-society portrait painter. In the same letter Haldeman
informed her mother that “Mary expects to stay two more years abroad, she is getting on
very well and studies hard. I think she has a great deal of talent and industry. One
requires the latter living in France. The people study so hard and the results are
wonderful… . The difference between Americans and French is that the former work for
money and the latter for fame.” Cassatt pursued both.
Throughout her life Cassatt’s desire for work and money remained significant, but
early on she had to demonstrate that she could make money as an artist. Though her
parents would have taken care of her basic needs as they did for Lydia, they refused to
indefinitely fund studios, models, supplies and trips to Europe.16 While staying busy at
home represented a reasonable option, Cassatt’s early letters indicate that even if her
career as an artist had failed, she still would have pursued some sort of work outside of
the home. Returning from her four year sojourn of study in Europe, with no prospect of
going back unless she made enough money from her art to do so, Cassatt wrote to her
friend Emily Sartain, “I am too ravenous for money & am determined to try & make
some, not by painting, though… . [I] have not touched a brush for six weeks nor ever
will again until I see some prospect of getting back to Europe. I am very anxious to go
out west next fall & get some employment, but I have not yet decided where.”17 As
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observed by Mathews, “It is an important clue to Mary Cassatt’s character that when
faced with the failure of her art career, she looked for other employment rather than
choosing to be ‘at home.’”18 Moreover a slightly later letter to Sartain, in which Cassatt
raved, “Oh how wild I am to get to work my fingers farely [sic] itch & my eyes water to
see a fine picture again” illustrates the importance to Cassatt of not just working but of
working with her hands.19
The physicality of the language Cassatt used to describe her need to create
denotes an association of art-making both with the ‘labor of her body’ and the ‘work of
her hands,’ to allude to John Locke.20 Hannah Arendt distinguished labor and work with
the contention that “the word ‘labor,’ understood as a noun, never designates the finished
product, the result of laboring, but remains a verbal noun…, whereas the product itself is
invariably derived from the word for work.”21 However in France, during our period of
focus, travailler was already synonymous with both laboring and working, and the use of
the verb œuvrer proved infrequent. The mid-nineteenth-century saw the “glorification of
labor as the source of all values and [the] elevation of the animal laborans,” but during
the height of our artists’ eras of production, the ascension of a consumers’ society, in
which “[t]he ideals of the homo faber…have been sacrificed to abundance, the ideal of
the animal laborans…” and art separated from the necessities of life and the artist from
the principle of ‘making a living’ had yet to fully transpire.22 During the nineteenth
century, as detailed by Arendt, “we find first the distinction between productive and
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unproductive labor, then somewhat later the differentiation between skilled and unskilled
work, and, finally, outranking both because seemingly of more elementary significance,
the division of all activities into manual and intellectual labor.”23 As it was product and
market oriented, Cassatt’s labor certainly represented the productive kind, and the artist
assuredly viewed her works as intellectual ventures, in opposition to certain popular
Salon painters, described by Baudelaire as “bricklayers” for their purely technical
approach to painting.24 However she also took pleasure in the physicality of art-making
and found the especially laborious medium of printmaking appealing both for its
intellectual stimulation and physical demands. While Cassatt socially had more in
common with Degas, who sought to be a gentleman artist, than Pissarro, who selfidentified with the proletariat, quotations by and about the artist regarding her
printmaking practice indicate that she relished working as hard as a man.25
Cassatt’s finagling of her defection to Europe for good illustrates the artist’s
resourcefulness. In order to earn the money for her trip, twenty-seven-year-old Cassatt
took two of her works west to Pittsburgh and then to Chicago to sell them or attract new
commissions. Unfortunately the great Chicago fire of 1871 destroyed those works, but
she obtained a commission from the Cathedral of Pittsburgh to copy two of Correggio’s
paintings in Parma, Italy and thus secured her ticket back to Europe.26 Her travel
companion, Emily Sartain, was the daughter of John Sartain, one of America’s foremost
engravers, and an established engraver herself. Sartain was three years older than
23
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Cassatt, and they knew each other from their studies at the Pennsylvania Academy.27 In
Parma the women befriended the director of the School of Engraving, Carlo Raimondi,
who enthusiastically assumed the role of escort and guide.28
Despite her proximity to two experienced printmakers, there exists no indication
that Cassatt showed an interest in printmaking at this time. Both artists’ rigorous works
likely did not appeal to her penchant for the “ensemble” over the “minutia.”29 A letter
from Sartain to her father suggests irritation at Cassatt’s indifferent attitude toward her
craft: “They have no idea of what mezzotint engraving is,--and I learned the other day
that from Miss C’s description of it they had made up their mind I engraved in aquatint—
.”30 Contrary to the inclination to group Cassatt with the draftsmen of the New Painting
because of her focus on the human figure, she actually had little patience for creating
highly finished drawings, and as opposed to Degas and surprisingly Pissarro, her
sketching practice comprised more searches for themes than steps in the production of
tableaux.31 During her initial period of travel and study in Europe, Cassatt managed to
procure private lessons with Jean-Léon Gérôme, renowned for the highly polished
verisimilitude of his paintings. Yet she also sought instruction from Charles Chaplin and
Thomas Couture, both known for painterly bravura.32 Upon her arrival in Paris from
Seville for the 1873 Salon, Cassatt mildly scandalized Sartain, with her disdain for “the
salon pictures of Cabanal Bonnat and all the names we are used to revere.” Nevertheless
27
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Sartain conceded that Cassatt’s “own style of painting and the Spanish school which she
has been studying all winter is so realistic, so solid,--that the French school in comparison
seems washy, unfleshlike and grey.” However, Sartain’s current teacher Evariste
Luminais dismissed Cassatt’s as a “talent of the brush,” and Sartian later described a
picture Cassatt placed with a Paris dealer as “superb and delicate in color” but “slovenly
in manner and drawing as her Spanish pochades.”33 Cassatt’s notion of workmanship
already accorded with that of Impressionism, which to quote James Rubin, “reversed the
traditional relationship between art and labor, now presenting the work ethic as fulfilled
not by academic studies and the smooth surfaces of studio work but by the evidence of
on-the-spot experience and the physical traces of creative productivity.”34 Cassatt’s
preference for looser handling indicates that she, like others of her eventual circle,
equated visible facture with originality and viewed tangible traces of artistic temperament
as means for painter-viewer connection. Baudelaire in “The Salon of 1859” spoke
similarly, lauding immediacy in art as opposed to a painstakingly-crafted allover finish
and condemning the processes of specific popular painters: “…I remember having seen in
the studios of Paul Delaroche and Horace Vernet huge pictures, not sketched but actually
begun—that is to say, with certain passages completely finished, while others were only
indicated with a black or white outline. You might compare this kind of work to a piece
of purely manual labour… .”35 For Baudelaire the suggestiveness he found in the
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gestural, summary works of Delacroix proved more poetic, inviting the viewer the “to
collaborate, so to speak, with the author of the note.”36
In 1874 Cassatt settled in Paris. Her sister Lydia soon joined her, followed by
their parents in 1877.37 Previously Cassatt saw her work accepted to the Salon five out of
six times and received positive attention from critics and other artists, but her fortunes
changed after taking up residence in Paris, intensifying her negative attitude toward the
official system. In 1875 the jury rejected one of her two submissions. The jury accepted
the rejected work in 1876 after Cassatt darkened the background. In 1877 the artist
suffered the humiliation of seeing both of her submissions rejected.38 To support her
career, Cassatt marketed herself as a portrait painter, taking commissions and creating
works aimed at attracting clients, a compromise for the idealistic artist.39 When her
family joined her, Cassatt assumed the expense of setting up a studio outside the home
for the first time. Her father explained the situation:
Mame [Mary] is working away as diligently as ever, but she has not sold anything
lately & her studio expenses with models from 1 to 2 francs and hour! are heavy.
Moreover I have said that the studio must at least support itself. This makes
Mame, very uneasy, as she must either make sale of the pictures she has on hand
or take to painting pot boilers as the artists say—a thing she has never yet done &
cannot bear the idea of being obliged to do.40
This and other examples from Robert and Katherine’s letters to Aleck after their move to
France demonstrate the value that the Cassatt family placed on frugality and work ethic,
relating that “Mame is again at work as earnestly as ever” or “working away as diligently
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as ever.”41 Robert moreover at one point advised his successful son, “Most anyone they
say can make money, only the wise know how to keep it.”42 Thus were Cassatt’s
circumstances in 1877 when Degas invited her to participate in the next Impressionist
exhibition.

Impressionism and Prints from 1879-80
The primary sources by and about Cassatt attest that her happiness depended upon
having a purpose toward which to focus her days producing works of art. In addition to
representing a potentially lucrative entrepreneurial venture, Cassatt’s acceptance of
Degas’s invitation to join the Impressionists gave her a yearly goal that proved more
motivating than the annual Salon. Both artists admired each other’s work before their
introduction in Cassatt’s studio, arranged by a mutual friend.43 Cassatt related in 1913,
“…Degas asked me not to send to the Salon again but to exhibit instead with his friends
in the Impressionist group. I accepted with joy. Finally I could work with an absolute
independence without being concerned with the ultimate opinion of a jury. I already
knew who my true masters were. I admired Manet, Courbet, and Degas. I hated
conventional art. I began to live… .”44
An up-and-coming artist fortunate enough to gain acceptance into the Salon
generally had the opportunity to show only one or two works. In 1877 Cassatt
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experienced the rejection of both of her Salon entries.45 Degas’s invitation allowed her to
show as many works as she could produce, and this proved extremely appealing. Due to
the cancellation of the 1878 exhibition, Cassatt made her debut as an Impressionist in
1879 with an impressive showing of eleven paintings, pastels, and gouaches. Mathews
points out that Cassatt was no “passive addendum” to the group. In addition to working
on her artistic contributions to the exhibit, she “threw herself into the cause body and
soul,” lending her organizational skills to the promotion and planning of it.46 Despite the
abstentions of Renoir, Sisley, Morisot and Cézanne, the 1879 exhibition represents one of
the Impressionists’ most successful. They counted 15,400 visitors, and each member
earned a profit of 439.50 francs. In addition to positive press, the exhibition brought both
Degas and Cassatt sales, with Les Beaux-Arts illustrés and La Vie Moderne reproducing
examples of their work (See Figures 7 and 8).47 The promise of regular exhibitions and
sales within the network of Impressionist collectors, such as Moyse Dreyfus, Henri
Rouart and Antonin Proust meant that Cassatt no longer needed to rely on dealers in the
United States and Paris to market her work. After joining the Impressionists, she gave up
the earlier dealers of her work and remained on her own until Durand-Ruel began buying
from her in 1881.48
Robert and Katherine’s letters during Cassatt’s time as an Impressionist reveal
how the whole Parisian branch of the Cassatt family became wrapped up in her newfound
steady employment. Robert voiced his pride about his daughter’s accomplishments in a
letter to Aleck:
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…I have also sent you a number of newspapers, art journals &c containing notices
of Mame,--Her success has been more and more emphasized since I wrote and she
even begins to tire of it… . We hear also, almost daily notices in other French
and English papers which have escaped our notice—In short everybody says now
that in future it dont [sic] matter what the papers say about her—She is now
known to the art world as well as to the general public in such a way as not to be
forgotten again so long as she continues to paint!!49
Following a series of trips after the close of the 1879 exhibition, during which Cassatt
accomplished little work, Robert wrote of her plight, “She has been fretting over the fact
that for three months she has not been doing any serious work etc—and the next Annual
Exhibition is already staring her in the face & it is more incumbant [sic] on her than
ever—after her last years success—to have something good to present etc--.”50
During the fall and winter of 1879-80 Cassatt discovered another outlet for her
artistic industriousness, printmaking. Adelyn Dohme Breeskin, the compiler of the
catalogue raisonné of Cassatt’s graphic work, assumed that “[d]uring the eight months
she spent in Parma, she must have learned the art of etching from [Carlo Raimondi]
which may account for her first four graphic works which are among the very few found
executed in pure etching technique.”51 The first two of these however comprise costume
studies after Gavarni, and Degas’s well-known appreciation for caricature suggests their
undertaking as practice after Cassatt’s introduction to the Impressionists. Again Cassatt’s
distaste for rigorous academicism indicates her dismissal of Raimondi and Sartain’s
brand of printmaking as reproductive and sterile and that the experimental, personal
methods of Degas and his circle piqued her interest in the medium. The prospect of
showcasing her works in the monthly journal planned by Degas surely appealed to
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Cassatt’s interest in self-promotion, while the extremely personalized products of the
Impressionist printmakers proved alluring to her sense of craftsmanship. Though she had
little patience for academic drawing, her preference for the freshness and spontaneity
associated with looser handling hardly denoted laziness. Mathews elucidates, “From the
first, her prints illustrate what is hidden in her paintings and pastels—the struggle,
perseverance, and plain hard work that were part of her creative process.”52 Cassatt’s
numerous trial prints serve as testaments of an originality “based upon individuality and
craftsmanship [that] was therefore free of the monotonous effects of that unimaginative
kind of work that emulated the perfectly finished product—that is, the industrial artifact,”
to quote Herbert.53 Cassatt’s active participation in every stage of the production of her
prints, in 1879-80 working with Degas in his studio, 54 affirms her attraction to both the
intellectual challenges and physical demands of printmaking, her prints representing
conception made tangible through both the ‘labor of her body’ and the ‘work of her
hands.’ Desboutin’s portrait of the printer Leroy (Figure 31), who later helped Cassatt
realize her first color prints, depicting the printer with sleeves rolled up to reveal exerted
forearms, showcases the physicality of operating a manual press.
As related in Chapter Two, the Impressionists never realized their print journal,
Le Jour et la Nuit. After months of preparation on the parts of the participating artists,
Degas apparently declared his work not ready for the publication that was intended to
coincide with that year’s Impressionist exhibition. This brought about the project’s
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abandonment, much to Cassatt vexation, if we assume that Katherine’s relation of the
circumstances to Aleck echoed her daughter’s sentiments:
Mary had the success last year, but this one she has very few pictures, and
is in the background-- Degas who is the leader undertook to get up a
journal for etchings and got them all to work for it so that Mary had no
time for painting and as usual with Degas when the time arrived to
appear, he wasn’t ready—so that “Le jour et la nuit” (the name of the
publication) which might have been a great success has not yet
appeared—Degas never is ready for anything—This time he has thrown
away an excellent chance for them all-.55
Thus Cassatt learned what Caillebotte and Pissarro already knew, that while
Degas was contagiously passionate about craft, he concentrated his efforts on the
means and frequently disregarded the endgame. Hence it mattered little to him
when his lack of follow-through affected others.
At least the first 34 prints in Breeskin’s catalogue raisonné are attributable to
Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s period of collaborative experimentation, evidence of the
painters “find[ing their] own way” without Bracquemond’s professional guidance.56
Additionally, examples connected by Mathews to the 1880 exhibition appear later in
Breeskin’s chronology. Cassatt’s envoi consisted of eight paintings and pastels and eight
etchings: the first and last states of Femme au théâtre (Figure 2; intended for Le Jour et
la Nuit); Femme lisant; the first and second states of Portrait d’enfant; Enfant en
chapeau; Au coin du feu (Figure 32); Homme lisant (Figure 33); Le soir (Figure 34); and
Portrait de Femme. 57 The etchings represented the scope of Cassatt’s subject matter at
the time, portraying the theater, life at home and small children. Cassatt’s Femme dans
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une loge incited critical fervor the year before for the artist’s rendition of artificial light,
and critics reacted even more intensely to her pastel Au théâtre in 1880 for its daring
combination of complementary colors on blue tinged paper. Additionally the four
drawings Cassatt created based on paintings for La Vie moderne and Les Beaux-Arts
illustrés included three images of the theater. This all explains Cassatt’s choice of a
theater-themed etching to promote her work in Le Jour et la Nuit.
The second work reproduced by Les Beaux-Arts illustrés was of a young woman
reading, and Cassatt sold Femme lisant from the 1879 exhibition to Antonin Proust.58
Images of women proximate to the picture plane absorbed in activities such as reading or
needlework proved popular among realist painters and their collectors in the 1860s and
70s, indicative of the vogue for Dutch Baroque genres scenes. Degas once remarked, “In
our beginnings, Fantin, Whistler and I were on the same path, the road from Holland.”59
In the event she had not taken note of them earlier, upon joining the Impressionists
Cassatt surely encountered the œuvres Hollandaises of these artists, which likely inspired
her to extract from her domestic situation such salable motifs. The rediscovery of Dutch
Baroque art, particularly Rembrandt’s prints, further contributed to the 1860s etching
revival. Cassatt’s etchings of life at home distinguish themselves from her paintings of
similar themes by accentuating tonal implications unique to works in grayscale. Cassatt’s
early biographer, Achille Segard, described Femme au théâtre as “a graphic
investigation, complicated by an investigation of colors in white and in black.”60 This
observation proves quite applicable to the whole of Cassatt’s 1880 printmaking ventures.
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When her Impressionist prints appeared in the Exhibition of the Work of the Women
Etchers of America in 1888, the New York Tribune praised the “…feeling for the value of
color as well as line in the work of Miss Cassatt.”61
Most of the works Cassatt exhibited in 1880 consist of a combination of aquatint
and softground etching, meaning that the artist softened the ground of her plate by mixing
it with tallow or a similar substance and then impressed or drew the design through a
sheet of paper laid over it. The softground process facilitates the achievement of tone via
the application of pressure to remove the ground, allowing for the obtainment of line,
tonal areas and pattern simultaneously with a single grounding of the plate before its
immersion in acid. Cassatt then used aquatint sparingly “to enrich what otherwise would
have been a monotonous flatness in the tonal area.”62 In daytime images, such as Femme
lisant and The Visitor (Figure 35; not exhibited but frequently discussed in the
scholarship on Cassatt’s prints), the artist depicted figures in front of a window, rendering
the main features of the composition as shadowy silhouettes, an effect akin to a
photographic negative or Degas’ reverse monotypes, for which the artist covered the
plate with ink, wiping away areas to create imagery.63 Perhaps Cassatt chose not to show
The Visitor because she wanted to differentiate herself from Degas. The work represents
one of her most complicated, involving softground, etching, aquatint, drypoint and the
use of fabric texture, as reconstructed by Susan Fuller:
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On the soft-ground plate she scribbled in the figure to the right with a quill pen,
the wooden end of a paint brush or just a sliver of wood. She placed a piece of
nubby material over the soft-ground where the standing figure was to be. Then,
like any child taking a rubbing from a coin, she placed a piece of paper over this
material and scribbled over it with a pencil. The pressure thus exerted was just
enough to remove the soft-ground from the plate… .64
Cassatt’s flexible and idiosyncratic approach to achieving her desired effects parallels
Huysmans’s 1880 praise of the modernity of Degas’s methods:
[T]o translate effects misunderstood or judged even then impossible to paint, M.
Degas had to make himself an instrument all at once tenuous and substantial,
flexible and firm. He also had to borrow from all the vocabularies of painting,
combining the various elements of essence and of oil, of watercolor and of pastel,
of tempera and of gouache, forging neologisms of colors, breaking the accepted
rule for the subjects.65
Observations such as “Mame is just now very much occupied in eaux-fortes” and “At the
moment Mlle Cassatt is full of it,”66 as well as her extensive output of proofs demonstrate
the gusto with which Cassatt took on printmaking in 1879-80.
Cassatt’s evening domestic imagery particularly showcases the unique properties
of her printmaking practice during this period, proving exceptional for their lack of
corollaries within her painted oeuvre and seeming emphasis of the poetic, enigmatic
qualities of nighttime domesticity, celebrated by such proponents of the etching revival as
Gautier and Baudelaire. In The Arcades Project Benjamin highlighted the increased
significance of the domestic interior during the second half of the nineteenth century as
symptomatic of modernity: The appearance of the private individual as a result of
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capitalism correlated with a desire for private spaces in which to foster “intoxication and
dream.”67 Well before the Revolution of 1848, in his preface to Mademoiselle de
Maupin, Gautier celebrated the interior as a storehouse of Beauty, the only factor with
which he believed Art should concern itself.68 And Baudelaire, in the prose poem “À une
heure du matin,” portrayed the home as a sanctuary for the flâneur, where the “…twist of
the key will…separate me from the world.” According to Baudelaire while the artistflâneur garnered his inspiration from the public realm, only within the domestic interior,
bolstered by the “silence and solitude of night” could he hope to “produce a few good
verses.”69
In works such as Au coin du feu, Homme Lisant and Le Soir (Figures 32-4), in
which the members of the Cassatt household appear in states of tranquil absorption or
reverie, the artist quite effectively portrayed the “silence and solitude of night.” Her
dramatic manipulation of tone and delicate application of line to create the effects of
perspective flattened and features washed out or obfuscated by the juxtaposition of bright
light and darkness lend otherwise mundane subject matter ethereal auras. Though they
received no critical notice, these works accord well with the tastes of the various
aficionados of fine prints quoted in Chapter Two. Cassatt’s employment of soft-ground
etching, which again entailed drawing on a sheet of paper affixed to a soft-ground
covered plate, correlates with Gautier’s statement, “Each etching is an original drawing;
that of charming motifs, that of exquisite intentions, that of impulsive movements
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preserved.”70 The prints’ tranquil subjects shrouded in darkness render them apt
illustrations for nineteenth-century print enthusiast Roger Marx’s contention, “A print—
the spontaneous, immediate emanation of an artist’s genius—must be welcomed, savored
a little as one would a confidence, in the intimacy of stillness and with the devotion of
silence.”71
Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro all highlighted the intricacy of their work in 1880 by
displaying more than one state of certain prints. Multiple scholars relate this practice to
making series, supported by the artists’ occasional signing, exhibition and selling of
progressive states. Discussing Pissarro’s prints, Lant argues that “[a] sequence of slightly
altered images pulled from the same plate could suggest the instant observation of one
entire moment after another.”72 On Cassatt’s prints Mathews proposes, “Frequently, the
early states appear as finished as the final state, which can be seen in the first, third, and
fourth states of C’s At the Dressing Table, and yet the artist keeps reworking the plate
and redefining the lights and darks in endless variation as if to capture the changing light
of the actual scene.”73 However Cassatt did not exhibit this work in 1880, and her
display of just the first and last states of two prints seems to point to a promotion of the
complexities of her artisanal approach rather than a modern, Bergsonian conception of
the contingency of time. Yet the cherishing of preliminary states by the artists
themselves as well as collectors indicates efforts to retain Bergsonian records of works’
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creations, emphasizing each step in the process as a discrete vestige of artistic
temperament.
Cassatt participated in two further Impressionist exhibitions (1881 and 1886) but
did not show prints in either. However, as described in Chapter Two, critics highlighted
the increasingly decorative qualities of her submissions, and the simplified, flattened
compositions of works such as La Lecture (private collection) recall her 1880 prints.
This transfer of spatial conception from one medium to another proves reminiscent of
Pissarro’s “experiment[ing] boldly with a flattening of space” in his prints before
following suit in his oils, as observed by Fronica Wissman.74 Bouillon views La lecture,
with its large, clearly defined shapes, planar composition and lack of shadow, as an
example of Cassatt’s ‘Ingrisme,’ comparing it to Ingres and Bracquemond’s Holbeinesque archaisms, a point I will revisit with regard to Cassatt’s drypoints.75
Cassatt continued to pursue fame and money until her focus was disrupted by
having to abstain from the 1882 exhibition out of loyalty to Degas, followed by the death
of her sister.76 In the fall of 1885 the artist found herself happily occupied once again
with organizing and preparing work for the final Impressionist exhibition.77 It was also
in 1885 that she resumed making prints. Her father wrote in April of 1886, “Mame is
pretty well and working like a beaver getting ready for an exhibition which they propose
74
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having in May… .”78 Moreover Cassatt concurrently provided her acumen to DurandRuel’s organization of a major exhibition of Impressionist art in New York, introducing
the dealer to her contacts and compelling her brother to lend works from his collection.79

1890 Drypoints
When Cassatt returned to printmaking, she began to work in the more severe
medium of drypoint,80 the earliest dateable examples of which are portraits of Aleck’s
youngest son, Robbie. For Mathews, Cassatt’s turn to drypoint signifies the artist finally
confronting the rigorous draftsmanship she had previously avoided: “Cassatt’s adoption
of drypoint in her prints indicates the dramatic change in attitude that had also affected
her paintings: she was no longer interested in the active, transitory images of the
Impressionist style; she now sought a quieter, more classic art.”81 Because it proved
more difficult to retouch the plate once marked, drypoint represented a greater challenge
than etching and was esteemed among connoisseurs because of the soft quality of its
lines. Furthermore a drypoint plate yielded a limited number of fine impressions because
the distinctive burr of its lines wore down quickly, bolstering the status of the prints
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among collectors. By the time she began exhibiting examples of her work in drypoint,
Cassatt proved quite adept at medium, using a diamond-tipped needle to create rigorously
drawn images that, like those of Desboutin, still exude spontaneity and thus personality.82
Segard later remarked about Cassatt’s drypoints: “They are all the more spontaneous for
the immediacy of Miss Cassatt’s working method. She engraves directly onto the copper,
from the model, with no preliminary study or drawing.”83
Cassatt’s taking up of drypoint coincided with a renewed appreciation for original
prints on both sides of the Atlantic. An assortment of her earlier prints in the collection
of Samuel Avery appeared in an exhibition entitled The Work of the Women Etchers of
America in Boston and New York in 1887 and 1888. Meanwhile in Paris Bracquemond
launched a new print society, The Société de Peintres-Graveurs, accompanied by a
journal, L’Estampe originale, and an exhibition at Durand-Ruel’s, in which Cassatt
showed a pastel, a drypoint of a mother and child and an etching of a reader.84 Fénéon
responded enthusiastically to Cassatt’s submissions, praising Mère et Enfant for “the
delicacy of the skin in the modeling of the mother’s face and the downy head of the
child” and “the deep blacks enriched by firm hatchings” of Liseuse.85
The general positive reaction to the first Peintres-Graveurs’ exhibition seemingly
awakened Cassatt’s commercial aspirations for her prints. She participated more
markedly in the Deuxième Exposition de Peintres-Graveurs, showing a “series of twelve”
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drypoints and works in “aquatint.” Published in editions of twenty-five, sold by DurandRuel as a set and remaining intact in contemporary collections, the drypoint series has
been better documented. In the fall Cassatt wrote to Pissarro, “I have heard nothing of an
exhibition, but am working at my etchings, & have a printing press of my own which I
find a great convenience, & a great pleasure, one ought to print all one’s own plates only
it is too hard work--.”86 Shapiro contends that as each drypoint subject was printed in 25
impressions, “[i]t is difficult to believe that Cassatt herself pulled 300 impressions from
the plates.”87 In addition to the published series, Avery collected earlier states of the
drypoints as well as impressions from the destroyed plates. On certain examples Cassatt
wrote, “The only proof in this state—printed by the artist—25 prints in later state,”
seeming to confirm Shapiro’s doubts.88 Perhaps the artist pulled trial proofs of her more
experimental etchings as well as preliminary states to check the progress of drypoints at
home, while a professional printer realized the editions published by Durand-Ruel.
At less than nine by six inches, the drypoints in Cassatt’s 1889-90 series are
small, enhancing the intimacy of their quiet subjects and intricate draftsmanship. The set
comprises twelve works of women and children, some of which correlate to the artist’s
contemporaneous output in oil and pastel, in keeping with Cassatt’s predilection for fully
exploiting a given theme,89 but also includes specimens noteworthy for their
distinctiveness. While evoking Dutch Baroque art, The Parrot (Figure 36) brings to mind
works by Cassatt’s acknowledged “masters,” Courbet and Manet. Although Cassatt’s
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woman and parrot have little in common with Courbet’s ebullient nude and her consort,
the manner in which the closed-eyed woman holds the bird proximate to her face seems
subtly sensual, in keeping with a tradition in art and literature of parrots serving as
confidants to their mistresses.90 Cassatt’s presentation of her figure is even more
restrained than Manet’s Young Woman in 1866. She is plainly dressed and coifed, and
the work lacks the Rococo colorism and attention to accessories noted by the criticism of
Manet’s painting.91 The grayscale medium further downplays the exoticism of the
loquacious pet.92 Cassatt rendered her figure absorptive as opposed to the facingness (to
use a Fried-ism) of the Young Woman,93 yet the work arguably addresses the viewer
through the laterally positioned eye of the parrot, who threatens to share his mistress’s
secrets. Around the same time, Degas wrote a sonnet dedicated to Cassatt about her pet
parrot, Coco, which supports this interpretation:
But know, like a little saint,
That a Coco collects his thoughts and recites
in his flight
What your heart has said to the confidant.
With the tip of his wing, quickly remove
A piece of his tongue so that he is silent...
and green.94
Parrots appear occasionally in Dutch Baroque painting as exotic possessions
obtained by imperialism, and owning a parrot in the second half of the nineteenth century
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displayed means and cosmopolitan tastes.95 One might thusly view parrots as fashion
accessories, celebrated by Manet, Baudelaire and the Impressionists as emblems of
modernity. Armstrong connects Baudelaire’s acclamation of the artifices of fashion in
“The Painter of Modern Life” to Manet’s flouting the expectations of illusionism in
painting or fidelity to nature, equating the painter’s infamous taches to the surfaces of
feminine adornment.96 Along these lines parrots, because of their ability to mimic human
speech, also symbolize the goal of mimesis in art, undone by Modernism, or here
potentially Cassatt’s imitation of her ‘masters,’ Courbet and Manet.97
Interestingly Cassatt’s take on the theme in the drypoint possesses neither the
beguiling illusionism of Courbet’s slick surface nor the palpability of Manet’s assertive
application of pigment. The artist emphasized the starkness of her medium by portraying
her model unadorned, stressing line over color, draftsmanship over painterly flourish.
Yet the “madeness” of the print proves evident, as the highly finished head of the figure
leads to a slightly less modeled torso, which in turn leads to a lightly indicated skirt that
disappears into the flatness of the paper. To my mind Cassatt’s 1889-90 drypoints
represent the best examples of “Ingrisme”98 within the artist’s oeuvre, because they seem
to emulate Ingres’ manner of drawing, characterized by highly finished heads attached to
bodies that gradually merge with the paper. Scholars of Ingres relate this practice to the
Neoclassical engagement with contour, the perception of line as the essential element of
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artifice. Particularly in his early drawing practice, Ingres’s minimal modeling shows the
impact of the archaism of the “Primitives” or “Barbus,” whom he encountered in David’s
studio, as well as John Flaxman’s illustrations. Both Clement Greenberg and Michael
Fried noted that Ingres, on one hand a master of illusion, created images that are actually
quite compressed,99 thereby stressing line, an artificial concept, which notably is unique
to two-dimensional art. Ingres’s highly illusionistic works of art therefore still declare
their objecthood through “the refinement of [their] contour.”100 The graduated modeling
of Ingres’s drawings and Cassatt’s drypoints, combined with their absence of color,
evokes the three-dimensionality of relief sculpture while at the same time calling
attention to the white from which the figures emerge, illusionism devolving into facture,
emphasizing the “madeness” of the work. The Parrot, devoid of color, colorist effects as
well as the literal depiction of feminine adornment, seems to represent an attempt on the
part of the artist to pare down her métier to its essential artifice. Perhaps the parrot
signifies the baring of Cassatt’s artistic soul, proving to herself and to others that behind
the bravura existed an excellent draftswoman.
Robert Rosenblum describes how alongside “the poetic extremes of Ingres’s
ideals of purity of form and nobility of subject,” the artist’s portraits “mirror[ed] through
his sitters the rapidly changing fashions, decor and personalities of two-thirds of the
nineteenth century,” juxtaposing Neoclassical archaism with Rococo opulence.101 Other
examples from Cassatt’s 1889-90 series of drypoints convey that she, like Ingres and
99
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Manet, was interested in documenting the fashions of her day. The Cassatt sisters’
appreciation for high-quality dresses and hats indeed proved well-known and manifested
itself in many of Mary’s works.102 While she created many works of elegant, fashionable
women along the lines of the Ingres-esque drypoint, Reflection, Cassatt more notoriously
explored the implications of artifice pertaining to both art-making and fashion with
regard to her penchant for ‘unattractive’ models. One such example within the 1889-90
drypoints, The Bonnet (Figure 37), appears to refer to another work by Courbet, Jo, La
Belle Irlandaise (figure 38).103 While neither woman appears to luxuriate in what she
sees in the mirror, Courbet’s figure is again undone compared to Cassatt’s, her wavy red
hair unfurling across the picture plane, and Cassatt’s figure seems to eye her reflection
almost suspiciously. In this case the juxtaposition between finished and unfinished
proves particularly stark--a tightly rendered head and bonnet attached to lightly sketched
shoulders and arms floats against a blank background. The image also evokes Degas’s At
the Milliner’s (Figure 39), for which Cassatt told Havemeyer she posed.104 Herbert
argues that in such figures as milliners Degas “found levels of professional skill that he
admired and associated with his own craft.”105 Conceivably Cassatt too perceived a
relationship between her rigorously crafted prints and a well-made hat. Based on The
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Bonnet’s relationship to At the Milliner’s, Mathews sees Cassatt’s figure as a stand in for
the artist herself:
Cassatt was well aware of her own lack of beauty and resented the pressures she
endured because of it. She wrote with some feeling to Havemeyer: ‘I think
sometimes a girl’s first duty is to be handsome and parents feel it when she isn’t, I
am sure my father did, it wasn’t my fault, though.’ Consequently, her
confrontation of issues of female beauty in her art must have taken a measure of
personal courage and self-assessment. If we see the model in The Bonnet as a
stand-in for Cassatt, we see the artist coming to terms with her own appearance in
a no-nonsense way and using the mirror to help her in decisions of personal
enhancement. On the simplest level, this refers to the plain woman’s ability to
improve her appearance through fashion, as Cassatt herself had done.106
To rephrase Mathews in Baudelairian terms, The Bonnet showcases the improvement of
nature through the artifices of fashion. Cassatt’s use of unattractive models furthermore
demonstrates later Realism’s preoccupation with style and the notion that art should
emphasize style rather than beauty. To illustrate this idea, Segard recounted an anecdote
about Cassatt’s 1886 Girl Arranging Her Hair (National Gallery, Washington):
They say that one day, in front of Degas, Miss Cassatt, judging a great painter, a
friend of theirs, dared to say, ‘He has no style.’ And Degas began to laugh,
shrugging his shoulders, with a movement that meant: Who are these women who
presume to judge! Do they even know what style is?
At that Miss Cassatt took offense. She chose as her model a very ugly woman, a
sort of typically vulgar servant girl. She posed her in a night dress by her dressing
table, in the movement of a woman preparing for bed, her left hand holding up at
the nape of her neck her thin braid, while the other hand pulled up the braid to tie
it up. The girl is seen almost entirely in profile. Her mouth hangs open. Her
expression is stupid and weary.
When Degas saw the picture, he wrote Miss Cassatt: What drawing! What Style!
And indeed the work is superb. It has style. Firstly, because all useless details
have been eliminated, and all essential details graduated with discernment, these
last contributing to an impression of the whole that is clean and vigorous,
secondly because of the tone of deep sincerity and life that animates the entire
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work, then because of the felicitous combination of lines that converge precisely
and harmoniously, demonstrating the truth that the painter wishes to demonstrate,
finally, because of the felicitous balancing of masses and areas of color, which, in
perfect proportion, are also subordinated to the impression of the whole, so that
one could change nothing in it, nor add or subtract, without diminishing its order,
stability, tranquility, and, so to speak, the mathematics of the work. These are the
qualities that make up its style. It in no way depends upon the subject nor its socalled nobility.107
This anecdote elucidates yet another facet of the multivalent nature of Cassatt’s work.
Her concern for creating rarefied objects that showcased their “madeness” did not just
reveal itself through the artist’s emphasis of her materials and facture but also through her
crafting of compositional arrangements and color and tonal harmonies that contribute to
her works’ style, thus drawing attention to her intellectual labor alongside her manual
labor.
Critics proved less appreciative of the second Exposition de Peintres-Graveurs.
Alfred de Lostalot remarked, “It is not very interesting, but because it does not present
anything new of interest: it would be good, we believe to space out these exhibitions of
black and white, if one wants the public to appreciate them.” However he conceded,
“Miss Carratt [sic] has a whole new series of child studies in drypoint, of a drawing felt
and of a rare finesse.”108 G. Dargenty described the gallery rooms as “dark” and
“funereal” and joked that he and the city guard represented the only visitors. While
Dargenty found most of the works lacking “value” or “originality,” he counted the “jolis
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morceaux” of Mlle Casatt (sic)” among a few exceptions.109 On the other hand Edmond
de Goncourt scoffed, “The admiration expressed in all the papers for Mlle Cassatt’s
etchings is enough to make you die of laughter! Etchings in which there is one little
corner well executed, one corner out of a whole in which the drawing is stupidly heavy
and the acid bite clumsy. Oh! truly, this is an age that make a religion of failures; its high
priest is Degas, and Mlle Cassatt is the choirboy”110 It strikes me that the complimentary
critics also noted the unfinished quality of Cassatt’s prints, Lostalot calling them “études”
and Dargenty “morceaux.”

The Color Prints
In 1891 the Peintres-Graveurs passed a measure that barred non-French
participants, thereby excluding Cassatt and Pissarro. The offense however had favorable
consequences, inciting the artists to petition successfully for Durand-Ruel to give them
individual shows to run at the same time. This impetus to produce, the success of her
drypoints in 1890, in addition to the exhibition of Japanese ukiyo-e woodblock prints at
the École des Beaux-Arts during the spring of 1890, seemingly inspired Cassatt’s most
famous prints, her series of ten color drypoints and aquatints. It is also worth noting the
chronological proximity of Cassatt’s turn to color printmaking with the 1890s revolution
of color lithography as well as with the revival of the decorative arts. In fact the 1891
Exposition Générale de la Lithographie overlapped that of the Peintres-Graveurs.111 An
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oft-cited letter from Cassatt to Morisot reveals how the ukiyo-e prints enthused and
motivated her:
…[Y]ou could come and dine here with us and afterwards we could go see the
Japanese prints at the Beaux-Arts. Seriously, you must not miss that. You who
want to make color prints you couldn’t dream of anything more beautiful. I
dream of it and don’t think of anything else but color on copper. Fantin was there
the first day I went and was in ecstasy. I saw Tissot there who is also occupied
with the problem of making color prints. Couldn’t you come the day of the
wedding, Monday, and then afterwards we could go to the Beaux-Arts. If not that
day then another and just drop me a line beforehand… . You must see the
Japanese—come as soon as you can.112
The exhibition, organized by the purveyor of Japanese art and Art Nouveau decorative
objects, Siegfried Bing, comprised more than 700 prints and albums as well as illustrated
books from the collections of Bing, Burty, Antonin Proust, Goncourt and Louis Gonse,
and surely appealed to Cassatt’s taste for decorative art that colored her own collection
and work.
Previous scholarship on Cassatt’s color prints has thoroughly elaborated their
relationship to Japanese prints, a brief summary of which suffices here.113 Firstly,
Cassatt’s scenes from the daily lives of women compare particularly to prints by
Utamaro, whose work she collected, but such subjects hardly represented anything new
for the artist. Secondly, Cassatt’s employment of posterior viewpoints and mirrors and
construction of flattened spaces, in which planes of pattern, describing wallpaper, carpets
and dresses converge with solidly toned areas, demonstrates her appreciation for Japanese
compositional devices, renewed by the Beaux-Arts exhibit and the concurrent tendency
toward decorative schemes within the European artistic milieu. Thirdly, the example of
Japanese woodblock prints helped Cassatt achieve a purity of line that distinguished her
112
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color prints among critics and fellow artists. As described by Fénéon, her “compositions
without shadows, modeling, or values are colored with clear tints which, protected by
their outlines, retain their purity,”114 and Segard recounted on Woman Bathing, “It is
traced with a single stroke and yet it is round and firm. It turns as naturally as do the soft
backs of young women. In front of this print, Degas had said, ‘This back, did you draw
this?’”115 Drawings by Cassatt and Morisot apparently related to a shared session with a
nude model, along with the former’s color print The Coiffure (Figure 40), showcase
Cassatt’s simplification of her design. In Morisot’s drawing and the first drawing by
Cassatt (Figure 41), the hatching on the figure, her reflection and surroundings indicate
three-dimensionality traditionally.116 In subsequent incarnations (such as Figure 42)
Cassatt limited her indication of light and shade to the figure’s hair and increasingly
streamlined the rough lines of the figure’s torso into the calligraphic arabesques that
appear in the print. The prints’ purity of line balances their sumptuous combinations of
colors and patterns and anticipated irregularities resulting from individualized inking and
creative wiping. Each specimen thus exudes an effortless sense of style, evincing the
artist’s intellectual labor while belying manual labor of their realization. In January,
1891 Katherine wrote to Aleck,
Mary has been quite as busy as she was last winter—but this time it is with
colored ‘eaux-forts’ & not with etching. It is very troublesome also expensive &
after making the plates of which it takes 2 or 3 or 4 (according to the numbers
required), she has to help with the printing which is a slow proceeding and if left
to a printer would not be at all what she wants. I am not sure that they will be so
much liked by the public as the dry points, but that can not be known until the
exhibition takes place in the spring.117
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This description attests to the money and labor required for Cassatt to realize her vision
for her color print series, the all-consuming nature of the project and her involvement in
every step of the process. Katherine’s letter further indicates Cassatt’s awareness that the
extreme purity of line and flatness of her colored prints might prove too vanguard for
some of the admirers of her earlier drypoints.
Though she assumed a very active role in the manufacture of the series, Cassatt
enlisted the aid of the professional printer Leroy to achieve the effects she desired. The
artist credited the printer on the final edition of each print, a consideration that highlights
her appreciation for craftsmanship and proves atypical of Western art practice.118 While
Cassatt intellectually conceived of their appearance, she acknowledged the impossibility
of such an expert realization of her color prints, which represent “some of the most
technically complex of this era,”119 without Leroy’s skilled hands. The production of
editions of twenty-five of these complicated works, some requiring three plates elucidates
the dichotomy between art and industry with which late-nineteenth-century printmakers
contended. Though Cassatt produced the prints in multiples, each one has the appearance
of a singular, handcrafted object, because she insisted on the individualized inking of
each plate.120 Rather than enacting a standard procedure, the exact nature of Cassatt’s
methods varied from print to print and represents a topic of some conjecture among
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scholars.121 In a letter to Avery that further suggests the collector’s interest in her
process, Cassatt herself wrote,
It is delightful to think that you take an interest in my work. I have sent with the
set of my coloured [sic] etchings all the ‘states’ I had. I wish I could have had
more but I had to hurry on and be ready for my printer, when I would get him.
The printmaking is great work; sometimes we worked all day (eight hours) both,
as hard as we could work & only printed eight or ten proofs in the day. My
method is very simple. I drew an outline in dry point and transferred this to the
two other plates, making in all, three plates, never more for each proof—Then I
put the aquatint wherever the color was to be printed; the color was painted on the
plate as it was to appear in the proof. I tell you this because Mr. Lucas thought it
might interest you, and if any of the etchers in New York care to try the method,
you can tell them how it is done. I am very anxious to know what you think of
these new etchings. It amused me very much to do them although it was hard
work.122
In a letter to Frank Weitenkampf, print curator of the New York Public Library from
1906, Cassatt described her methods again,
I drew the outlines in drypoint and laid on a grain where color was to be applied,
then colored ‘à la poupée.’ I was entirely ignorant of the method when I began,
and as all the plates were colored by me, I varied sometimes the manner of
applying the color. The set of ten plates was done with the intention of attempting
an imitation of Japanese methods; of course I abandoned that somewhat after the
first plate, and tried more for atmosphere.123
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The traditionally recognized media for the series is drypoint and aquatint with a few
indications of the artist using softground etching to grapple with lines and transfer
drawings, specifically for The Bath (Figure 43), The Lamp, Maternal Caress (Figure 47).
The seventeen states of the first print in the series The Bath record the artist’s
trials to develop the best method for realizing her vision. For the first five states Cassatt
used one plate and then began using two plates to separate the lines and tones. The sixth
to seventeenth states evince numerous, often slight adjustments to line and tone,
suggesting a restless search for a gratifying end. Generally Cassatt’s process thereafter
entailed the preparation of two to three plates, onto each of which she incised the design
using drypoint. Then she applied different areas of aquatint to each plate in order to keep
the colors separate. For instance when printing a patterned dress, the artist used one plate
for the base color and printed the pattern from another. Following the biting of the
aquatinted areas of the plate, Cassatt colored them by hand à la poupée (dabbing the
colors onto the plate with little ‘dolls’ of rag). She then printed the key outline and the
color areas repeatedly until reaching the finished state.124 At least four states exist of all
of the remaining prints in the series, In the Omnibus (Figure 44) and The Fitting (Figure
45) constituting the most complicated with seven states each.
Though realized in editions of twenty-five, the final states of the color prints
hardly represent the products of a mechanized process, as each extant example exhibits
an individualized, handcrafted quality, potentially calculated to render the works more
appealing to the collectors of belle épreuves, whom Cassatt already counted among her
fan base. Because the artist hand-inked her plates, the density of the colors varies
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between editions, and the burr of the drypoint wore down after several printings causing
the lines to appear weaker in the later impressions.125 Physically examining Cassatt’s
prints and plates reveals that she scraped and redid areas of drypoint and aquatint,
sometimes like Degas leaving pentimenti of earlier compositions, and in some cases
brushstrokes are visible where the artist applied stop-out varnish. While the artist used
pinholes to achieve a nearly perfect registration of her plates during printing, seemingly
intentional ‘errors,’ such as overlapping areas of tone give the works a handcrafted
quality.126
Cassatt’s insistence on fine materials further corroborates the conception of her
color prints as handcrafted products. According to Breeskin, Cassatt “was always very
discriminating in her choice of paper for her graphic work” and “was very partial to a
bluish-green paper known as ‘verdâtre.’”127 After seeing the exhibition of Cassatt’s color
prints, Pissarro wrote ecstatically to Lucien about how they might achieve a similar effect
if only they had the means, “…money, yes, just a little money. We had to have copperplates, a boîte à grain [dusting box], this was a bit of a nuisance but it is absolutely
necessary to have uniform and imperceptible grains and a good printer. But the result is
admirable, as beautiful as Japanese work, and it’s done with printer’s ink!”128
Additionally, with printmaking more so than traditional oil painting, pigment
fuses with the support to form a new autonomous object, a phenomenon outlined by
Reinhold Heller in his discussion of the formal affinities between various artists aligned
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with Symbolism. Though it is beyond my scope to discuss Cassatt’s mature Symbolist
tendencies,129 I find is possible to apply certain aspects of Heller’s arguments to her
prints. Heller observes that in the 1880s and 90s, “an emphatic assertion of the
independent, material, and ‘manufactured’ existence of artworks—their presence as
objects separate from the objects of nature—was a widespread practice.”130 At the
service of revealing a subjective Idea, Symbolist artists sought to emphasize the
objecthood of their works via a number of methods, including synthesis, lack of
illusionism, lack of finish and the accentuation of the pictorial surface. As discussed
above, critics remarked upon the synthesis of Cassatt’s color prints, which exhibit a
decorative economy of line and color comparable to the Cloisonnism technique of Émile
Bernard and Paul Gauguin. The spare, assertive lines and absence of modeling in the
prints contribute to the flattening of the picture plane and thus a lack of illusionism,
asserting the works’ objecthood. Many examples from Cassatt’s oeuvre appear
unfinished, but in the case of her prints, her showing of preliminary states in both the
1880 Impressionist exhibition and in her 1893 retrospective at Durand-Ruel’s further
emphasized this area of her production as procedurally-fabricated art objects.131
The artists highlighted by Heller achieved a fusion of support and media “into a
previously non-existent entity whose constructed flatness proclaims its own reality in
opposition to a world filled with other objects.”132 With regard to the drypoint/aquatint
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process employed by Cassatt for her colored prints, ink and paper fused together to create
a brand new object via applied pressure. Moreover Cassatt, like Degas with his 1892
landscapes, incorporated the white of the paper into her compositions to denote the white
areas. As described by Heller, Degas’s use of diverse interacting media, including oil
paint, tempera, pastel, metallic gold paint and charcoal furthermore “posit[s] an
intellectual dialogue in which the viewer is persistently called upon to question, not the
illusion of an image, but the very nature of the components with which the image is
constructed.”133 As discussed above, the exact nature of the fabrication of certain of
Cassatt’s prints proves quite elusive to the casual observer. Additionally in the 1870s and
early 1880s, the period during which she worked most closely with Degas, Cassatt too
combined media for uncanny effects. For example for her 1881/82 Woman in a Loge
(Cincinnati), she layered pastel and gouache over a soft-ground etching and aquatint
printed on textured paper, making of a grayscale print a hand-colored object. Moreover
in certain of Cassatt’s pastels, such as Au théâtre (Kansas City), surface and media
merge, because the artist used blue-gray paper that served as an integral tonal element in
the work.134
The flatness and synthesis of Cassatt’s color prints offer another understanding of
Mallarmé’s “clear and durable mirror of painting, that which perpetually lives and yet
dies every moment, which only exists by the will of the Idea, yet constitutes in my
domain the only authentic and certain merit of nature—the Aspect.”135 As Eisenman
elaborates:
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The Impressionist world, according to this view, is one which cannot be
manipulated, grasped, or even touched with the eyes. It is a world where use-value
has been extinguished, and exchange-value—which posits the universal equality of
things—enshrined instead. For the Impressionist painter, nature and built
environment appear as commodity-forms, or fetishes (as defined by Marx),
alienated from the biological processes that brought them into being.136
Of course Cassatt, like other Impressionists, employed her media in ways that enhance
the viewer’s awareness of the biological or physical processes that brought her works into
being, if not the objects in them, a point revisited subsequently. Though the
environments she created in her color prints are not tangible, their “constructed flatness
proclaim[ing] its own reality in opposition to a world filled with other objects,”137 they
are characterized by beautiful décor, objects and clothes, reflective of the surroundings in
which Cassatt herself lived, highlighting the artist’s actual possessions.138 As Cassatt
wrote to Weitenkampf, after The Bath she abandoned her imitation of Japanese methods
“somewhat…and tried for more atmosphere.”139 Textiles, in the form of upholstery,
wallpaper, rugs and dresses, on one hand serve as vehicles for decorative abstraction,
presaging the interests of Gauguin, the Nabis and Henri Matisse. Moreover printing
constituted the predominant technique among late nineteenth-century textile artists,140
perhaps suggesting a link between Cassatt’s flat, decorative imagery and the values of the
Arts and Crafts Movement, impacting the applied arts throughout Europe. In an
uncharacteristically populist statement that, like the goals of Morris & Co., belied the
rarefied nature of the products under consideration, Cassatt declared:
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I love to do the colored prints, and I hope the Durand-Ruels will put mine on the
market at reasonable prices. For nothing, I believe, will inspire a taste for art
more than the possibility of having it in the home. I should like to feel that
amateurs in America could have an example of my work, a print or an etching for
a few dollars. That is what they do in France. It is not left to the rich alone to buy
art; the people—even the poor—have taste and buy according to their means and
here they can always find something they can afford.141
On the other hand textiles, especially dresses, in Cassatt’s prints, designate them
as products of an explicit historical milieu. In certain cases the artist juxtaposed the
nudity and erotic viewpoints associated with the intimate moments found in Japanese
prints and that consequently contributed to the idea of printmaking as an ‘art of
privacy,’142 with interiors and fashions specific to 1890s France, recasting the
contingency of modern life in terms of the purity that Western artists sought in nonWestern sources. The mother and child images in the series further juxtapose nature and
artifice. Three of them (The Bath, Mother’s Kiss, Maternal Caress; Figures 43, 46 and
47) silhouette a nude child, redolent of Italian Renaissance imagery, against timely
patterned textiles, while depicting timeless interactions. Conversely Cassatt
overwhelmed the baby in In the Omnibus (Figure 44) with white fabric. While the
japonais framing of the Seine supports Linda Nochlin’s description of the omnibus as a
“travelling parlor,”143 the somber head to toe attire of both women and the seeming selfconsciousness of the mother figure on the left distances this print from the easy intimacy
of certain of the other scenes,144 enhanced by crowded, planar, decorative compositions.
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While objects reflected by Impressionist painting “only exist[ed] by the will of the
Idea,” Impressionist painters for Mallarmé represented “energetic modern worker[s],”
because of their novel approach to recording the world around them and their respect for
the world of the working class “multitude.”145 Cassatt’s developed expertise with and
tireless manipulation of her materials in order to achieve her desired effects attests to a
workman-like attitude toward her creations, although her subject matter does not
typically showcase work in the traditional sense of the word. One exception is The
Fitting (Figure 45), depicting a bourgeois woman’s meeting with her dressmaker.
Mathews remarks, “While Cassatt shared the upper-class belief in an orderly society in
which servitude is necessary, she also respected hard work and craftsmanship wherever it
occurred. Her dignified depiction of the seamstress blurs obvious class distinction and
may reflect Cassatt’s own interest in and respect for that profession.”146 The dress from
the fitting appears in the artist’s Woman with a Red Zinnia (National Gallery,
Washington) from around the same time, suggesting that Cassatt had clothes made for her
models so that her works reflect the current fashions.147 Therefore The Fitting firstly
acknowledges dressmakers’ role in the self-presentation of well-to-do women in general
and perhaps implicitly of the artist. Secondly if Cassatt had clothes made for her model,
perhaps The Fitting also recognizes the dressmaker’s contribution to own work,
commenting both on the artifices of fashion and art-making.
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In her essay on Berthe Morisot’s The Wet Nurse and Julie, Nochlin argues for a
theme of manual labor in Morisot’s work, demonstrated by her extremely personal
facture. As discussed above, Cassatt’s work, even in the reproductive medium of
printmaking also showcases the artist’s hand via subtle nuances that personalize each
impression. In Morisot’s paintings Nochlin comments that “color and brushwork are the
deliberately revealed point of the picture: they are, so to speak, works about work, in
which the work of looking and registering the process of looking in paint on the
canvas…assume an importance almost unparalleled in the annals of painting.”148
Cassatt’s color prints function similarly. Starting with Pissarro upon their debut,
connoisseurs poured over these works in their various states and impressions, attempting
to identify each step of the artist’s process, the works thus prompting the viewer to
identify with the labor of their creator. Even more so than Morisot’s work about labor
(which is how Arendt would characterize the activity of the wet nurse), the subject matter
of The Fitting, as a handcrafted fine art object that pays homage to the craftsmanship of
the dressmaker, enforces the notion of industry.
Cassatt’s efforts received generally favorable reviews. The lengthiest and most
insightful came from Félix Fénéon, quoted above and discussed again later. Georges
Lecomte praised the artist’s attempts to complete her drawings this time (as opposed to
her earlier series of drypoints) with tinted plates, her search for “delicious” ornamentation
and her submission of her modernist vision to the rules of Japanese art, though he wished
that her figures were more elegant.149 In another review he remarked, “If the first, The
Bath, is for the study of the process, a deliberate European translation of Outamaro
148
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[sic]…, The Letter, the Young Woman trying on a Dress exemplify the work of a new art
that is both charming and perfectly personal.”150 On the other hand, Pissarro noted what
he characterized as a criticism rooted in jealousy among their peers,151 and Cassatt’s
correspondence with the Durand-Ruels expresses concern about their selling of her color
prints: “I enclose a note from M. Gaston Brigeau who is desirous of having one of my
colored etchings. I received a similar note from M. Hirsch, deputy at Digne. As my
etchings have not sold in America, perhaps it might do well to sell them here
separately.”152 Joseph Durand-Ruel responded, “The individual sale of your prints would
be very inconvenient. Everyone would want the same plates and once the sets were
broken they would become unsaleable” and “the sale of your prints has been
satisfactory…we have sold a goodly number of them in Paris and if the series sent to
America are not purchased there, we will have them returned here for an easy sale.”153
Like Monet’s haystacks, Cassatt’s 1890-1 color prints, suggestive of times of day, prove
more impactful as a group than individually, yet also similarly by 1893 the Durand-Ruels
began breaking up sets and selling proofs separately.154 Cassatt’s reply suggests that her
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desire to see her prints sell was more about the validation of her hard work than money at
this point:
I only thought that the etchings not having sold in America were on your hands. I
am very glad you have any sale for them in Paris. Of course it is more flattering
from an Art point of view than if they sold in America, but I am still very much
disappointed that my compatriots have so little liking for any of my work.
Thanks for the offer of the money, but I don’t need it now; naturally later I shall
be glad of it, as I have still my promise to Leroy to fulfill of giving him an
advance to start as an independent printer.155
Following the exhibition of her daughter’s color prints, Katherine wrote to Aleck,
Mary is at work again, intent on fame & money she says, & counts on her fellow
country men now that she has made a reputation here… . [S]he is immensely
interested in her painting and & bent on doing something on a larger canvas as
good as her pictures of last summer which were considered very fine by critics &
amateurs, one of them could have been sold ten times but Durand-Ruel said he
bought it for himself… . After all a woman who is not married is lucky if she has
a decided love of work of any kind & the more absorbing the better.156
This letter demonstrates how Cassatt’s artistic successes only incited her ambitions,
encouraging her to move on to the next project. Like Pissarro, as discussed in Chapter
Five, she diversified her output during the 1880s and 1890s in terms of size, media and
price in order to appeal to a range of collectors. Katherine’s backhanded observation
about her daughter’s unmarried status suggests that perhaps the artist still felt the need to
prove the validity of life choices.
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Late Printmaking Activity
Potentially Cassatt intended to produce another set of prints comparable to her
1891 offering,157 but she never regained momentum or the focus of that winter. Cassatt’s
next major prints followed the completion of her Modern Woman mural for the 1893
World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago. The project was an arduous and allconsuming undertaking that led to an outpouring of works along similar decorative,
bucolic themes and the artist’s first major exhibition.158 Mathews writes, “Unlike the
earlier series of ten prints, which are almost entirely without reproductive intention, the
prints Cassatt wanted to make from mural designs would have a very clear reproductive
function: they would stand in for a major work Cassatt knew she would have to ship off
to Chicago without being exhibited in Paris.”159 Yet the correspondence between the
mural and the prints (as well as the related paintings and pastels) certainly is not one to
one. I rather view Cassatt’s mural related works as further examples of the artist’s
penchant for thoroughly exploring a theme in varying media, probably indicative of a
mushrooming of creative energy as well as the artist trying to make the most of her
resources from a business perspective.
In January of 1893, Cassatt wrote to Durand-Ruel asking if she could reserve
publication rights to the mural, as she intended to use the designs for drypoints and had
“no desire to see [her]self vulgarized” by mainstream reproductive processes.”160 Upon
seeing the mural in progress, Cassatt wrote that Paul Durand-Ruel “was very kind &
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encouraging, said he would buy it if it were for sale… .”161 The dealer’s enthusiasm
about her mural-related works compelled him to accede to Cassatt’s request for a
retrospective exhibition. The exhibition included almost 100 works, nearly sixty of
which were prints, ranging from her Impressionist work to the two color prints inspired
by the mural, Gathering Fruit and The Banjo Lesson. For the first time since the 1880
Impressionist exhibition, Cassatt showcased her process by displaying preliminary states
of both her grayscale and color prints.162 The catalogue included an introduction by the
Symbolist art critic André Mellerio, who wrote of the mural, “Here in France, we would
have to go back to Puvis de Chavannes to find so masterly an understanding of large
decorative scenes.” He continued,
Miss Cassatt has shown us woman in her true social functions, the mistress of her
home, devoted to the concerns of maternity. She has expressed the spontaneous
manifestations of children, and their early grace. She has marked her subjects
with a high artistic feeling. At the same time, she has been able to turn the colors
and lines of modern dress to advantage. This is her secret and her talent—as it is
of the masters—to have preserved the solid foundation of humanity, the eternal
warp and weft of all works of art, while weaving into it the myriad nuances of an
age, a race, and a milieu.
We must cite as part of the artist’s contribution her etchings, so intense with life,
just as we must mention the curious series of compositions of intimate domestic
life, in which drypoint is enhanced with colors. These works are absolutely
original, and to produce them Miss Cassatt took the particular trouble to oversee
their printing herself and in her own studio. And with these, we have reviewed a
total oeuvre that is complete and distinctive, worthy of commanding the public’s
attention.
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In all sincerity, it must be said that, at the present time, Miss Cassatt may be, with
Whistler, America’s only artist of lofty, personal, and distinguished talent.163
Lostalot wrote, “[O]ne finds oneself in the presence of uncommon works, which reveal
the artist’s very strong personal feeling, an exquisite taste, and a great deal of talent.
However Cassatt’s 1889-90 endeavor to master rigorous draftsmanship apparently proved
too complete, as he “prefer[red] to the paintings” and the color prints certain delightful
drypoints, into which Miss Cassatt has put both all her heart and all her soul. They are
little poems, exquisite in their grace and feeling,” because “To tell the truth, we do not
believe that an artist whose aesthetic sentiment finds its chief expressive resources in
drawing can ever completely assimilate the techniques of an art in which the charm of
color plays the principal part.”164 Even Goncourt seemed to thaw: “Exposition de Miss
Cassatt. Attempts at coloring plates in the manner of Japanese impressions, interesting
attempts but still very incomplete.”165 The show’s success led to a request for a painting
by the Luxembourg Museum, in response to which Cassatt declared, “After all give me
France—women do not have to fight for recognition here, if they do serious work.”166
Cassatt created a handful of further color prints for exhibitions and publications
before ceasing altogether after 1897. Her final color prints demonstrate the artist’s
continued interest in fashion and decorative compositions, coupled with the bucolic
imagery and painterly inking introduced in her 1893 mural-related works and were
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painstakingly crafted, as attested by Havemeyer’s recollection of visiting Cassatt’s
Mesnil-Beaufresne home (where the artist moved in 1894):
I recall the time when she was interested in etching. Eight o’clock in the morning
would find her in her gray blouse in the small pavilion over the dam that fed her
pièce d’eau and where she installed her printing press. There she would work
while daylight lasted with the aid of a printer. She did her own coloring and
wiping of the plates. It was at the cost of much physical strain for she actually did
the manual work.
“I wonder all etchers do not do their own printing!” she said to me. “It makes a
great difference, for no two impressions are exactly alike.”167
Yet Cassatt ceased color printmaking ostensibly because it did not prove lucrative
enough, telling Havemeyer “The Durand-Ruels tell me there is not enough in it. “They
want me to go back to pastels.” Havermeyer then stated, “I bought an impression of her
colored print of The Girl with the Banjo. The price was fifteen dollars.”168 At the end of
the 1890s, following the death of her mother and her only visit to the United States after
expatriating, Cassatt’s ambitions quelled, and her focus shifted to travelling and shaping
the collections of American friends and acquaintances. During her trip she wrote, “I lost
my mother two years ago in October, and was so bereft and so tired of life I thought I
could not live, now I know I must and I am here to see quite a new world and renew old
ties.”169 Conceivably color printing became too physically laborious for Cassatt, who
was 53 in 1897, or perhaps decided she would never be able to surpass her achievements
of 1891. Though she published prints in L’Estampe Nouvelle, she did not contribute to
L’Estampe originale or participate in Ambroise Vollard’s Albums des peintres-
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gravures.170 Cassatt continued to practice drypoint until 1910, when she had to give it up
because glare of the metal hurt her eyes. She only editioned a few of her prints after the
turn of the century, indicating that she made them for practice and personal enjoyment.171

A Few Notes on Cassatt’s Values, as Expressed in Her Late Work
As Cassatt grew older, her denouncements of, and lack of patience for, people
who she felt lacked a solid work ethic serve to further elucidate the artist’s value of
industry. In 1913 she related to Havemeyer how she lost her temper at a dinner party
when two female guests argued that women were not fit to vote: “I said I hated to hear
that women despise women. These youngish girls have never done a stroke of work in
their lives.”172 It seems significant that Cassatt used the phrase ‘stroke of work,’ as it
relates so well to her personal concept of employment. She furthermore felt that the
artists of the new generation lacked the discipline of the Impressionists, recounting her
response to young, advice-seeking female students who maintained that they did not have
time to copy at the Louvre and work in a studio:
‘Degas does,’ I answer… . But what good does it do to talk to them? They will
never arrive… . I went to Seville when I was a young girl. It was horrid and I
was alone, but I braved it out for a year. Then I felt I needed Correggio and I
went to Parma. A friend went with me; she did not remain, but I stayed there for
170
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two years, lonely as it was. I had my work… . Even now I work eight hours a
day… .
Finally in a 1922 letter to Homer Saint-Gaudens on his purchase of Young Women
Picking Fruit, Cassatt wrote, “If it has stood the test of time & is well drawn its place in a
museum might show the present generation that we worked & learnt our profession.”173
As discussed above Cassatt frequently employed hearty, sometimes homely
models, and I believe this tendency reflects her appreciation for a solid work ethic. An
1898 article from The Art Amateur commented, “The conventional woman, elegant,
sickly, and insipid, and the conventional infant are nowise to Cassatt’s taste. She likes
them strong, lusty, brown or rosy, alive and glad of it.”174 Certain critics focused
specifically on the hands of Cassatt’s female figures. In the afore-quoted article on the
artist’s 1891 color prints, Fénéon enthused, “And always, always, the large hands, those
fine masculine hands that Cassatt likes to give her women, have a decorative function,
especially when, contrasting with the bodies of naked children, they disrupt the lines,
then rejoin them in unexpectedly created arabesques.”175 In 1892 Lecomte described a
work by Cassatt: “A woman with her dress slightly undone, as if ready for nursing, strolls
down a garden path with her baby, whom her large motherly hands, skillful and good,
clasp to her bosom.”176 Cassatt herself wrote:
So you think my models unworthy of their clothes? You find their types coarse. I
know that is an American criticism, everyone has their criticism of beauty. I
confess I love health & strength. What would you say to the Botticelli Madonna
in the Louvre. The peasant girl & her child clothed in beautiful shifts & wrapped
in soft veils. Yet as Degas pointed out to me Botticelli sketched his love of truth
173
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to the point of painting her hands with the fingernails worn down with field
work!177
While Cassatt came from an affluent family, we know that her upbringing instilled in her
a value for hard work. Large, ruddy, apparently hard-working hands feature prominently
in several of her images of mothers and children, but it proves moreover noteworthy that
Cassatt rendered her mother, a woman known for her gentility, with large, apparently
strong hands that contrast greatly with the delicate, tapering fingers in contemporaneous
portraits of society women (Figure 48). Cassatt must have possessed similar hands, as
writing about visiting her during the last year of her life, the artist George Biddle
remarked, “Her hands, which used to be such big, knuckled, capable artist’s hands, were
shrunken and folded on the quilt.”178 Given that Cassatt, due to her failing eyesight, had
not worked since 1915, we might take Biddle’s notation of Cassatt’s shrunken hands as
the registration of the artistic impotence of his mentor, whose tools of her craft had fallen
out of use.
Akin to the serial nature of the late works of her fellow-Impressionists, Degas,
Renoir and Monet, Cassatt fell into the routine of rendering mother and child imagery
almost exclusively. This probably had something to do with the salability of such works,
as an elderly Cassatt purportedly lamented, “I sold my soul to the dealers, that’s all. It
was the dealers who stole my life!”179 Moreover in a letter to Havemeyer, Cassatt
cryptically commented on Monet’s late work, “I must say his ‘Nemphas’[Les Nymphéas]
pictures look to me like glorified wallpaper. You have some of [the] best work… .
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Don’t over do Louie the machine will give out. We are all machines.”180 Yet Cassatt’s
vital touch and sense of style counterbalance the repetitiveness of her late subject matter.
After abandoning the laborious processes of printmaking for good, the artist increasingly
produced works in pastel, in which touch is an overriding theme, manifest in their
depictions of caresses exchanged between mothers and children and the broken facture of
their surfaces. Noting the “velvety and tactile qualities” of pastel, Harriet K. Stratis
suggests that “the gentleness of a caress was best conveyed with the softest of media.”181
In a 1903 article for the avant-garde journal Camera Work Allan Sidney wrote about
Cassatt, “[O]n almost every one of her canvases, roughly, sometimes brutally composed,
drawn and painted, there is that touch, which by imparting form and color some particular
quality of effect, impossible to analyze, endows all her figures with the energy of life.”182
While the Cassatt’s touch is overtly apparent in her oil paintings and pastels, the prints
discussed above are comparably “velvety and tactile” upon physical examination thanks
to the artist’s expert employment of tonal processes and drypoint line work. These
qualities are reinforced by the preponderance of figures with their hands engaged in a
tactile activity as well as the Cassatt’s sumptuous renditions of fabrics.

Conclusion
It speaks to the artist’s esteem for printmaking as an autonomous vehicle for
expression that Cassatt only felt her work became mechanized when she fell into the
routine of creating repeated mother and child pastels to please her dealers. Cassatt’s
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entire oeuvre reflects her industry and entrepreneurialism, but the artist’s prints
particularly encapsulate her values. When she took up printmaking, Cassatt embraced
both its physical and intellectual challenges, and her care to emphasize signifiers of
process and handicraft personalized and rarefied products of a mechanized procedure
used to create multiples. Although Cassatt’s prints sometimes expand upon themes in
other media, I have tried to show that for Cassatt printmaking was an avenue for
innovation, risk and personal fulfillment. Making prints challenged the American artist
to accept the disciplines of design and create highly-wrought works that balanced
sensations of immediacy associated with images of modern life with calculated artifice.
Cassatt’s intimate subject matter and increasing emphasis on decorative abstraction in her
prints reflect her personal interests as well as those of her avant-garde milieu. Moreover
these considerations demonstrate an awareness of concurrent trends from a marketing
standpoint, as she created her prints for the types of collectors connected to
Impressionism and the belle épreuve, for whom personalized facture represented a valued
commodity.
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CHAPTER FIVE
PISSARRO AND THE STRUGGLE FOR UNITY

“When you put all your soul into a work, all that is noble in you, you cannot fail to find a
kindred soul who understands you, and you do not need a host of such spirits. Is that not
all an artist should wish for?”—Camille Pissarro (1883).1
This chapter examines the relationship of Pissarro’s printed oeuvre to his attitudes
toward work, craft and the business of art and how printmaking became a significant
component of the artist’s marketing strategy. As with Degas and Cassatt, I begin by
considering Pissarro’s biography, as it relates to the formation of his values toward
making and selling art. Then I specially consider four themes essential to Pissarro’s
artistic ideology, all more or less bound up with his anarchism, that impinged upon his
printmaking practice: the ontological implications of work for the artist; the variability of
his oeuvre and the eventual equation of this variability with artistic freedom; Pissarro’s
unease about the market-oriented turn of Impressionism in the 1880s; and his selfconception as an artist-worker. I select two periods from the Pissarro’s extensive body of
prints to serve as case studies: the artist’s development of his idiosyncratic manière grise
for realizing tone, as illustrated by the states of Femme vidant une brouette and a
selection of prints that appeared in the 1880 Impressionist exhibition (Figures 50-3 and
55), and his color etching Marché à Gisors, rue Cappeville (Figure 56), shown at the
Galerie Vollard in 1896 and arguably representing a summa of Pissarro’s examination of
the market theme. Justifiably or not Pissarro developed a reputation for being derivative,
1
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but I find that his printed oeuvre, particularly works in the manière grise, serves as a
testament to his originality. While his images of markets signified an ideal form of
capitalism that accorded with the artist’s anarchism, in making them Pissarro grasped an
opportunity to create a niche among his fellow avant-garde figure painters.
Differently from those of Degas and Cassatt, Pissarro’s childhood in the Virgin
Islands and secondary education in Paris fostered a proclivity for rebellion and a distaste
for anything that seemed too bourgeois. Throughout the entirety of his career, Pissarro
relied on working near and exchanging ideas with like-minded colleagues to validate his
path. He further dealt with the anxiety of being a struggling artist by self-imposing a
steady regimen of hard work, believing that succeeding as a painting required practice
and perseverance, and experimenting with varying approaches and media to quell the
dissatisfaction he often felt with the results of his pictures. However the hours of hard
work invested in them did not ensure the salability of Pissarro’s works. His struggle to
support his large family and the incessant pressure exerted on him by his wife Julie to
bring home a paycheck throughout almost the entirety of his artistic career represent
leitmotifs of biographies of the artist.2 Like Degas, Pissarro made abundant works on
paper in the late 1870s and early 1880s, because of the necessity of earning a living by
selling his art, yet certain of his choices demonstrate a dedication to artistic integrity at all
costs and perhaps a fear of becoming too acceptable to the bourgeois clientele that certain
of his Impressionist colleagues began to court.3
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I contribute to the scholarship on Pissarro, by highlighting the artist’s struggle for
“unity” as manifest in his prints.4 As elaborated below I understand Pissarro’s idea of
unity to have entailed a harmonious balance of tone and line, which corresponded to the
artist’s innate vision or “sensations” combined with qualities of artistic refinement that
entered his vocabulary as he developed as an artist. These efforts manifest in the
increasing incrustation of the surfaces of the artist’s paintings, which eventually sought to
purify through his turn to Divisionism. Pissarro’s efforts in printmaking in 1879-80
demonstrate how the artist’s tireless pursuit of unity resulted initially in a near eradication
of line quite unusual for works in graphic media and an accumulation of tonal processes
that hinders their legibility. Pissarro’s first work in what he termed his manière grise,
Femme vidant une brouette (Figure 50), documents the artist’s tentative path to
compositional unity through the preservation of multiple preliminary states that allow the
viewer to phenomenologically experience his artistic decision-making. The print began
as a traditional ‘printed drawing’ in drypoint, which Pissarro obfuscated through
applications of various processes for realizing fixed tone, finally clarifying elements of
the composition with drypoint. The composition of a seemingly more confidently
achieved print from this period Effet de pluie (Figure 52) conversely began as
indecipherable tonal masses that the artist increasingly refined with drypoint line work.
Ambroise Vollard when the dealer demonstrated larger ambitions for his colored prints than the artist’s
insistence on handicraft and rarity allowed.
4
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Pissarro’s later prints show how he ultimately accepted line and drawing as
essential to his artistic practice. While Pissarro eventually found the rules of NeoImpressionism too restrictive, he sought to “combine the purity of the dot with the
freshness, suppleness, liberty, spontaneity and freedom of sensation postulated by
Impressionist art.”5 With regard to the artist’s prints, the lessons of Neo-Impressionism
arguably helped him balance his unbridled sensations with pure, decorative forms
through the reinstitution of contour. This balance relates to the “cachet primitive
moderne” for which Pissarro strove in his paintings, a combination of sophisticated
decorativeness and archaic awkwardness.6 Significantly Pissarro chose etching as the
medium for his most complex work on the market theme Marché à Gisors, rue
Cappeville (Figure 56). The product of several preliminary studies, this print progressed
traditionally from linear to toned to colored. Pissarro’s consideration for tone in the
preparation of this work demonstrates that while he streamlined his sensations, he was
careful to preserve his Impressionist concern for atmospheric effects. The artist’s good
friend Octave Mirbeau’s characterization of him as both ‘a philosopher and technician’ as
well as his self-identification with the proletariat all the while emphasizing that he
worked with his brain as well as his hands shows that, like Degas and Cassatt, Pissarro
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saw art-making as both intellectual and physical labor, a point bolstered by his careful
combinations of innate vision and artifice.7
Additionally I elaborate on printmaking as an important component of Pissarro’s
marketing strategy, reflective of his modern egalitarian view of media. Despite seeming
to commit career suicide with his Neo-Impressionist phase, the variety of works created
by Pissarro in ‘minor’ media throughout the 1880s showcases a lack of reverence for the
traditional hierarchical position accorded to oil painting and a desire to market his works
to all types of collectors without compromising his artistic values. While the artist
downplayed his interest in selling his prints, he actually proved fairly successful at
marketing them during the late 1880s and 1890s. Finally I connect my consideration of
Pissarro’s prints to his anarchism, as the artist’s approach to art-making reflected a
utopian vision of a future that valued consideration, handicraft and rarity over marketminded repetition and in which artists sold their wares directly to understanding
collectors versus cutthroat speculators.

Formation of Values and Working Practice
Born in Saint-Thomas, West Indies in 1830, Pissarro received his secondary
education in the Parisian suburb Passy, where his school’s headmaster, against the wishes
of his father, encouraged his affinity for drawing. Upon his return to Saint-Thomas, at
the age of seventeen, Pissarro acquiesced to the expectations of his father and entered the
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family business, a trading store, but persisted with his art, sketching the landscape of the
island. In 1852 he befriended the slightly older academically-trained Danish artist Fritz
Melbye and soon renounced the family business for painting, moving with Melbye to
Venezuela, where they established a communal studio in Caracas.8 Pissarro returned
briefly to Saint-Thomas before setting sail for France in the fall of 1855, never to return
to the West Indies. Years later he wrote about his decision to Eugène Murer:
Of course you have to have a bit of grit in you; there mustn’t be any chopping and
changing about it. I was in St Thomas in ‘52 in a well-paid job, but I couldn’t
stick it. Without more ado I cut the whole thing and bolted to Caracas to get clear
of the bondage of bourgeois life. What I have been through you can’t imagine,
and what I am suffering still is terrible, very much more than when I was young
and full of enthusiasm and ardour, convinced as I am now that I have no future to
look forward to. Nevertheless it seems to me, if I had to begin over again, I
should do precisely the same thing.9
This quotation elucidates the artist’s lifelong fear of compromise. Especially after
starting his continually increasing family in 1863,10 earning an income from his art
proved imperative, yet certain of Pissarro’s choices demonstrate his allegiance to artistic
integrity at the expense of familial comfort.
In Paris Pissarro chose the stylistically tolerant Barbizon landscapist Camille
Corot as his teacher and began cementing mutually supportive friendships with likeminded colleagues such as Ludovic Piette.11 By 1863 his circle included Monet,
Cézanne, Armand Guillaumin, Renoir and Frédéric Bazille.12 His Salon acceptances
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during the 1860s were erratic, and when his work did appear it received scant attention.13
Both a reflection of the artist’s personal values and his recognition that his chosen path
represented a difficult one, Pissarro initiated the practice of establishing his home in the
country rather than in Paris, moving to Montmorency in 1858.14 Once he had a growing
family for whom to provide, this lifestyle became a necessity. After the birth of their
second child in 1865, the Pissarros solidified their residence outside of the city, moving
to Pontoise and then Louveciennes.15 The artist’s preference for country over city
stemmed in part from a Rousseauian social and political outlook formed through
extensive reading and based on the belief that the routine and requirements of a simple
country life would allow humankind to regain the values lost to industrialization and
capitalism,16 yet Pissarro’s renunciation of bourgeois life and its material comforts hardly
made him a simple French peasant. The artist’s monetary needs compelled him to make
his way to Paris regularly to grudgingly promote his work where he thrived on the
stimulation he received there from reconnecting with his avant-garde artist friends.17
Michel Melot elucidates:
Myths about ‘the artist’ piously justify [his] poverty and attribute it to the
supposed ‘nature’ of the artist. The poverty of the artist is thus idealized and
becomes a symbol of freedom in general. What is not mentioned is that society
needs that ‘nature’ to perpetuate its ideal of freedom. Pissarro had to live in the
country. But at least once a month he also had to go to Paris--forced labor for
him--in order to make the rounds of the dealers. There he would stay in a hotel,
like a bourgeois. In Eragny [where the Pissarros moved in 1884] he was in debt
to all the tradesmen. In Paris he flattered buyers who talked about the nuances of
13
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his colors. His neighbors at Eragny could not have cared less about the difference
between an original print and a chromolithograph.18
Pissarro’s depictions of markets discussed below reveal his admiration for small-scale,
direct economics. However, as he could hardly hock his own wares at such venues,
Pissarro’s artistic enterprise necessitated two kinds of work—the enjoyable, productminded activity of making his paintings and prints and the task of convincing dealers in
Paris to purchase these works at a fair price, only to sell them for profit.19 As early as
1867, Pissarro and his circle considered the logistics of holding an independent exhibition
in which each participating artist would be allowed to show as many works as he liked
and have direct access to potential buyers, circumventing middlemen in the form of
dealers.20
In London, where he and his family waited out the Franco-Prussian war between
December 1870 and June 1871,21 Pissarro met Durand-Ruel, who valued his paintings at
200 francs apiece, significantly more than the 20-40 francs offered by one of the artist’s
first dealers, père Martin; however, Durand-Ruel would only carry a limited number of
the artist’s works.22 Pissarro supplemented his income selling to and trading with the
eccentric color-grinder and dealer père Tanguy and Eugène Murer, a pastry cook in
18
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Auvers who eventually amassed a collection of 122 Impressionist works at cutthroat
prices.23 In early 1873 the artist had reason to be optimistic about his financial prospects.
At the auction sale of the Hoschedé collection, a dealer named Hagerman purchased all
six of his pictures for exceptionally high prices, the largest going for 950 francs.24
Nevertheless, by October circumstances appeared grim. Pissarro wrote to Théodore
Duret that he hadn’t “a halfpenny to bless myself with,” and his nine-year-old daughter
Jeanne became gravely ill and died in the spring.25 He channeled his stress into the
organization of the cooperative society behind the first Impressionist exhibition. It is
well-known that the artist modeled the society’s charter on that of a bakers’ union in
Pontoise and sought to uphold egalitarian standards with regard to every aspect of the
enterprise,26 reflecting a desire to put Kropotkin-esque principles into practice on a
micro-scale. 27 However, Pissarro’s colleagues suppressed the full extent of his
ambitions. Renoir recalled, “Pissarro in particular, always filled with his egalitarian
theories, wished the position of each canvas to be determined by a draw or vote. For him
it was a matter of principle. Happily we did not listen to him.”28
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Rewald, 301, Adler, 1977, 52-3 and The Metropolitan Museum of Art, “August Renoir, Eugène Murer”
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(1908), in Anarchism: A Collection of Revolutionary Writings (Mineola, 2002), 157.
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Pissarro’s enthusiasm for establishing a cooperative exhibiting society reflects his
lifelong penchant for communal art-making. A product of his political views as well as
his self-deprecating nature, Pissarro thrived on connecting with and working alongside
other artists, and he habitually attracted younger artists desirous of gentle mentorship,
most significantly Paul Cézanne and Paul Gauguin. As shown in particular by Joachim
Pissarro’s catalogue, Pioneering Modern Painting: Cézanne and Pissarro 1865-1885,
these relationships were frequently reciprocal. Moreover in the 1880s, Pissarro followed
his adult son in becoming a devotee of the significantly younger Neo-Impressionists.
Pertinent to our discussion, the artist’s absorption of Degas’s printmaking expertise and
technical adaptability in 1879-80 pushed Pissarro to develop his idiosyncratic manière
grise, which involved the use of abrasives to achieve impressionistic tonal effects.
While the Impressionist exhibitions proved financially beneficial for Degas and
eventually Cassatt, as their work appeared relatively traditional compared to that of the
plein air Impressionists, the negative publicity hurt Pissarro’s sales. After the first
exhibition, père Martin refused to handle anymore of Pissarro’s pictures, purportedly
stating that the artist had no chance of success if he persisted in his “heavy, common style
with that muddy palette of his.”29 In the estimation of Duret, Pissarro had
succeeded after quite a long time in acquiring a public of select and tasteful art
lovers, but they are not the rich patrons who pay big prices. In this small world,
you will find buyers in the 300, 400, and 600 franc class. I am afraid that before
getting to where you will readily sell for 1,500 and 2,000, you will need to wait
many years. Corot had to reach seventy-five to have his pictures get beyond the
1,000 franc note… . The public doesn’t like, doesn’t understand good painting;
the medal is given to Gérôme, Corot is left behind. People who know what it’s all
La nécessité de couvrir les frais assez lourds de l’exposition fit accepter, au contraire, la
proposition de Degas. En augmentant le nombre des exposants, on diminuait, d’ailleurs, la quote-part des
frais de chacun:” Georges Rivière, Renoir et ses amis (Paris, 1921), 44.
29
Rewald, 334.
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about and who defy ridicule and disdain are few, and very few of them are
millionaires. Which doesn’t mean that you should be discouraged. Everything is
achieved in the end, even fame and fortune, and while counting upon the
judgment of connoisseurs and friends, you compensate yourself for the neglect of
the stupid.30
This assessment again identifies Impressionism as the domain of an astute few. Like
most of his colleagues, Pissarro counted on supporters of the vanguard and refused to
compromise for public accolades or financial security. He fared no better in the second
and third Impressionist exhibitions.31 As mentioned above a general economic
depression during the second half of the 1870s affected all of the Impressionists for
whom painting represented their livelihood.32 Renoir recalled a visit to the home of a
potential buyer who told him, “You are too late. Pissarro has just left, and I have taken a
painting of his. A human consideration: he has such a large family. Poor chap!”33
Typically Pissarro (writing to Caillebotte) called for a rallying of the group rooted
in diligent work: “You have heard Monet himself who is afraid of exhibiting. If the best
artists slip away, what will become of our artistic union? Monet believes that this
prevents us from selling—but I hear all the artists complaining, so that is not the cause.
Let us make good pictures, let us not exhibit sketches, let us be very disciplined with our
pictures… .”34 However like Degas, Pissarro began making smaller, more quicklyrealized works, which proved easier to sell than oil paintings.35 These included
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decorative fans, a format to which he returned throughout the 1880s.36 Attaching great
significance to craft and steady work, Pissarro seemingly found that experimentation and
learning new techniques mitigated the artistic satisfaction to which he was prone. We
possess only Degas’s correspondence from the period during which the artists prepared
for Le Jour et la Nuit, but his remarks about Pissarro’s enthusiasm suggest that the latter
eagerly immersed himself in perfecting his printmaking practice as a way both to take his
mind off of and alleviate his financial troubles.37 However despite their easier salability,
as works on paper went for much less than oil paintings, Pissarro’s prints, like those of
his colleagues, proved too time-consuming and rarified to be financially rewarding at this
juncture. In December of 1880, he responded to Duret’s suggestion that he market prints
in England, “As for etching, I have not had the time and the means to practice, it would
require of me two or three years of eager work. We stopped ourselves abruptly! The
need to sell urges me to watercolor, etching is abandoned for the moment.”38

Artistic Ideology and Printmaking Practice
Prior to my discussions of specific examples of the artist’s prints, I would like to
highlight four somewhat intertwining leitmotifs inherent to Pissarro’s artistic ideology
and significant to my understanding of his printmaking practice: the ontological
implications of work for the artist; the variability (both in terms of media and style) of his
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For a discussion of Pissarro’s painted fans see Kathleen Adler, “Objets de luxe or propaganda?: Camille
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oeuvre and the eventual equation of this variability with artistic freedom; Pissarro’s
unease about the monographic and private turn of Impressionism in the 1880s (and how
we might reconcile this unease with his printmaking practice); and his self-conception as
an artist-worker. Each of these themes, to a greater or lesser extent, connects to
Pissarro’s anarchism, as the artist’s approach to art-making reflected his hope for a future
in which artists would sell their products directly to collectors who valued deliberation,
handicraft and rarity.

Ontological Implications of Work
Pissarro seemingly dealt with the anxiety of being a struggling artist by selfimposing a steady regimen of hard work. He believed that to be a successful painter, one
must paint regularly and often, as opposed to waiting for inspiration,39 and frequently
pushed himself technically by experimenting with varying media and approaches.
Pissarro’s dogged attitude toward art-making proved inspirational to Cézanne, who
developed his structural approach to painting at Pontoise, where, as observed by Joachim
Pissarro, “work attained an ontological dimension in that it became a way to ‘realize’
one’s self.”40 Cézanne related to Émile Bernard, “Until the age of forty I lived as a
Bohemian: I wasted my life. It is only later when I got to know Pissarro, who was
indefatigable, that I developed a taste for work,” and Pissarro later declared to Mirbeau,
“Work is a marvelous regulator of moral and physical health; for me all sorrows, all
39

An attitude he explained to Lucien: “Georges [one of Camille’s sons] is very changeable and easily
becomes discouraged. …At such moments no efforts! His excuse is that he is waiting for sensations, the
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bitterness and griefs are forgotten, and even cease to exist in the joy of work.”41 He
counselled his oldest son Lucien, “…[D]raw a lot, always after nature... . If you could
persuade yourself that this is the most intelligent and most agreeable occupation! What
would be perfect is if you make yourself passionate for art, Sundays and feast days would
be the days of happiness, eagerly awaited… .42 As with Degas, work for Pissarro entailed
thinking as well as doing. He explained to his son Georges in 1889, “I have to withdraw
into myself just like the monks in the past, and then, quietly, patiently, I have to build up
my œuvre. …I work a lot mentally: I now need to execute.”43 The endgame of
compulsive work for both Pissarro and Cézanne of course was not a finished tableau in
the traditional sense but to successfully render their ‘sensations.’44 For Pissarro academic
works represented products of a learned craft or skill, not art: “I remember at the
Academy, there were some who were pretty skillful: they would draw with amazing
assurance. Later in life I saw these artists again at their work: it was still the same skill,
and nothing more. You remember Bastien-Lepage! And Carolus-Duran! Well, no, this
isn’t art!”45 Pissarro’s estimation of Jules Bastien-Lepage and Carolus-Duran accords
well with Baudelaire’s description quoted in Chapter Four of academic painting as
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“purely manual labour”46 and is consist with the tendency to emphasize rather than
conceal signs of “madeness” and personality found in the works of Degas and Cassatt.
The surfaces of Pissarro’s paintings evince his particular work ethic. Despite the
Impressionists’ general reputation for carelessness, Pissarro’s paint application appears at
a minimum methodical, rather than slapdash, and many of the artist’s works exhibit
belabored surfaces, demonstrating his struggle to realize his sensations. He advised
Lucien, “I recommend one thing, which is to do your utmost to push things to the very
end of where you began. Yet, I know full well myself of the difficulty, or the
difficulties—always unexpected that come and assail you in the open air.”47 Pissarro’s
hard work, and thus his sensations, the value of his art, manifested itself in the late 1870s
and early 1880s in the thickly encrusted surfaces of his paintings, the most extreme of
which appeared around 1883.48
Several of the prints Pissarro exhibited in 1880 in multiple states are similarly
dense, evincing the successive accumulation of tonal effects. Throughout the entirety of
his career, Pissarro stressed that he saw in patches (taches). These he translated to canvas
through methodical touches of color, constructing an image in a way that invites
phenomenological identification with the artist’s vision as well as the painting’s physical
execution.49 Many of Pissarro’s printed images employ both linear and tonal
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descriptions. However certain examples are more strictly linear, while others rely heavily
on tone to the near exclusion of sharp contours, seemingly reflecting the irreconciliation
of drawing and painting within the artist’s practice at that point. Pissarro’s linear prints
correlate to the notion of drawn or etched lines as manifestations of personality, while the
layering of effects in the tonal prints relates to the notion of the artist transcribing his
unique vision in patches. Parallel to his adoption of Divisionism as a means to purify his
sensations, Pissarro’s densely toned prints of 1879-80 gave way to etchings of more
clearly defined forms. Because of the anarchist notion that work should be enjoyable
plus the philosphy’s classification of art as a luxury (which should be available to all),
Richard Shiff sees Pissarro’s late work in particular as demonstrating a healthy and sane
obsession with work, “expressing its worker’s thought and feelings through a diligently
studied, rational application of pictorial science. …Despite their shock factor, Pissarro’s
intense colours and compellingly rhythmical forms derived not from sickness and
instability but from healthfulness and sanity… .”50 Pissarro’s rhythmic (in terms of color
as well as form) depictions of markets in diverse media from the 1880s and 1890s
(Figures 56, 58 and 59) discussed below well-illustrate the artist’s healthy conception of
work.

artist-viewer communication with regard to Cézanne: “Quality, light, color, depth, which are there before
us, are there only because they awaken an echo in our body and because the body welcomes them.
Things have an internal equivalent in me; they arouse in me a carnal formula of their presence.
Why shouldn’t these [correspondences] in their turn give rise to some [external] visible shape in which
anyone else would recognize those motifs which support his own inspection of the world?”: Maurice
Merleau-Ponty, “Eye and Mind,” trans. Carleton Dallery, in The Primacy of Perception (Evanston, IL,
1964), 164.
50
As compared to the excesses of Symbolist painters such as Vincent van Gogh: Richard Shiff, “The work
of painting: Camille Pissarro and Symbolism,” Apollo 136 (Nov. 1992): 310.
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Variability
Pissarro’s devotion to cooperative art-making throughout his career reflected his
tendency to self-doubt and related conviction that artists should encourage each other.51
His lack of egotism and open-mindedness are frequently identified both as cruxes of the
artist’s modernism as well as impediments. As described by Martha Ward, Pissarro
inspired important figures in the Modernist canon, such as Cézanne and Gauguin, to
greatness and “has seemed at moments to be decidedly ‘ahead’ of his time… . Yet at
other times in his career…Pissarro has seemed derivative, scattered, indecisive, out of
touch with himself, and, as it is politely put, ‘uneven.’ …[T]here are too many other
voices in Pissarro’s paintings, too many directions in his career for him to appear as a
full-fledged modernist.”52 Judging Pissarro for keeping up with the latest developments
in Paris (rather than retreating into isolation) Gauguin wrote in 1892, “You see what’s
happened to Pissarro from always wanting to be in advance and current about everything.
He lost any sort of personality and his entire oeuvre lacks unity. He always followed the
movement from Courbet, Millet, up to the little chemists who accumulated little dots.”53
Accessing the artist’s career shortly after his death, the critic Charles Morice remarked,
“[W]ithout personal genius, he had to submit to the influence of more powerful spirits.”54
Fifty years after that Clement Greenberg observed, “In himself he was one of the most
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decent persons ever to have won renown in art… . Pisssarro’s lack of egotism was
responsible perhaps for certain shortcomings of his art—its tendency toward monotony, it
frequent lack of incisiveness and motion.”55
To my mind Pissarro’s diversity, perhaps akin to Degas’s non fini, represents a
product of his chronic dissatisfaction rather than simply fickleness. As shown by my
discussion of the artist’s path to unity as manifest in the prints considered below, Pissarro
had an idea at least from the 1870s of what he wanted to achieve with his art, it was how
that eluded him. Unity for the artist involved constant trial and error in search of the best
way to realize his sensations, not cohesion in terms of subject matter, style or media.
Pissarro’s printed oeuvre showcases his devotion to craft and openness with regard to
technical experimentation, and the artist’s exchanges with Degas pushed him to develop
his manière grise, as well as arguably make more figure-focused works in various media
exhibiting a Japanese-inspired flatness. Yet the two artists were different enough with
regard to their interests and draftsmanship that Pissarro’s originality truly manifested
itself in his prints. Likewise Cassatt’s innovations in the early 1890s inspired Pissarro to
undertake his own experiments with color printing, but the results are not particularly
similar.
Pissarro’s impressionability produced an oeuvre that is quite varied both in terms
of media and style. In the early 1880s, Durand-Ruel exhorted Pissarro to make small
diverse, works: “I’m sure that in our next exhibition it will be these small compositions
that will sell the best and fastest. Spend your rainy winter days on these little studies.
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Think, too, about fans, as we discussed. You must think about varying your exhibition as
much as possible, and it is through this diversity that you will attract the public.”56
Pissarro soon exasperated the dealer by presenting him with fairly large oil paintings that
accorded to the tenets of Neo-Impressionism. While Durand-Ruel sought small works in
a variety of media from Pissarro, he objected to diversity in terms of style.57 Pissarro’s
reputation for fickleness and lack of focus derived largely from his venture into NeoImpressionism. Unlike Degas, whose failings in the eyes of multiple critics included
repetitiveness in addition to leaving works incomplete, Pissarro possessed a stubbornness
that generally compelled him to finish what he started. Despite their lack of refinement,
few of Pissarro’s works actually exhibit a lack of finish, but many display signs of
belaboring and reworking, sometimes in different styles.
Starting in the 1890s, Pissarro’s like-minded supporters presented his variability
as symptomatic of his prioritizing of individual freedom above market concerns. In his
preface to the catalogue for the artist’s 1890 exhibition at Boussod et Valadon, Geffroy
explained Pissarro’s Neo-Impressionist phase thusly: “He was a personal artist, of
beautiful vision and sure execution, and that was the essential thing. He thus obeyed the
interior law that governed his person, he moved incessantly towards the clarity that his
intimate being sought in the exterior world.”58 In 1891 Edmond Cousturier wrote,
Whereas so many artists pay dearly for their well-being by accepting work that is
often drudgery and by performing the harsh worldly obligations that procure it,
M. Pissarro has reached the same ends by following a longer but more beautiful
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path which he has so knowingly traced for himself, because the joy of exercising
his painter’s faculties in complete liberty has been the luxury of his life.59
Before attaining his success, Pissarro of course acceded to the demeaning drudgery of
hocking his art but staunchly remained true to his principles when it came to its making,
even when creating objects de luxe such as fans.

Unease about the Privatization of Impressionism
A consideration of Pissarro’s prints prompts the examination of two related
contradictions with regard to values ostensibly espoused by the artist’s political and
social beliefs. Firstly the private nature of works on paper established in the previous
chapters seems at odds with the artist’s apparent unease about the privatization of
Impressionism, its “absor[ption] into the private domains of dealers’ galleries,” that Ward
identifies as an impetus for Pissarro’s Neo-Impressionism.60 On Monet’s one-man show,
one of series hosted by Durand-Ruel in 1883, which included Pissarro later that year, the
artist wrote, “Monet’s show, which is marvelous, has not made a penny. A poor idea to
have one-man shows. The newspapers, knowing that a dealer is behind it, do not breathe
a word… .”61 In her essay on the eighth Impressionist exhibition, “The Rhetoric of
Independence and Innovation,” Ward describes how “independence now had to be
defined inside a competitive market, not simply outside a single institution.” All of the
Impressionists, those participating in the independent show and those exhibiting with
Georges Petit, sought to distance themselves from Durand-Ruel. They were anxious
about appearing too dependent on their longtime dealer, whose tumultuous financial
59
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situation they worried would negatively impact their reputations and prices.62 So on one
hand Pissarro believed it was in his economic interests to assert his independence in
1886, yet he wrote to Monet that the composition of the exhibition (referring to the
inclusion of the Neo-Impressionist contingent) should above all demonstrate the
exposition as “the initiative of the artists themselves.”63
Pissarro still desired and needed to sell his work but refused to compromise to do
so. He accused certain of the established Impressionists of conspiring with dealers to
impede progress, writing that “Seurat has something new to contribute which these
gentlemen, despite their talent are unwilling to appreciate… . I do not accept the
snobbish judgments of ‘romantic impressionists’ to whose interest it is to combat new
tendencies.”64 Comparing Pissarro and Degas’s motivations for asserting their artistic
independence in 1886, Ward observes: “Far from being able to afford an aloof posture,
Pissarro had been compelled by the depression in 1885 to grub among the lesser dealers
in Paris.”65 Thus when Degas advocated running the exhibition concurrent to Salon,
Pissarro complained, “Degas doesn’t care, he doesn’t have to sell… . [T]o spend money
exhibiting at the same time as the official Salon is to run the risk of selling nothing. Miss
Cassatt and Degas say that this is no objection, but it’s easy to talk that way when you
know where your next meal will come from!”66 Interestingly Degas’s only objection to
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Seurat’s La Grand Jatte was its monumental size.67 Pissarro, in line with the more public
purview of Neo-Impressionism, showed some of his largest paintings in 1886, though he
also exhibited saleable gouaches, etchings and a fan. Pissarro’s support and adoption of
Neo-Impressionism thus somewhat conflicted with his own economic interests, because
“[f]or the most part, the Neo-Impressionists were financially independent or otherwise
employed, and they seem not to have sought actively to establish connections with major
dealers during the late 1880s.”68 However while making paintings that Durand-Ruel
found difficult to sell, Pissarro continued to make prints throughout the 1880s, for which
he began to attract buyers in 1888.69
Pissarro’s ideology did not exactly accord with Impressionism’s eventual
reputation of social exclusivity and certain of its members’ abandonment of a collective
mentality for monographic exhibitions, and from the start of his career, he was against
indirect economics and the concept of art collecting as a speculative endeavor represented
by the dealer system. Like Degas he sought to appeal to the like-minded few who
appreciated his work’s idiosyncrasies. Melot well summarizes potential coexistence
between making prints for bourgeois collectors and anarchy:
Anarchism solved his problems in principle if not in practice by affirming above
all else the value of his individual freedom as well as the work created through the
exercise of that freedom. But at the same time it radically opposed any institution
that would restrict the freedom to create. Because it emphasizes the struggle for
individual freedom, anarchist thought can easily sidestep the question of class
struggle. Particularly in the case of artists, it evades the thorny problem of their
social status. The artist is given leave to continue working for the privileged class
without modifying his practice, at least for the time being, in demonstrating his
67
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own ideal freedom, he does exactly what the bourgeois asks of artist—but only of
artists--: Represent ideal freedom in general.70
Moreover the societal model envisioned by Kropotkin allowed ample leisure time for all
classes:
[T]he five or seven hours a day which each will have at his disposal, after having
consecrated several hours to the production of necessities, would amply suffice to
satisfy all longings for luxury… . Luxury, ceasing to be foolish and ostentatious
display of the bourgeois class, would become an artistic pleasure. …In collective
work, performed with a light heart to attain a desired end, a book, a work of art, or
an object of luxury, each will find an incentive and the necessary relaxation that
makes life pleasant.71
As Pissarro enjoyed the challenges of making prints and thus continued producing them
throughout the 1880s, his particular mode of employment represented a luxury (or its
own reward) in and of itself. Surely he also hoped to sell them to his “public of select
and tasteful art lovers,” who were not “the rich patrons who pay big prices,” to quote
Duret again.72
The association of printmaking with industry represents a second potential
contradiction between Pissarro’s prints and his political and social values. The artist
criticized both the mechanical reproduction of art as well as certain of his colleagues’
practices of making works of art in series. For example Pissarro viewed Monet’s
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exhibition of his grain stack series in 1891as attempting to fulfill the demands of
collectors: “These are the terrible effects of success.”73 The private album of pen and ink
drawings Les Turpitudes sociales that he created for his nieces contains an image
captioned “art is in a marasmus” of an artist in a garret at work on monotonous rows of
little paintings. To his right appear packages marked “Zululand exportation” and “New
York.” Seemingly trying to negate associations of his printmaking with repetition and
industry, Pissarro later stressed the rarity of his prints and the delicacy of his plates.
When he received his first order for prints from Samuel Avery in 1888, he distinguished
them by numbering, signing and dating them by hand, sometimes adding notes.74
Pissarro published his graphic work sparingly and he was particular about the
method of reproduction employed, proving especially critical of La Vie moderne’s use of
gillotage.75 He encouraged his sons, particularly Lucien, to pursue practical careers in the
applied arts and decoration, yet a letter from 1887 expresses the artist’s concern that they
learn to be workers and earners while remaining artists and avoiding the disaffection of
repetitive labor:
One year of handling a tool would suffice, what would require more time is
drawing figures and sketching after nature everywhere. That is how we make a
good worker! ...But where to find this facility? …If one is dealing with an
73
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industrialist, his interest takes precedence over that of the child. Too bad for the
child we don’t give a damn about his future. The superiority of work is a joke
suited only for artists stupid enough to waste their time on frivolous matters. Just
compare modern sculptures with any of the crudest Gothic. That idiot Gothic was
making art and being a good worker at the same time.76
Once Pissarro settled in Eragny, purchasing the land where he lived in 1892, he and his
grown sons cultivated an arts and crafts école that insisted on manual, archaic
technologies.77 Along these lines Melot shows how Pissarro’s anarchy accorded with the
values of the market for original prints, as anarchy’s anti-industrialist stance drew certain
artists to artisanal modes of image-making, creating works that fulfilled the desires of the
“liberal bourgeoisie” for unique, handcrafted objects.78

Self-conception as an Artist-worker
The tendency was and is to correlate Pissarro’s subject matter and his preference
for the country to the city to his politics, viewing his works of peasants as anarchist
visions of society’s future. However it is important to note that Pissarro’s artistic
philosophy comprised recording his surroundings, and although his works containing
large figures consist mainly of rural themes, his oeuvre—prints included—contains many
works of cities, such as Paris and Rouen. In the spirit of a true Modernist, he advised
Lucien in 1884, “[D]o not vex yourself about doing something new. Novelty lies not in
the subject but in the manner of expressing it.”79 Accordingly Pissarro’s anarchy proves
more relevant to the way in which he constructed his pictures. Apropos the paintings in
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his 1883 one-man-show at Durand-Ruel’s, several critics complained about the heavyhanded monotony of Pissarro’s technique. For example Frédéric Henriet asked, “Why
does he use a choppy, cottony style of tiring uniformity?”80 A. Hustin critiqued that
everything in a Pissarro painting appeared as if made of the same substance, and Paul
Labarrière described the artist’s recent work as illegible “tableaux en relief.”81
While the increased uniformity of Pissarro’s technique certainly relates to his
eventual adoption of Neo-Impressionism, a lack of compositional legibility characterized
several of the prints he displayed in 1880, discussed in detail below, bringing to mind
Fronica Wissman’s observation, quoted in Chapter Two, that Pissarro introduced new
conceptions in minor media before codifying them in oil.82 Melot views Impressionism’s
general refusal “to reproduce the world in terms of a hierarchical order” and Pissarro’s in
particular as affirming “personal and intuitive experience in opposition to socially
conditioned knowledge and shared beliefs.”83 In prints from 1879-80, such as Sous-bois
à Hermitage (Figure 3), Paysage, masure (Figure 51) and Paysage, arbres et coteaux, all
of which Pissarro presented in multiple states, a lack of hierarchical distinction effects
near illegibility. The exhibition of more than one state of these works in particular evs
the artist’s desire to reveal the layers of their construction. The decoratively horizontal
Paysage en long (Figure 55), exhibited the same year, seemingly represents an attempt at
greater clarity without traditional contours, as auras of white differentiate aspects of the
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landscape similar to the artist’s practice of defining objects “in reserve” with thin borders
of blank canvas.84
The artist’s exhibition of states of his prints moreover corresponds to the exposure
of métier associated with Impressionism at large, but Pissarro especially epitomized the
artist-worker. Mirbeau elaborated this notion in an article on the artist in 1891:
Not only does Mr. Pissarro paint, but he knows why he paints: and he paints with
both the reasoning of a technician and of a philosopher. … He does not believe
that the painter is a being of a super-terrestrial essence, outside and above
mankind. He firmly believes that the painter ‘is in humanity,’ in the same way as
the poet, the farmer, the doctor, the blacksmith, the chemist, the worker who
weaves, who planes, who turns the copper and tempers steel. For him, the painter
confirms not an esoteric mission, nor one of luxury; he contributes, like everyone
doing something useful and beautiful, to the work of general harmony… .85
While Pissarro defended his works’ “grossier” qualities,86 part of what led him to NeoImpressionism in the 1880s was the acknowledgment that his paint application had
become too heavy handed and that his message might become more legible through the
employment of “a smoother technique”:
I will tread calmly in the path I have taken, and try to do my best. At bottom, I
only have a vague sense of its rightness or wrongness. I am much disturbed by
my unpolished and rough execution; I should like to develop a smoother
technique which, while retaining the old fierceness, would be rid of those jarring
notes which make it difficult to see my canvases clearly except when the light
falls in front. There lies the difficulty—not to speak of drawing.87
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Ward describes Pissarro as subscribing to “a conscientious impressionism,”
rooted in artistic freedom and enjoyable, sincere work, manifest in the formal elements of
his pictures. She further adopts a terminology coined by the artist himself to describe his
works of the 1880s, ‘modern primitivism.’88 While modern primitivism frequently
entailed “oddly disposed bodies” inspired by those of the middle ages and exemplified by
figural works such as La bergère (Musée d’Orsay), it also included the incorporation of
“decidedly unrustic, decorative patterns” into the artist’s rural motifs, as exhibited by the
shadows in the lower right corner of La Cueillette des pommes (Ohara Museum of Art,
Japan). Denouncing the mysticism associated with Symbolism, Pissarro relished
translating rustic and humble themes into a decorative idiom, a practice he observed in
Gothic ornament.89 Furthermore, “It was the anarchists’ emphasis that brought Pissarro
and impressionism close…to idyllic visions of work and play at leisure, mainly
associated by them with Asian artists working far from urban centers and market
demands.”90 I add to Ward’s observations that the artists associated with Impressionism
conceivably more readily invoked ‘primitive’ and decorative sources in their prints, for
which, because of prints’ association with the applied arts, there existed less expectation
for mimesis. As elaborated below one finds the combination of decorativeness and
awkwardness that Ward identifies in paintings such as Le vue de ma fenêtre par temps
gris (1886-8) in many of Pissarro’s prints.91 Additionally while certain of the artist’s
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prints arguably represent his most modern works with regard to their formal innovations,
Pissarro prided himself on realizing them through archaic, artisanal techniques.
Ward relates Pissarro’s ‘modern primitivism’ to anarchism by suggesting that “the
very idea of the ‘modern primitive’ seems to have been a powerful draw for [the avantgarde of the 1880s], a promise not of exotic escape, but perhaps a glimpse of a differently
rationalized future, the rudiments of new sensibilities.”92 In 1891 the Belgian NeoImpressionist Henri van de Velde wrote a history of the peasant in painting that
concluded with Pissarro’s landscapes, in which honest rural labor produced a simple,
bright and orderly modern landscape:
The new farms are seated all along the dirt paths; they carefully hold precious and
beautiful pink bricks under their high trimmed, thatch hoods; at all of their
properly rectangle openings, identical closures and shutters.
Here, through the strictest simplification of lines is the farm become the most
exquisite conception of an exquisite childlike naïveté!
…Modernity has levelled everything!
Yesterday’s crazy locks of thatch are beautiful blood tiles today, they rebake their
beautiful red color in the sun. The red explodes and cries as loud as it can cry,
squeezed by its green complementary, green which exults, having awaited it
forever, morosely, as it would a promised fiancée.93
The clean, brightly colored clarity described by Van de Velde evokes the Travaux des
Champs wood engravings (Figure 63), on which Camille and his son Lucien collaborated,
and Lucien later described the style of the “school of Eragny,” comprised of himself, his
father and his artist siblings, thusly: “a characteristic ornamentation that the land has
inspired in us and a workmanship which comes at the same time from Japonisme, from
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the Gothic and yet is modern and impressionist.”94 This description again proves apt for
the flattened perspectives and thick, Cloisonnist lines of the Travaux des Champs wood
engravings. Pissarro’s ‘healthy,’95 brightly colored depictions of markets (Figures 56, 58
and 59) moreover employ perspectival devices borrowed from Japanese prints and a
decorative use of line and color reminiscent of stained glass windows without negating an
Impressionist attention to naturalistically depicting light and shade.

Manière grise: Select Prints from 1878-80
Pissarro first tried his hand at etching in the early 1860s, when he was a member
of the Society of Etchers but never published with them.96 In 1872 Pissarro and Cézanne,
who was staying with him in Pointoise, frequently joined Dr. Paul Gachet and
Guillaumin (both living in nearby Auvers-sur-Oise) on outdoor painting excursions and
made etchings using the press in Gachet’s studio. Gachet was very involved in Richard
Lesclide’s Paris à l’eau-forte and published prints under the pseudonym Van Ryssel, but
neither Cézanne nor Pissarro published their prints at this time, and those made at Auvers
represent the only prints created by Cézanne or Guillaumin.97 Working with Gachet
surely affirmed the value of communal experimentation. However it was not until he
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encountered Degas’s combination of expertise, enthusiasm and flexibility in 1879-80 that
Pissarro made prints in earnest for exhibition and publication.98
Pissarro’s resumption of printmaking in the late 1870s correlates to his
dissatisfaction with his paintings as well as his financial insecurity during this period.
While his previous showings in the Impressionist exhibitions consisted entirely of
paintings, in 1879 the artist, possibly inspired by Degas in 1877, began to display more
quickly and inexpensively realized works such as pastels and fans painted with gouache
and watercolor. Works on paper comprised a significant portion of his output for the
remainder of his career. Pissarro produced some 200 etched plates in 1879-80, at least
twelve of which Degas pulled.99 While his most groundbreaking prints from this period
are those in which tone takes precedence over line, it seems that Degas’s enthusiasm
about using unorthodox methods to achieve unique effects propelled their realization and
perfection. Evidence of Pissarro’s enduring esteem for Degas’s example appears in his
letters to Lucien: “Draw more and more often,--remember Degas” and “you are not alone
in your enthusiasm for Degas who is without a doubt the greatest artist of the period.”100
Lest I present their relationship was one-sided, Pissarro’s tonal approach to landscape
described below surely impacted Degas’s series of monotypes from 1892, in particular
the impressions of Crépuscule avec Meules (Figure 49) he himself printed in colored
ink.101 Degas retained a variety of Pissarro’s plates and impressions in his studio, and as
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observed by Ann Dumas, the atmoshperic effects of Degas’s painting Jockeys in the Rain
(Glasgow) seems to draw on Pissarro’s Effet de Pluie (Figure 52).102
This section considers a selection of Pissarro’s prints from 1878-80, focusing on
how they visually reveal the artist’s physical and intellectual labor and his refinement of
his personal vision or sensations. As a group these prints and their preliminary states
show a daring and novel suppression of line by tone and illustrate the artist’s painstaking
quest for pictorial unity and desire to make works that were both primitive and modern.
He achieved these works through the development of his idiosyncratic manière grise
process for realizing tone. Manière grise was the terminology used by the artist to
describe his method of scraping a plate with abrasives, such as emery, sandpaper or metal
brushes to realize a tone that mimics a fine aquatint grain.103 Pissarro put his struggle on
display by exhibiting multiple states of his most labored works, while only showing
single states of those which appear more confidently realized. As interchange represents
such an important part of Pissarro’s continual artistic development, Degas’s role is
emphasized.
The twelve states of Femme vidant une brouette (Figure 50), Pissarro’s most
complicated print, showcase the inception of his manière grise as a means to achieve
unity by “‘homogen[izing]’ the motif,” as described by Melot. “Just as he juxtaposed
small touches of different colors in his paintings, so in his etchings he interspersed white
flecks among other marks in order to blend one area with another. …Abrasives rubbed
on the plate produced a hazy gray mass, which might be left by itself or superimposed
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over objects that threatened to stand out too much… .”104 Similar to Degas’s Mary
Cassatt at the Louvre works, Pissarro worked on Femme vidant une brouette sporadically
over a period of several years, eventually covering one of the proofs in pastel and
gouache (Rhode Island School of Design). The print began as a sparse drypoint that
Shapiro describes as “a bleak, wintry scene.” It typically appears with an 1880 date, but
according to Druick and Zegers, Pissarro sent a third state of the print, under its English
name Woman Emptying a Wheelbarrow, to the 1878 Dudley Gallery Black and White
Exhibition in London, asking the high price of £5 (approximately 100 francs).105 Pissarro
apparently decided to rework the print in 1880 with the involvement of Degas, as
suggested by the latter’s possession of eight impressions of it.106
It is noteworthy that Pissarro preferred to create tone by modifying his plates
rather than through painterly inking. In the 1860s, as described by Shapiro, exaggerated
inking “became a facile manner to disguise poor draughtsmanship.”107 About the printer
Auguste Delâtre, known for his expressive inking, Pissarro complained, “[I]l sauce trop,”
and after expressing his appreciation for the “pithiness and delicacy” of Whistler’s
inking, he nevertheless averred, “Now we would like to achieve suppleness before the
printing.”108 Thus the artist achieved the dramatic tonal shifts between the early and later
states of Femme vidant une brouette entirely through fixed tone rather than varying the
ink on the surface of the plate or wiping it to adjust the light.
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In the fourth state of Femme vidant une brouette (Figure 50b), Pissarro enlarged
the tree and pile of hay in the foreground. He scraped the plate to give it a gray tonality.
He then refreshed the work’s drypoint line work (visible in the sixth state; Figure 50c)
before suppressing it with more scraping and various aquatint tones. In the tenth state,
dense foliage fills the once “bleak, wintry scene.” Patches of white among the grayscale
tones create the impression of shimmering light. In the eleventh and twelfth states
(Figures 50d and e), the artist clarified the now densely layered image with drypoint,
particularly in leaves of the tree. The darkening and crowding of the composition
through the accumulation of tones compress the space, creating a decorative botanical
surface pattern. This exemplifies the non-hierarchical composition that Melot identifies
as a hallmark of the Impressionist mode of vision: “The intention is not so much to
destroy perspective overtly, but to ignore it as a working device. Pissarro builds his
composition from purely visual data, painting what is seen even before identifying it.
The Impressionist vision takes reality en bloc.”109 Yet when we look at the states of
Femme vidant une brouette in particular, while the final impression is of reality taken “en
bloc,” the previous states exhibit a vacillation between a traditional printed drawing and
what Shapiro describes as a “printed painting.”110 The final manifestation of Femme
vidant une brouette well-accords with the artist’s conception of the modern primitive,
containing both sophisticated decorative patterning (the foliage) as well as the
awkwardness associated with naïve, ‘primitive’ vision (the illogical anatomy of the
woman and her wheelbarrow).
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Pissarro did not exhibit Femme vidant une brouette in 1880. At this point it
seemingly represented a private record of the artist’s development of his manière grise to
achieve compositional unity in his printed works. Later examples done in this fashion
show a more logical progression from vague to defined and consist of fewer states. Lant
suggests that Pissarro’s emphasis on tones rather than color in his paintings meant that he
had an easier time translating his sensations into grayscale than the other Impressionist
landscapists: “[T]he link back to Corot is the vital one here—Corot who had said, ‘What
there is to be seen in painting, or rather what I look for is the form, the ensemble, the
value of the tones; colour for me comes after.’”111 While the manière grise represented a
means to realize painterly effects,112 the artist achieved these through painstakingly
manipulating his plates as opposed to bravura inking. As discussed above and despite
assumptions to the contrary with regard to Impressionism, Pissarro was a methodical
rather than a haphazard painter and printmaker. For Antonia Lant this more laborious
approach to tone best suited the artist’s subject matter, as “the imagery of ploughed earth,
of haystacks, of labouring amongst cabbages, was close to the nature of etching, to the
resistance of the metal to the drypoint needle which scores a furrow, to the abrasion of
zinc with stumps of emery, to the working and reworking of the image.”113 The artist’s
insistence on etched tone rather than painterly inking meant that his prints’ value lay in
the qualities of the etched plate. The delicate effects of the manière grise moreover wore
away with successive printings, and Pissarro ensured the quality as well as the rarity of
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his prints by pulling impressions himself and limiting the number of proofs pulled from a
plate. Painterly inking would have obfuscated the subtlety and distinctiveness of his
plates.114 Pissarro emphasized the delicacy of his work in the manière grise in 1891
when the increasing interest of collectors compelled him to revisit his earlier prints,
writing to Lucien,
…I chose forty-two proofs of mounted etchings and will send them to you. You
will find among them a free proof of Setting Sun, an artist’s proof which I would
like you to deliver to M. Ricketts for me. You know that these proofs are very
rare, I have only eight of them, and these are not very good; the plate is difficult
to pull.
The proof of Fields and Mills is first-rate. There are only three proofs of this sort;
the steeling obliterated the suppleness of the background. I have only three proofs
left, the third is for the Luxembourg Museum. Woman Emptying a Wheelbarrow
is rare, you recall there are only two proofs, only one of which, the one I am
sending you is good; this is the one in grey. As for The Hovel [Paysage, masure]
you know that only six of this one have been pulled. The steeled proofs are
sometimes very beautiful but less rare… .
I suppose you will have difficulty in making people understand that I am not an
engraver, that these are simply graven impressions.115
Despite the artist’s characteristic self-deprecation, this letter demonstrates that Pissarro
saw his prints of 1879-80 as some of his best work and that he did in fact see himself a
true peintre-graveur because of the quality of his plates.
In the 1880 Impressionist exhibition, Pissarro showed ten prints. Of these he
exhibited multiple states of four: four states of Sous-bois à Hermitage (Figure 3); three
states of Foire de la Saint-Martin (Figure 53), a precedent for his markets of the 1880
and 1890s; three states of Paysage, masure (Figure 51); and two states of Paysage,
arbres et coteaux. The latter two appeared in the same frame and represent particularly
114
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labored works in terms of the application of tone. Conversely Pissarro chose to show
only one state of one of his most famous prints, Effet de pluie (Figure 52). Consisting of
six states, this work proves no less complicated than those exhibited in more than one
state, inciting curiosity about the artist’s motivation for showing multiple states of some
works and not others. Appearing last in the catalogue in a single state, Petit Bois à
l’Hermitage, Pontoise (identified by Berson as Paysage en long) (Figure 55) serves as an
interesting foil to the dense compositions preceding it. Its emphatically horizontal format
seemingly allowed the artist more space for clarity. Its compositional elements appear
less layered, existing side by side on the same plane, delineated by white auras. Below I
consider three of Pissarro’s prints from the 1880 exhibition—Paysage, masure; Effet de
pluie; and Paysage en long. Firstly I examine the artist’s refinement of his process for
creating works in the manière grise. Secondly I hypothesize about why he chose to put
that process on display for some works and not others. Thirdly I discuss how Pissarro’s
printmaking ventures in 1879-80 reveal his struggle for achieving compositional unity
without sacrificing clarity, culminating in Paysage en long, the clearly defined forms of
which presage those of Divisionism.
Whereas with Femme vidant une brouette Pissarro turned a printed drawing into a
largely tonal image, Paygage, masure (Figure 51) and Effet de Pluie (Figure 52) began as
compositions of aquatint masses that became more defined with each successive state. In
the second state of Paysage, masure (Figure 51a), dark gray tone, indicating the
landscape takes up two-thirds of the picture plane. Amorphous lighter areas along the
bottom quarter of the print seemingly denote flowers. The ghostly outline of a cottage
emerges from the horizon line. To the left appears the suggestion of a road and another,
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more distant cottage. Haphazard markings in the sky suggest clouds. The artist added
trees in pencil behind the closer cottage, the etched versions of which appear, disappear
and reappear in successive states. By the fourth state (Figure 51b), the artist subdued the
marks in the sky, and his scraping and burnishing create the suggestion of light filtering
into the murky scene. The fuzzy, tonal suggestion of a tree line in the distance raises the
horizon line, subsuming the further cottage, and etched details, such as stairs and
indications of bricks, begin to describe the closer one. In the seventh state (Figure 51c), a
small pond appears before the main cottage, and a barren landscape containing
indications of more houses appears in the left background while gnarled, etched trees
reappear to the right. So a “to-ing and fro-ing of tones and textures,” to quote Lant,116
still characterizes the development of Paysage, masure, yet the states more decidedly
progress from an Impressionist innate vision of the landscape as masses of tone to a
landscape still dependent on tone but clarified by the artificial addition of lines.
Again the artist showed three states of Paysage, masure in the 1880 Impressionist
exhibition, at some point numbering, naming and signing them. Lant argues that “[h]e
conceived of them as having equal importance, together forming the work—none of them
was the final state… .” The aim of realizing and exhibiting multiple states “was to
register discrete moments of observation, in between which the weather had changed.”117
Indeed variances between the trees, the sky and the amount of light in states four and
seven of Paysage, masure evoke different weather conditions. In addition, as with
Degas’s works of Mary Cassatt at the Louvre, by allowing his audience to consider
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multiple states of Paysage, Masure, Pissarro granted them access to both his physical and
intellectual artistic process, manifest in the states’ progression from vague to defined as
well as a ‘to-ing and fro-ing’ with regard to details. We cannot know which states
Pissarro selected to display, but if we consider the two most frequently illustrated
examples, four and seven, we find that while both appear reasonably finished by the
standards of Impressionism, but convey variant sensations, imparted by a soft haziness
and a more splintered lighting resulting in sharper details respectively. Perhaps
Pissarro’s exhibition of multiple states in this case also acknowledged his inability to
settle on a definitive final version, thus presenting more than one option.
Effet de Pluie (Figure 52) represents one of the most popular of Pissarro’s prints
from this period. Arguably it is the most harmonious. While its realization was complex,
consisting of six states, the states display a more assured progression, none of the “to-ing
and fro-ing” present in the examples discussed thus far. The composition, consisting of
shadowy trees and a haystack along the horizon line of a field and a seated and a standing
figure with their backs to us in the left foreground, relates to the equally admired
Crépuscule avec Meules (Figure 49), to which all evidence indicates Degas contributed
heavily. Crépuscule avec Meules represents an expertly toned and illuminated print, and
its realization in three states also indicates an assured execution. Yet the occurrence of
many of its impressions on small scraps of paper and in colored ink suggests it was an
experimental collaboration, a conceivable stepping stone for Effet de Pluie.118 The first
state Effet de Pluie (Figure 52a) exhibits an allover gray veil, with slightly darker
118
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markings in the foreground and sky and the silhouette of the haystack appearing between
the first indications of the horizon line and road. In the second state (Figure 52b)
shadowy suggestions of all of the composition’s components are present, and the
lightening of the field and sky make the print appear illuminated from within. In the next
few states, the artist clarified the trees, haystack and figures with drypoint and used a
multi-pronged tool to evoke the grass of the field. Not until the sixth and final state
(Figure 52d) did Pissarro indicate a sudden and intense rain through the addition of
assertive oblique lines over the entirety of the composition.119 Pissarro used the manière
grise as well to describe rain for Foire de la Saint-Martin (Figure 53) in 1879 and for two
prints of the Place de la République in Rouen in1883 (Figure 54), about one of which
Lucien wrote,
And here is verbatim what [Charles] Ricketts [an English illustrator and printer]
has told me before: ‘You know, I prefer certainly some etchings of your father to
those of Whistler, and to find another [comparable?] etcher it is necessary to go
back to Rembrandt…” Is this not an exquisite compliment? He thought he was
sincere and I think he is right…it is he who invented this liberated etching and so
specialized in biting the metal…. I believe that by not concerning yourself too
much with métier, you have found a way to make the metal work for you that is
linked very closely with the material; This is precious!120
These comments reinforce the idea that Pissarro’s insistence on fixed tone cemented his
peintre-graveur status and contributed to the value of his prints.
The uniquely horizontal work Paysage en long (Figure 55), identified by Berson
as the final print exhibited by Pissarro in 1880, contains similar components to Sous-bois
119
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à l’Hermitage (Figure 5)—brambly trees in the foreground, the village in the middleground and hills in the background. Yet in Sous-bois à l’Hermitage, the compositional
elements have the appearance of being layered on top of one another creating a dense,
difficult to read image, in which the background features strain toward the foreground
through a web of trees and branches. In Paysage en long, it is as if the horizontal
extension of the picture plane allowed the artist to relocate the village to the left of the
trees, creating an image that is clearer but no less flat.
Paysage en long further proves noteworthy for its ostensible lack of line. Pissarro
realized the print in three states, describing its contents primarily in various aquatint
tones, adding a few etched lines in the third state.121 While a lighter gray contributes
texture to the hills of the background and a small area of the landscape in the central
foreground, the darker gray of central group of trees appears in the roofs of the village
and along the horizon line, pulling these features toward the picture plane. In the center
of the composition, patchy shrubbery and foliage fills the areas in between the branches
and trunks of the trees. As in Sous-bois à l’Hermitage, the elements occurring behind the
trees appear to strain toward the foreground, but white auras around the trees keep this
section from becoming too muddled, creating a decorative surface pattern. The absence
of line in Paysage en long corresponds again to the idea of the artist’s ‘primitive’ or
innate vision, but its horizontal format and confidently realized surface pattern show a
sophisticated understanding of decoration and Japanese prints in particular.122 The
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artificial patterns imposed on nature by the artist’s decorative style serve as another
means of stressing a work’s status as a crafted object.
As further evidence of Pissarro’s search for refinement with regard to his
printmaking practice in 1879-80, the artist transferred both Paysage en long and Sousbois à l’Hermitage from zinc to copper plates per Degas’s suggestion: “The prevailing
blackish or rather greyish shade comes from the zinc which is greasy in itself and retains
the printer’s black. The plate is not smooth enough. I feel sure you do not have the same
facilities at Pontoise as at the rue de la Huchette. In spite of that you must have
something a bit more polished.”123
Pissarro’s use of white auras to differentiate the trees from the surrounding foliage
corresponds to his (and Cézanne’s) practice of sometimes indicating the contours of
objects “in reserve,” as described by Joachim Pissarro, leaving a “millimeter-thin furrow
of exposed canvas…around the contours of objects,” creating “a thin ridge that highlights
the volumes of the objects depicted.”124 This conspicuous separation of the components
also seems to herald the clarity of Pissarro’s Divisionist works without yet resorting to
the reintroduction of artificially imposed contours.125 Additionally one of the two brief
critical mentions of Pissarro’s prints in the 1880 exhibition (Huysmans’s) describes the
artist’s etched oeuvre as “enveloped by the purple of its frames surrounding a yellow
paper…, on which are pitted dry points and etchings… .” 126 This consideration again
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suggests Pissarro’s interest in complementary colors before encountering the the NeoImpressionists.

Financial Situation and Printmaking Activity in the 1880s and 1890s
Though he lamented to Duret about having to put printmaking aside because it
was too time-consuming to be profitable,127 Pissarro remained a prolific printmaker after
the 1880 Impressionist exhibition. While he proudly emphasized the rarity of his prints,
his printed oeuvre is more extensive and less sporadic than those of Degas and Cassatt.
The artist’s correspondence verifies his interest in marketing his prints, which appeared
regularly in exhibitions of his work throughout the 1880s and 1890s, albeit his paintings
received the lion’s share of the critical attention. Pissarro represents one of the earliest
printmakers to sign, number and annotate his prints, which certified their uniqueness.128
After 1880 the repercussions of the 1877 economic crisis eased, but only briefly.
Pissarro wrote to Duret, “I am not rolling in gold but I am enjoying the fruits of moderate
but constant sales. I dread only a return to the past.”129 Then in 1882 the collapse of the
Union Générale bank set off another depression that put Durand-Ruel heavily in debt.
While he was no longer able to buy from the Impressionists, he aggressively marketed
their work abroad and launched a series of one-man-shows, which as predicted by
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Pissarro proved less impactful than the group shows.130 In 1884 Durand-Ruel had to
liquidate his part of stock and in 1885 he had to contest an accusation of fraud from a
group of rival dealers. As discussed above, these events alerted the Impressionists to the
precariousness of their dependence on one dealer.131
Meanwhile Lucien introduced his father to a potential solution to his struggles to
achieve a more unified painting style, the adoption of color theories espoused by Seurat
and Signac. Pissarro’s recent paintings showed an interest in juxtaposing areas and
individual brushstrokes of complementary colors. In addition the artist was employing a
more ‘monotonous,’ less spontaneous technique, constructing surfaces of small, uniform
touches of pigment. While Pissarro’s excitement about the Neo-Impressionists was
partly symptomatic of his desire to refine his sensations, he also sought to recapture the
spirit of community that fostered the Impressionist movement, as he disliked the
monographic, market-oriented avenue to which he saw his former cohorts, particularly
Monet and Renoir, stooping. Ward suggests, “With neo-impressionism, Pissarro had
provisionally accepted monotony in execution as a trade-off for the egalitarian promise of
simple craft. He no doubt agreed with Fénéon that the monotony of neo-impressionist
technique was the way to regain the possibility for sincere, legible and complete
expression, following on what was seen to be the marketing of bravura by
impressionism.”132 By the end of the 1880s he abandoned Neo-Impressionism because
he
found after many attempts…that it was impossible to be true to my sensations and
consequently to render life and movement, impossible to be faithful to the effects,
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so random and so admirable, of nature, impossible to give an individual character
to my drawing, I had to give it up. And none too soon! Fortunately it appears
that I was not made for this art which gives me the impression of the monotony of
death.133
Pissarro’s Neo-Impressionist period hurt his reputation as well as his finances,
putting additional strain on his struggling family.134 While Ward writes, “Pissarro’s
reputation would never fully recover from the progress he attempted to make in 1886,”
she also succinctly sums up the more nuanced reality of the artist’s situation in the second
half of the 1880s: Pissarro, for the most part, heeded the advice of his older friends who
discouraged him from exhibiting in the forums of his younger colleagues, though he did
show at Les XX. In 1887 he gave up on Durand-Ruel, who refused to purchase his
pictures and showed at Georges Petit’s gallery (though he was disappointed by Petit’s
treatment of his paintings).135 In the spring of 1888, Theo Van Gogh began to take
Pissarro’s work on consignment, purchasing some and putting on a show at Boussod and
Valadon. Pissarro’s activity with other dealers compelled Durand-Ruel to take his
paintings again, though he sent a number of them to his gallery in New York.136
While Pissarro was making large paintings according to a difficult-to-sell, NeoImpressionist formula, he continued to make small works in other media. His 1883 stay
in Rouen inspired expressive pen and ink drawings, which led to prints of Rouen and
Osny shown in the 1886 Impressionist exhibition. In this manner as elaborated below,
Pissarro catered to the art market through variety rather than repetition. In April 1888 he
received a commission for a selection of etchings from Samuel Avery in New York,
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which he hand-numbered and dated. He produced and exhibited prints continually
henceforth, increasingly selling them. He participated in the first two Peintres-Graveurs
exhibitions in 1889 and 1890, and his solo exhibition concurrent with Cassatt’s at
Durand-Ruel’s in 1891, included prints. From 1890 Durand-Ruel stocked his etchings,
followed by Boussod and Valadon in 1892. By 1894 he had dealers in Germany, the
United States and England handling his prints.137
Pissarro’s 1892 retrospective at Durand-Ruel’s was a financial and critical success
and marked the long-awaited turning point for the artist’s fortunes. The show opened at
the end of January, and in February Durand-Ruel bought fifteen works, exceeding his
purchases from the previous six years.138 Ward writes, “Now Pissarro stopped painting
the fans and little repetitions in gouache that had been designed to bring in money when
times were hard. He was free to pursue other options.”139 Labor-intensive color printing
represented one of those other options. Despite his enthusiasm over Cassatt’s works
exhibited in 1891, Pissarro did not attempt color etching until 1894 when he bought his
own press from Delâtre.140 He eventually completed five etchings in color, which he
exhibited at Ambroise Vollard’s gallery in June 1896.
While Pissarro found the rules of Neo-Impressionism too restrictive, he sought to
“combine the purity of the dot with the freshness, suppleness, liberty, spontaneity and
freedom of sensation postulated by Impressionist art.”141 With regard to the artist’s
printmaking practice, the lessons of Neo-Impressionism arguably helped him balance his
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unbridled sensations with pure, decorative forms through the reinstitution of contour.
The rigors of Neo-Impressionist color theory surely aided Pissarro’s realization of his
desired color schemes through the use of primary colors on multiple plates. The
following section focuses on one of the most successful of the artist’s color etchings
exhibited in 1896 Marché à Gisors, rue Cappeville (Figure 56) as it represents a summa
of Pissarro’s efforts to achieve harmony or unity by striking a balance between
translating his sensations and creating a piece of decorative artifice, as well as of his
meditations on the market theme as a potential metaphor for his own position in the art
market.

Marché à Gisors, rue Cappeville
Pissarro’s figurative oeuvre of the 1880s and 1890s contains numerous depictions
of markets. The subject represented a specialty of his dear friend Piette, who exhibited
ten works of markets in the 1877 Impressionist exhibition. Pissarro’s first image of a
market, Woman Selling Chestnuts (Figure 57), did not appear until after Piette’s death in
1878.142 Significantly this image is a print, evidence of Pissarro’s exploration of different
media as well as subjects and formats because of his dissatisfaction with his paintings.
Pissarro’s works showing market scenes (such as Figures 58 and 59) have little to do with
Piette’s, which are traditionally horizontal and theatrical in design, distancing the viewer
from the scene. Pissarro rather employed avant-garde compositional devices—horizontal
frames; compressed space; cropped figures; figures with their backs to the picture
plane—to create the fiction of immediate physical immersion in a crowd. As with the
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café-concerts and ballet scenes of Degas, which certainly served as sources of inspiration
for the artist at this point, Pissarro’s images of chance configurations were actually quite
contrived. Pissarro’s tendency to use media associated with quickness and spontaneity
for his works of markets perpetuates this illusion.
Along these lines the preparations for the market works relate to the revival of the
artist’s talent for pithy, sometimes caricatural drawing, as illustrated by early studies in
sketchbooks retained by the artist.143 As shown by Richard Brettell and Christopher
Lloyd, Pissarro made presentational drawings, preparatory drawings, as well as filled
sketchbooks with motifs throughout his career, but these practices ebbed somewhat
during the 1860s and 1870s.144 He revived his drawing practice around the same time
that he began making prints in earnest, 1879-80. In 1883 Pissarro presented drawing to
Lucien as a means to work oneself out of a slump: “I recognize fully that you do not draw
well my dear Lucien. I told you any number of times that it is essential to have known
forms in the eye and in the hand. It is only by drawing often, drawing everything,
drawing incessantly, that one fine day you discover to your surprise that you have
rendered something in its true character.”145 Pissarro’s belief in the importance of
drawing led him to fill sketchbooks with motifs, to which he like Degas continually
returned, and after 1879 his figure paintings in particular involved complex preparatory
processes.146
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While markets certainly represented capitalist institutions, where goods were
exchanged for currency, their intimate, collective and direct nature proved acceptable to
an “increasingly subtle and realistic branch of anarchism,” as described by Brettell, which
“gained ascendency over the doctrinaire theorists of the movement’s early decades. As
less was written about the revolution itself and more about how to reconstruct during and
after the revolution, anarchist thinkers focused more on keeping what was desirable about
human interaction—including economics—and even about the sacred cow of private
property.”147 As markets signified a traditional facet of economics cherished by French
culture, “[Pissarro’s] representations negate the anonymity of modern industrial shopping
(department stores), and because of that they tap into a deep well of French sentiment
about the intimacy of food shopping.”148 For the artist markets represented a model for
the future as described by Kropotkin, a “return to a state of affairs where corn is grown,
and manufactured goods are fabricated, for the use of those very people who grow and
produce them.”149 The scholars referenced in this section to varying degrees take
Pissarro’s interest in markets as a metaphor for his own desires with regard to marketing
his art.
It is noteworthy that for Pissarro markets were not strictly a rural theme. He made
two black chalk, pen and ink drawings heightened with watercolor of markets in Paris, A
Corner of Les Halles and The Marché de St. Honoré in 1889.150 Just as the artist
147
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marketed his works made elsewhere in the capital, markets in Paris represented the
endpoint for much of France’s regional produce. The food market was the objective of
the peasant’s labor; the art market was the objective of Pissarro’s. Both served as sites of
exchange between workers and their bourgeois customers. While, as described by Adler,
“Pissarro looked at both the city and the country, but he belonged to neither world”151—
he could hardly hawk his own wares at food markets--, he tended to identify with the
proletariat. The artist questioned Kropotkin’s assertion that an artist could not properly
portray “the poetry of work” in the fields if he did not work like a peasant himself,
famously responding, “It seems to me that is necessary to understand one’s subject to
render it well: but is it necessary to be peasant? Let us be first artists and we will have
the faculty of feeling all, even a landscape without being a peasant.152 He wrote to
Lucien in 1887, “But one can hardly conceive of a bourgeois without unearned
increment. All those who work with their hands or their brains, who create, become
proletarians, with or without overalls.”153
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While his market works signified an ideal form of capitalism, in making them
Pissarro grasped an opportunity to create a niche for himself among his fellow avantgarde figure painters, adapting Degas’s daring depictions of crowds to his own interests
and reputation as a painter of rural subjects. Pissarro further showed his shrewdness with
regard to his marketing of his markets by seemingly heeding Durand-Ruel’s advice to
paint small, diverse works. Brettell observes,
Pissarro understood that there were many levels to the art market in nineteenthcentury Paris and myriad ways to produce for diverse consumers. The Parisian
markets catered to tourists, to eccentric middle-class collectors of certain types of
objects, to the very wealthy, to new money, to the professional classes, and so on.
To succeed in these overlapping markets, artists needed to produce works at many
different price points.154
Hence the artist for the most part refrained from making large oil paintings of markets in
favor of drawings, watercolors, gouaches, temperas, pastels, fans, etchings and
lithographs.155
Pissarro’s colored etching Marché à Gisors, rue Cappeville (Figure 56) represents
one of the artist’s most elaborately conceived works. It draws on and refines his many
conceptions of the market theme from the 1880s and earlier 1890s, but its official
beginning was a horizontal drawing in black chalk, watercolor and gouache from 1893
(Figure 60 is a tracing of this image).156 In the center of this work appears a female
figure seated with her back to us and another standing in profile behind two baskets of
goods that are diagonally oriented. Another woman leans over the produce from the
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other side. Along the left edge is a man with his body turned forward and his head turned
to the right, looking slightly downward. These figures remain more or less constant
throughout the composition’s progression. Along the right edge of this early composition
appears a bourgeoise resembling a figure from the artist’s 1884 The Market Stall
(Glasgow) that Gauguin described as “skull-faced.”157 The artist apparently traced this
image with the intent to transfer it to an etching plate but then decided to switch to a
vertical format. He then created another compositional study on tracing paper that proves
very close to albeit larger than the final etchings (Figure 61).158 Fragmentary studies on
tracing paper perhaps served as corrective additions to this study,159 and the artist’s use of
gray and brown washes and Chinese white shows the consideration of tonality. In the
new composition, the bourgeoise from the horizontal image appears in three-quarter view
under her parasol and slightly above the slope of the bending woman’s back, and an
isolated figure study for the seated female figure demonstrates the establishment of
relationship between her and the standing man as the work’s focal point.160
Pissarro transferred this composition to a never-cut woodblock, which he
annotated extensively for Lucien. He wrote to his son George in October 1893, “I’m
working on the market for the block that Lucien’s going to engrave. I’m very uncertain
whether it should be done vertically or horizontally.” Then in December 1894 Pissarro
wrote to Lucien of his intent to send him a color etching of a market, “for which you have
the woodblock.” 161 He made a smaller version of the composition on tracing paper that
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is the same size as the etching. While he did not use this drawing to transfer the image, a
pencil tracing on its verso helped the artist see the composition in reverse. He wrote to
Lucien in January, “I received my colored plates, I had had them steeled. I will send you
soon a fine print of…a Market in black, retouched with tints; I think some excellent
things can be made this way… . It has no resemblance to Miss Cassatt, it involves
nothing more than retouching with colors, that is all. I have already gotten some fine
proofs; it is very difficult to find just the right colors.”162 There exist three proofs in
various states of the Market colored by hand (exemplified by Figure 62). For the seventh
and final state, Pissarro removed most of the black, leaving the outlines. He etched three
new plates for the addition of red, blue and yellow. He applied colors purely as well as
layered thin, transparent inks to make orange, purple, green and brown. Pissarro printed
nine impressions of this final state, and as the colors blended differently with each
printing, they are all unique in character. 163
For this magnum opus on the market theme, Pissarro drew on all of his markets of
the 1880s and 1890s as well as devices developed in his printed oeuvre from the winter of
1879-80 forward. For the print Foire de la Saint-Martin (Figure 53), the artist
established a technique for rendering a dense crowd, with fairly defined figures in the
foreground and a jumble of light and dark shapes in the middle ground that read as people
with umbrellas. The Chestnut Seller (Figure 57), of the same period and showing the
same locale, conveys a sense of immediacy with large figures proximate to the picture
plane, while a tilted ground and a frieze of disproportionately smaller figures and
structures along the top of the composition lend it a decorative, if slightly awkward
162
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Camille Pissarro to Lucien Pissarro; January 18, 1895, in Pissarro, 1943, 257.
Shapiro, 1973, cat. 37.
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flatness.164 The artist used cropping in both prints to provide the impression that we only
see a piece of a larger scene. In Pissarro’s scenes of Rouen in the rain (Figure 54), the
cropping of figures and structures by the edges of the frame and the artist’s skilled
rendition of tone to mimic reflective, wet surfaces convey a sense of reality. Yet their
extremely tilted grounds negate depth; the further objects appear above rather than behind
the nearer ones, and the highlights guide our eyes up the picture plane rather than into an
illusionistic scene. Marché à Gisors, rue Cappeville combines the technique of rendering
a crowd in decreasing detail from foreground to background with a flattened vertical
format that exaggerates the scene’s crowdedness. The effect is hundreds of roughlyindicated heads appearing to spill from the small gap dividing the rows of buildings along
the top of the picture plane, which converge somewhat awkwardly with regard to the
laws of perspective. In the middle ground, the heads become slightly more detailed busts
in varying positions, corralled by a frieze of overlapping figures in the foreground. The
artist’s use of highlights as well as color creates a dynamic decorative surface.
In the artist’s paintings of markets, large figures dominating the foreground (often
with the their backs to the viewer), perspectival oddities and a tendency to fill the picture
plane with forms in saturated colors provide on one hand the discombobulating sensation
of navigating a crowd, while on the other they create vibrant, decorative, handmade
objects, showcasing the artist’s increasing fineness at rendering a scene of semi-rural life
according to a sophisticated, ornamental idiom.
As in many of Degas’s works, Pissarro’s artifice proves self-referential while also
visually quoting from other artists. Adaptations of figural types appear throughout:
164

The artist’s 1882 print Récolte de pommes de terre (New York Public Library) has a very similar
composition.
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looming women seen from behind with one or two bent arms; women bending over to
various degrees to adjust their wares; and the seated women with their heads slightly
turned, observed from behind, in three-quarter view and from the front. The bending
women seem related to Degas’s laundresses, while the seated women derive from Léon
Lhermitte’s 1884 etching of the cathedral of Rouen.165 While Pissarro cared little for the
classical tradition, his 1882 Marketplace (Figure 58) shows a Pontormo-esque mirroring
of forms. The posture of the woman moving out of the frame in the right corner is
echoed by the woman in the yellow and white bandana facing away from us in the middle
ground. Her leaning posture is in turn repeated by the dark-haired woman in a red
bandana, whose arm connects to the seated woman holding a chicken. The bench on
which she sits leads our eyes to the seated man in the left corner, whose gaze directs us
back to where we started. The foreground configuration in the print under consideration,
Marché de Gisors, Rue Cappeville, showcases a similar interaction.
Brettell and Lloyd’s examination of the role of drawing for Pissarro shows that
while he was largely self-taught, he was not particularly naïve or intuitive, ‘deficiencies’
he eventually accepted:
Pissarro’s career during the last two decades of his life can be described as
resembling an internal dialogue, in which certain compositions, figures or ideas
were taken up or put down as needed. …[His] groups of preparatory drawings
form threads which can with care be followed throughout the patterned fabric of
Pissarro’s mature career. They reveal a highly intellectual and self-critical artist
who considered each new work of art not an isolated transcription of reality, but
within the context of other works of art. …Pissarro viewed his own career after
1880 as a search for ‘unity’… . In this case, Pissarro’s ‘unity’ was not simply the
search for the single unified image, but, rather, a synthesis of the various strands
of his own career.166
165
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Pissarro’s path to unity was a convoluted rather than a linear progression, in which each
work built on and drew from its predecessors. The artist’s resumption of drawing as an
important component of his practice led him to commence prints like paintings with
preparatory studies and drawings in addition to realizing numerous preliminary states,
and as a consequence his imagery like Degas’s became somewhat contrived.
In addition to the repetition of form in the 1882 Marketplace Pissarro’s use of
color introduces an artificial pattern that guides the viewer’s gaze back and forth and up
and down the surface of the composition--subdued red, bright blue, electric yellow and
sea foam green as well as white appear fairly evenly dispersed and repeat with equal
intensity regardless of a form’s position in space. A similar phenomenon occurs in the
print, although the colors in the foreground are arguably warmer than those in the
background. In the hand-colored tonal studies, the light falls in the same way, but the
much of the scene appears cast in grey and blue shadow, lending the work a dreary
quality akin to the prints of Rouen in the rain. The order of these images corroborates the
notion that Pissarro considered tone before color. The addition of red and yellow to the
final state of the etching achieves the festive quality found in the artist’s gouache and
tempera markets. As identified by Mirbeau, Pissarro’s successful work in all media
shows a harmonious balance of realistic atmospheric effects and decorative artifice: “And
this harmony, which is found, without ever a dissonance, equally on the canvases of his
large decorative compositions, on the silk of his delicate gouaches, on the copper of his
vibrant etchings, comes from what he has been one of the first to understand and to
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innovate this great fact of contemporary painting: the light.”167 Thomson observes, “The
complicated evolution of the Marché de Gisors, rue Cappeville project is of importance
because it shows how during the second half of his career Pissarro no longer
acknowledged the traditional hierarchy in which painting held sway.”168 It seems quite
significant to me that Pissarro chose to do his most complex meditation, if not his
definitive statement on the market theme as an etching, a medium associated with
personality and spontaneity (if only in appearance) as well as intimacy and decoration.
As the subject called for vibrant colors, it was not until he obtained his own press that the
artist felt ready to undertake the project.169
At this the point in his career Pissarro found himself part of a new school, the
‘école d’Eragny,’ consisting of himself and his six artist-children, whom he gently
directed toward practical careers in the industrial arts.170 While Pissarro was the leader of
the école d’Eragny, he remained open-minded as ever, and Lucien’s work as an engraver
and illustrator seemingly had an impact on his graphic works of this period, in which line
plays an important role. Certain of Pissarro’s market scenes have an anecdotal or slightly
caricatural quality relating to the “pithy and notational” sketching style to which the artist
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returned in the early 1880s.171 During his time in Rouen in 1883, Pissarro purchased
Champfleury’s Histoire de la Caricature that was devoted to Daumier and sent Lucien a
portfolio of lithographs by Daumier with instructions to study them.172 Through Lucien
he discovered the English caricaturist Charles Keene, whose work he also collected.173
Pissarro advised Lucien, “Don’t strive for skillful line, strive for simplicity, for the
essential lines that give the physiognomy. Rather incline towards caricature than towards
prettiness.”174 This all demonstrates the artist’s rejection of trying to record nature
without the addition of the artificial conceit of contour and his embrace of a more
decorative and artificial style. A comparison of Pissarro’s 1882 Marketplace (Figure 58)
and Marché de Gisors, rue Cappeville (Figure 56), noting particularly the leering figure
in the lower left corner of the former, shows a move away from exaggerated
physiognomies toward more generic, illustrational features. The figures in the print have
much in common with the happy workers in Les Sarcleuses (Figure 63) from Camille and
Lucien’s collaborative ‘manga’ of wood engravings (drawn by Camille, engraved by
Lucien) Les Travaux des Champs,175 yet the lines of Marché de Gisors, rue Cappeville
have a slightly looser, sketchy appearance compared to the thick, professional contours of
Les Sarcleuses. Additionally, the colors in the market print appear imprecise and fluid as
opposed to Lucien’s meticulously applied, bounded pigments. Pissarro père likened his
son’s engravings for Travaux des Champs somewhat disparagingly to stained glass in
171
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1893.176 While Marché de Gisors, rue Cappeville’s vertical, stacked composition, dark
contours and bright colors that repeat throughout evoke Gothic art and the related
Cloisonnism of Gauguin and Bernard, Pissarro carefully ensured the work retained
markers of his personal style—an interest in light and shadow; the awkward proportions
of the figures that fill in the gaps between the main characters in the foreground; the
inaccurate perspective of the buildings at the top. These are all features that are mitigated
in the never-cut woodblock.177
Marché de Gisors, rue Cappeville represents one of five color etchings realized
by Pissarro and exhibited at Vollard’s in June of 1896. When Pissarro met Ambroise
Vollard in 1894, he expressed his hope that the “little dealer” was “the one we have been
seeking,” writing to Lucien that he “would do well to send canvases to Vollard…, he is
intelligent and an enthusiast. His place compares most favorably with the bazaar, which
is so cold, formal, bourgeois.”178 By the spring of 1896, his opinion of the dealer appears
to have soured: “Vollard spoke to me about exhibiting color engravings. This simply
annoys me, for I have only a few things, three in all, to show. But does he mean
business? I really don’t know. Vollard, of this you can be sure, doesn’t bother with
anything he can’t sell; reputation! The rest means nothing to him!”179 Vollard did
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convince Pissarro to show colored etchings, and while the artist seemed pleased with
their reception, he expressed misgivings about the dealer’s ambitions for his graphic
work in color:
I received word from Vollard to the effect that his exhibition [of prints] is a great
success. He wants to know the prices I ask for my prints in color. He would like
to know whether my prints were retouched with gouache, and by hand; everybody
asks him about this. …He would like to know if any printer can pull the proofs
and how many can be made. I replied that I would only sell my prints when I had
a whole group of them, and that furthermore I made engravings just for my own
amusement and that I didn’t care to sell them.180
Scholarship on Pissarro’s prints from before the 1980s presented statements along the
lines of the final sentence quoted above as evidence for his lack of commercial ambition
for them. However more extensive research on the artist’s prints, aided by the
publication of his extensive correspondence by Janine Bailly-Herzberg between 1980 and
1991 debunked this conception.181 Pissarro seemingly affected that he did not care to sell
his prints when he felt their value had been misunderstood. As shown, the prints of the
Impressionist peintres-graveurs frequently proved quite labor intensive, yet certain
dealers placed values on them comparable to other works on paper as well as increasingly
fashionable, mechanically printed color posters.182 Vollard’s questions about how the
artist colored his prints, whether “any printer” could pull them and how many could be
made indicate that he had larger ambitions than Pissarro’s insistence on handicraft and
rarity allowed. Further letters corroborate this suggestion. The artist related that Vollard
commissioned a large color lithograph of a market scene, though he “should have
preferred to do it in black and white, but it seems that color is the fashion” and he warned
180

Camille Pissarro to Lucien Pissarro; June 22, 1896, in Pissarro, 1943, 290.
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Lucien that “[Vollard] has talked a lot about books for you to do, but he is a real moth, I
am afraid his fate will be the taper’s flame!” 183 Pissarro and the dealer soon butted heads
about the price of the projected print:
I went to see Vollard. We argued about the price of my lithograph in color… .
You won’t believe what he proposed! Really, they think they can milk us!
Drudge, work, they say, and we shall take it upon ourselves to make money!
Arguing that Fantin-Latour sells his lithographs (the plates) at 100 francs, he
proposed to give me 500 francs for one hundred prints, the plate to be erased
afterwards. Naturally I didn’t accept. He said then: ‘All right, let’s try this. Pull
one hundred proofs at your own expense, give them to me to sell at a
commission… .’ If he thinks I’ll agree to that, he is mistaken. I will make the
plate and then consider what to do.184
After this exchange Pissarro apparently lost his desire to persist with color printmaking
and notably he declined to contribute to Vollard’s published albums of prints.185 As with
Cassatt the type of color printmaking Pissarro insisted on doing was too time-consuming
to prove profitable.
Between 1894 (when the artist acquired his press) and 1896 he produced fiftyseven etchings and lithographs, and he continued to produce and sell prints to dealers and
collectors he deemed respectful through the 1890s.186 Significantly among his
incongruous late works of bathers, the etchings and lithographs proved most
successful.187 By the time of his death in 1903, Pissarro had produced nearly two
hundred prints, almost three times more than any of the other Impressionist printmakers.
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His donation of one proof of eighty-two of his prints to the Luxembourg Museum in 1900
demonstrates the artist’s eventual pride with regard to this facet of his oeuvre.188

Conclusion
My examination of Pissarro’s printed oeuvre elaborates an alternate facet of the
artist’s pursuit of unity (concurrent to his adoption and rejection of Neo-Impressionism)
during 1880s and 1890s. Pissarro’s idea of unity never entailed having a cohesive oeuvre
in terms of subject matter, style or media. Instead it involved persistent trial and error
concerning the best way to realize his sensations artfully to make works both primitive
and modern. By creating highly wrought, increasingly self-referential works, Pissarro put
his brain work and physical labor on display, alerting his audience that his paintings and
prints were the rarified products of an artist worker.
Individually Pissarro’s prints document his often less than assured path to
compositional unity through the preservation of multiple preliminary states that allow the
viewer to phenomenologically experience his struggle. As a group, the examples
considered above show how the artist’s decades-long pursuit of harmony led firstly to a
daring and novel suppression of line by tone, followed by the eventual acceptance of line
and drawing as essential to his practice. Hence for his first works in the manière grise,
the artist conceived of his images tonally before defining them linearly, while his later
prints as exemplified by Marché de Gisors, rue Cappeville progressed more traditionally
from linear to toned to colored. Pissarro’s overarching consideration for tone,
demonstrates that while he streamlined his sensations, he took care not to become too
188
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refined and retain his Impressionist affinity for atmospheric effects, identified by Mirbeau
as the unifying factor of his works in all media.189
My consideration of Pissarro’s prints moreover showcases his road to commercial
success through the diversity that has made his oeuvre challenging for critics and scholars
since the 1880s. The artist’s nonhierarchical view of media allowed him to appeal to a
diverse range of dealers and collectors while remaining true to his anarchist notions of
working ultimately for himself. He wrote Lucien on printmaking in 1895, “I find this
work as interesting as painting, which everybody does, and there are so few who achieve
something in engraving. They can be counted.”190 This statement accords well with the
intellectual and physical labor invested in the artist’s prints. His approach to art-making,
regardless of media, reflected his vision of a market of ‘kindred souls’191 who prized
deliberation, handicraft and rarity.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION

The examples of the established and commercially successful artists exhibiting
prints at the beginning of the Impressionists’ venture surely inspired Degas, Cassatt and
Pissarro to take up printmaking in earnest as a means to alleviate their financial troubles.
While Degas’s tendency to abandon projects before completion probably thwarted the
artists’ print journal, all three artists’ propensity to labor and fascination with processes
widened the dichotomy between art making and art marketing, rendering their prints too
complicated and too time-consuming for extensive and regular publication. Though
never published Le Jour et la Nuit represents an important piece of Impressionist history
because the beautifully crafted prints intended for it reveal the draftsmen and the colorists
of the New Painting as kindred spirits, for whom the how of art-making proved just as
important as the what. Considering the 1879-81 exhibitions in particular shows how the
Impressionists created smaller works in media intended for intimate settings and viewing
practices to appeal to the little coterie of like-minded amateurs who comprised their
public.
Considering select groups of prints by the Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro
individually bolsters and expands these observations. For Degas printmaking represented
another vehicle for experimentation and an aid for repetition, transfer and rearrangement,
the signs of which were part of the artist’s ‘aesthetics of process’ and imbued his works
with sensations of perpetual becoming that accorded with the fluidity of the modern
experience. Monotype served an integral role in Degas’s practice, aiding him to
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circumvent his tendency toward piecemeal composing, though blatant repetitions within
groups of the artist’s monotypes belie the spontaneity conveyed by their broad, gestural
appearance. Cassatt’s entire oeuvre reflects her industry and entrepreneurialism, but the
artist’s prints particularly encapsulate these traits. When she took up printmaking,
Cassatt embraced both its physical and intellectual challenges, taking care to emphasize
signifiers of process and handicraft. Making prints pushed the American artist to master
rigorous design and create scrupulous works that balanced sensations of immediacy
associated with images of modern life with calculated artifice. My examination of
Pissarro’s printed oeuvre reveals an alternate facet of the artist’s struggle for unity in the
1880s and 1890s. The artist’s decades-long pursuit of harmony led firstly to a daring and
novel suppression of line by tone, followed by the eventual acceptance of line and
drawing as essential to his practice. All the while Pissarro took care not to become too
refined and to retain his Impressionist affinity for atmospheric effects.
Irrespective of the complicatedness of achieving their desired results inhibiting
their ability to capitalize financially on them, Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s prints show a
concern for the values of the modern art market. Spearheaded by Degas, all three artists’
avant-gardism included renouncing the traditional hierarchy accorded to media, and
consequently some of their most important works are prints. While remaining true to his
principles and frequently rejecting the customary requirements for completed pictures,
Degas acquired a like-minded group of collectors who sought intimate works in terms of
media and size, replete with signs of his peculiar temperament. Likewise the emphatic
handicraft, increasing decorative abstraction and intimate subject matter (highlighting
objets d’art and textiles) of Cassatt’s prints demonstrated her engagement with her milieu
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and market, in which originality was located in signs of temperament, and handcrafted
commodities were increasingly esteemed in the face of mass-production. Pissarro
eventually achieved esteem and success through the diversity that has made his oeuvre
challenging for critics and scholars since the 1880s. Taking on subjects that were
uniquely his own in a range of media allowed the artist to appeal to a range of dealers and
collectors while remaining true to his anarchist notions of working ultimately for himself.
Therefore despite superficial differences with regard to subject matter and
approaches, an examination of Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s printmaking practices
reveals new insights about the Impressionists’ associations with each other and
Impressionism’s relationship to the changing art market of the late nineteenth century.
Degas, Cassatt and Pissarro’s shared compulsion for regular work, fascination with
artistic processes, technical flexibility and curiosity rendered them particularly suited for
making rarified, laborious prints. While not particularly lucrative, their prints attracted a
small group of ‘kindred souls,’1 who sought phenomenological entrée into the artists’
elaborate intellectual and physical processes.

1

To quote Pissarro again (Chapter Five, 206): Camille Pissarro to Lucien Pissarro; November 20, 1883, in
Pissarro, 1943, 47.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 1 a, b, c, d and e. Edgar Degas, Mary Cassatt at the Louvre: The Etruscan
Gallery, 1879-80. Softground, drypoint, aquatint and etching, 26.7 x 23.2 cm; first
(Courtesy National Gallery of Art, Washington), second (Art Institute of Chicago), third
(Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; www.metmuseum.org), eighth (Brooklyn
Museum) and ninth (Courtesy National Gallery of Art, Washington) states.

Figure 2. Mary Cassatt, In the Opera Box (No. 3), c. 1880. Softground, aquatint and
etching, 19.7 x 17.8 cm. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; www.metmuseum.org
.
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Figure 3. Camille Pissarro, Wooded Undergrowth at l’Hermitage, 1879. Softground,
aquatint and drypoint, 22 x 26.9 cm. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York;
www.metmuseum.org .

Figure 4. Ludovic Napoléon Lépic. Willows and Poplars, c. 1870-6, from the series
“Views from the Banks of the Scheldt.” Etching with monoprint inking, 3.45 x 7.44 cm.
The Baltimore Museum of Art: Garrett Collection, BMA 1984.81.25.
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Figure 5. Ludovic Napoléon Lépic. The Mill Fire, c. 1870-6, from the series “Views from
the Banks of the Scheldt.” Etching with monoprint inking, 3.43 x 7.43 cm. The Baltimore
Museum of Art: Garrett Collection, BMA 1984.81.33.

Figure 6. Marcellin Desboutin, Portrait of Degas, 1875. Drypoint, 8.5 x 7 cm.
Bibliothèque nationale de France.
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Figure 7. Edgar Degas, Dancer. From La Vie moderne, 29 May 1879. Relief
process: Gillot.

Figure 8. Mary Cassatt, In the Opera Box. From La Vie moderne, 9 August 1879.
Relief process: Gillot.
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Figure 9a, b, c and d. Edgar Degas, Mary Cassatt at the Louvre: The Paintings
Gallery, 1879-80. Etching, softground, aquatint and drypoint; third (Yale University Art
Gallery), thirteenth (Philadelphia Museum of Art), sixteenth (Art Institute of Chicago)
and twentieth (Art Institute of Chicago) states, 30.5 x 12.6 cm.

Figure 10. Edgar Degas, Mary Cassatt at the Louvre: The Paintings Gallery, 1885. Pastel
over etching, 30.5 x 12.7 cm. Art Institute of Chicago.
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Figure 11. Edgar Degas. Two Studies of Mary Cassatt at the Louvre, c. 1879. Charcoal
and pastel on gray wove paper, 47.8 x 63 cm. Private collection.

Figure 12. Edgar Degas, Au Louvre, 1879. Pastel on seven pieces of paper joined
together, 71 x 54 cm. Private collection.
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Figure 13. Edgar Degas, Ludovic Halévy Talking to Mme. Cardinal, c. 1880-3.
Monotype, 15.8 x 11.8 cm. Whereabouts unknown.

Figure 14. Edgar Degas, Ludovic Halévy Talking to Mme. Cardinal, c. 1880-3.
Monotype, 21.6 x 15.9 cm. Whereabouts unknown.
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Figure 15: Edgar Degas, Conversation: Ludovic Halévy and Mme. Cardinal, c. 1880-3.
Monotype, 18.4 x 14.2 cm. Cleveland Museum of Art.

Figure 16: Edgar Degas, Ludovic Halévy Finds Mme. Cardinal in the Dressing Room,
1876-7. Monotype heightened with red and black pastel, 21.3 x 16 cm. Graphische
Sammlung, Staatsgalerie Stuttgart.
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Figure 17. Edgar Degas, Ludovic Halévy Meets Mme. Cardinal Backstage, c. 1880-3.
Monotype, 27.3 x 30.7 cm. Private collection.

Figure 18. Honoré Daumier, Mother of the Singer, 1856. Lithograph, 23.5 x 20.5 cm.
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
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Figure 19. Edgar Degas, Mme. Cardinal Scolding an Admirer, c. 1880-3. Monotype,
measurements unknown. David-Weill collection, Paris.

Figure 20. Edgar Degas, In the Corridor, c. 1880-3. Monotype, measurements unknown.
Whereabouts of original unknown.
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Figure 21. Edgar Degas, An Admirer in the Corridor, c. 1880-3. Monotype,
measurements unknown. Whereabouts unknown.

Figure 22a and b. Edgar Degas, Pauline and Virginie Conversing with Admirers, c. 18803. Monotype; first (21.5 x 16 cm; Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University) and second
(21.2 x 16 cm; whereabouts unknown) impressions.
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Figure 23. Edgar Degas, Pauline and Virginie Conversing with Admirers, c. 1880-3.
Monotype, 16 x 21 cm. Private collection.

Figure 24. Edgar Degas, Dancer and an Admirer, c. 1880-3. Monotype, measurements
unknown. Whereabouts unknown.
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Figure 25. Edgar Degas, Landscape, 1890. Monotype, 30 x 40 cm. Private collection.

Figure 26. Edgar Degas, Burgundy Landscape, 1890. Monotype, 30 x 40 cm. Musée du
Louvre, Paris.
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Figure 27. Edgar Degas, Landscape, 1892. Monotype and pastel, 25.4 x 34.2 cm.
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

Figure 28. Edgar Degas, Landscape, 1892. Monotype and pastel, 25.4 x 34 cm.
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; www.metmuseum.org .
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Figure 29: Edgar Degas, Wheatfield and Green Hill, 1892. Monotype and pastel, 26 x 34
cm. Norton Simon Museum of Art, Pasadena.

Figure 30: Edgar Degas, The Field of Flax, 1892. Monotype and pastel, 25 x 34 cm.
Private collection.
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Figure 31. Marcelin Desboutin, Portrait of the Printer, Leroy, 1875. Drypoint, 29.5 x
20.9 cm. Bibliothèque nationale de France.

Figure 32. Mary Cassatt, Au coin du feu (Before the Fireplace, No. 1), c. 1882.
Softground and aquatint, 16 x 20.6 cm. Courtesy National Gallery of Art, Washington.
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Figure 33. Mary Cassatt, Homme lisant, c. 1882. Softground and aquatint, 16.7 x 12.5
cm. Private collection.

Figure 34. Mary Cassatt, Le Soir (Now known as Under the Lamp), c. 1882. Softground
and aquatint, 19.2 x 21.8 cm. Art Institute of Chicago.
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Figure 35. Mary Cassatt, The Visitor, c. 1880. Softground, aquatint, etching, drypoint and
fabric texture, 39.5 x 30.8 cm. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York;
www.metmuseum.org .

Figure 36. Mary Cassatt, The Parrot, 1889-90. Drypoint, 16.2 x 14.4 cm. Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York; www.metmuseum.org .
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Figure 37. Mary Cassatt, The Bonnet, 1889-90. Drypoint, 18.8 x 14 cm. Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York; www.metmuseum.org .

Figure 38. Gustave Courbet, Jo, La Belle Irlandaise, 1865-6. Oil on canvas, 55.9 x 66
cm. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; www.metmuseum.org .
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Figure 39. Edgar Degas, At the Milliner’s, 1882. Pastel on paper, 76.2 x 86.4 cm.
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; www.metmuseum.org .

Figure 40. Mary Cassatt, The Coiffure, 1890-1. Drypoint and aquatint, 36.2 x 26.7 cm.
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; www.metmuseum.org .
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Figure 41. Mary Cassatt, Study for The Coiffure, 1890-1. Graphite with traces of green
and brown watercolor, 14.9 x 11.4 cm. Courtesy National Gallery of Art, Washington.

Figure 42. Mary Cassatt, Study for The Coiffure (No. 1), 1890-1. Pencil, 21.6 x 14 cm.
Whereabouts unknown.
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Figure 43a, b and c. Mary Cassatt, The Bath, 1890-1. Drypoint, softground etching and
aquatint, 32.1 x 24.7 cm; fourth (Courtesy National Gallery of Art, Washington),
sixteenth (Courtesy National Gallery of Art, Washington) and seventeenth (Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York; www.metmuseum.org) states.

Figure 44. Mary Cassatt, In the Omnibus, 1890-1. Drypoint and aquatint, 36.4 x 26.7 cm.
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; www.metmuseum.org .
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Figure 45. Mary Cassatt, The Fitting, 1890-1. Drypoint and aquatint, 37.7 x 25.6 cm.
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; www.metmuseum.org .

Figure 46. Mary Cassatt, Mother’s Kiss, 1890-1. Drypoint and aquatint, 34.6 x 22.7 cm.
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; www.metmuseum.org .
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Figure 47. Mary Cassatt, Maternal Caress, 1890-1. Drypoint, aquatint and softground
etching, 36.5 x 26.8 cm. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; www.metmuseum.org
.

Figure 48. Mary Cassatt, Mrs. Robert R. Cassatt, the Artist’s Mother, c. 1889. Oil on
canvas, 96.5 x 68.6 cm. The Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco.
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Figure 49a and b. Camille Pissarro, Crépuscule avec Meules, 1879. Aquatint, etching and
drypoint, 10.3 x 18.1 cm; printed in red ink by Degas (Art Institute of Chicago), printed
in blue ink by Degas (Museum of Fine Arts, Boston).

Figure 50a, b, c, d and e. Camille Pissarro, Femme vidant une brouette, 1880. Drypoint
and aquatint, 32 x 23.3 cm; second (Museum of Fine Arts, Boston), fourth (Art Institute
of Chicago), sixth (Library of Congress), tenth (Art Institute of Chicago) and twelfth
(The Clark Art Institute, Williamstown, MA) states.
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Figure 51a, b and c. Camille Pissarro, Paysage, masure, 1879. Etching, aquatint and
softground, 16.7 x 17 cm; second (Ashmoleon Museum, Oxford), fourth (Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston) and seventh (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York;
www.metmuseum.org) states.

Figure 52a, b, c and d. Camille Pissarro, Effet de pluie, 1879. Aquatint and drypoint, 16 x
21.4 cm; first (Kunsthalle, Bremen), second (Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven,
CT), fourth (Philadelphia Museum of Art) and sixth (New York Public Library) states.
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Figure 53. Camille Pissaro, Foire de la Saint-Martin, 1879. Etching and aquatint, 11.9 x
16 cm. Bibliothèque nationale de France.

Figure 54. Camille Pissarro, Port de Rouen, effet de pluie et paysage, 1883. Etching,
drypoint and aquatint, 14.2 x 16.5 cm. New York Public Library.
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Figure 55a, b and c. Camille Pissarro, Paysage en long, 1879. Etching and aquatint, 11.7
x 39.5 cm; first (from a zinc plate) (Museum of Fine Arts, Boston), second (from a zinc
plate) (British Museum) and third (from a copper plate) states (Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston).

Figure 56. Camille Pissarro, Marché à Gisors, rue Cappeville, 1894. Etching in color,
20.2 x 14.2 cm. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.
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Figure 57. Camille Pissarro, Marchande de marrons, 1878. Drypoint, 21 x 16.3 cm.
Bibliothèque nationale de France.

Figure 58. Camille Pissarro, The Marketplace, 1882. Gouache on paper, 80.6 x 64.8 cm.
Private collection.
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Figure 59. Camille Pissarro, Poultry Market at Gisors, 1885. Tempera and pastel on
paper mounted on wood, 82.2 x 82.2 cm. Musuem of Fine Arts, Boston.

Figure 60. Camille Pissarro, Study for Marché à Gisors, rue Cappeville with a Study of a
Woman’s Head seen in profile facing left beneath, 1893. Pen and Indian ink over
charcoal and graphite on tracing paper, 17.3 x 25.3 cm. Ashmoleon Museum, Oxford.
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Figure 61. Camille Pissarro, Study for Marché à Gisors, rue Cappeville, 1893. Black
chalk, pen and ink, gray and brown washes, heightened with chinese white, on tracing
paper, 25 x 17.4 cm. Ashmoleon Museum, Oxford.

Figure 62. Camille Pissarro. Marché à Gisors, rue Cappeville, 1894-5. Etching and
colored pencils, 17 x 11 cm. Ashmoleon Museum, Oxford.
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Figure 63. Camille Pissarro, Les Sarcleuses, c. 1893. Wood engraving in color by Lucien
Pissarro, 18 x 12 cm. Ashmoleon Museum, Oxford.
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